INTERESTING & UNUSUAL FAULTS
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t fill1 CH

SERVICING THE G.E.C.

1746

SCANNING & SYNCHRONISATION
A RESPONSE CURVE GENERATOR

MAKING
YOUR

A

PATTERN GENERATOR

PROBLEMS SOLVED

LETTERS FROM READERS

Etc. Etc. Etc.
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Build our own Aerials...

!tr.-- yotifF
-

AERIAL

FITTINGS
FOR BAND
& RADIO F
1
forrnule
constructing
Useful

and hinl.c
for
own
Catalogue)
increased range of

cheaply.

illustratingand
Diestra All our
Fittings, including
Band st
Bann III to sand I Mast Couplers
and
Holders Insulators Director
Rod
..
Thoth" In! ine
types), Masthead
"
aind- Masts
H
gs,
Fit and Elements,
Brackets.
Chimney
etc. Send
for the above
I'- in stamps
to

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

DON'T GIVE UP BEFORE YOU HAVE
OUR

--

Phone: 657/8

COMMERCIAL TV
TRIED

:

III PRE -AMP
Separate coaxial inputs for Band and Ill

TF-1
-h

BAND

Tr8 BES
-

I

Aerial Downleads. No
changing
of Aerial
leads.
No Diplexor
required. Attractive
black crackle finished

WE

OFFER

MULLARD

COSSOR

EMITRON

Etc., From Stock

fitted with non scratch rubber feet.
case

Easily

"

AIRVISION"

(Electronic Equipment Manufacturers)
14

12

installed -just

plug in mains and
aerial leads.
A sensitive unit complete with built -in power
supply specially designed for use in ultra -fringe
areas. High signal to noise ratio. Will produce
excellent results in localities where the signal is
normally unusable.
Dimensions 6in. x 4in. x 21in. Will fit inside most
receiver cabinets. 200 -50 v. A.C.
C.W.O. OR C.O.D.
PRICE C6.6.8.
(Fly Lead 3/6 extra.)

Boulton Road, SOUTHSEA

""

14"'

17

""

TUBES £5
TUBES £6
TUBES £7

10.

10.

10.

Please add 12/6 Carriage and Insurance.

All Tubes Guaranteed for

6

months,

MARSHALLS for TELEVISION
131

St.

Ann's Road, Tottenham,
London, N.I5.

Callers welcome.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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FM

MARCONIPHONE

40ounce

COLUMBIA

NEW PRACTICAL W1'Y
OF LEARNING AT HOME

-

NEW
completely up -to -date methods of giving instruction
in a wide range of technical subjects specially designed and
arranged for self -study at home under the skilled guidance of

our teaching staff.

NEW -experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched
on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is
allotted to each student for personal and individual tuition

throughout the course.

Instructional

Radio and television courses, with which specially prepared
components 'are supplied, teach the basic electronic circuits
(amplifiers, oscillators, detectors etc.) and lead, by easy stages,
to the complete design and servicing of modern Radio and T/V

lesson
manuals.

equipments.
if you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby
or interest, commencing a career in industry or running
your own full -time or part -time business, these practical
courses are ideal and may be yours for moderate cost. Send
off the coupon to -day for a free Brochure giving full details.
There is no obligation whatsoever.

Oscilloscope.

Courses with Equipment

RADIO

SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION

CIEMISTRY
ELECTRICITY

.

MECHANICS
PHOTOGRAPHY
CARPENTRY

ELECTRICAL WIRING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

`HI -F1'
ART etc.

2-stage radio

Students

equipment.

Test Pane'.

5 valve
3- waveband
_uiperhet circuit.

E.M.I. Facto: ies
at Hayes

Fill in for FREE BROCHURE

England.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138X, London, W.4.
Naine

......Age..........

(If under 21)

Address.._
_....._._.......... .._......_..._..-_._........... _._...... -...

EMI
T,

(--;c/e,

I

INSTITUTES

/fmn,:° (1fuá_y

Cr->C%ege

-run

am interested

in the

........._..

-._

following subject(s) with/

withoutequipmenc_........_.._ ............ ...............................

62,/

CAPS
PLEASE

............................

(We shall not worry you with personal visits)

-

BLOCK

APR ; g8

a j4/on'a-wee ixdwsffta6 orgaaúeaúórs;
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SPEAKER BARGAIN
`
& OUR 19/6, COLUMN '_

e
9

Hl- fidelity loudspeaker.

'o.

A

sit

Permanent magnet type' with
ahm speech coil. Will
standard
handle up to 12 watts. Brand new
4 >- lint
lo,lc. r. Price 32;6
:3

fI(

31

1

THE SKYSEARCHER

pllls- metal ICI'eh\m Phis set of modern 'l'.A pal t i., rocs, t
t -. ul as an educational set for M rder
tsi ing an old televisor l 1 r building into, it new '
second
i,:,r re! also makeswna !Ine
for wide angle 141n. or 17in tubes using
kshop, etc. one. Suitable
set tor the bedroom.
or 12-14 kV. The four it ems comprise : 1111.3 n
All Curt s. less cabinet. .assis and E.H.T.
E.H.T. transformer. '.2) 70" scanning !coils an
speaker, 19'8. Post and ins. 2 6. output.
yokes. 13) Width control with ferrite core.
Data free with parts or available ferrite
output transformer. With these parts we
oeparetely 1.8.
3-sat... battery i41 Frame
give free. complete circuit diagram of modern
reclus )ils.) available at the 'same also
televisor which used them. We offer the whole lot at
prie
the price of the Line output transformer only. namely,
a 2- valve

T.V. SERVICE SHEETS

.

.

I

'

I

,

ALL -MAINS AMPLIFIER

57 8, plus 2'6
19

with Free

past and insurance.

RANGE TESTMETER

Gift

l

t:an be your: foe
only 10.- deposit
and 19 payments of
10- weekly.
Like all :.v0
meters it is a
very fine instrument it

..

has

i

I

100 sheets covering the most popular
post-war Televisots by leadimi
makers- Cossor. Ekeo, Ferguson,
Pye, etc. etc. Give circuit diagram,
component valves, LE. frequencies,
etc., £1 post free.

14"

:

a sense -

T.V. CABINET

tivi ohms
per volt and

.cel'flll three valvo Mains amplifier ideal for dances. parties. etc.
Complete less chassis. t abi net and
P

!available if required,- data 16 (free with parts). Price
188, plus 26 post and insurance.
Don't Be Caught Like This

1 6
nt o a t
useful eau'sU
volts 0met eu
1ß0J
ranged, A.C. volts 0 -1.000 five ranges). D.C. current
0-1 amp. 15 ranges). resistance 0 -2 megs. 12 ranges,
complete with test leadst. Immediate delivery.
Cash price £9 10.0- non -callers please odd 3,8
In...
put
FREE GlF'l'. All purchasers of the above item this
month will receive the M.M. Range Extender which
adds rapacity 0.1 m.i. in two ranges -Inductance 0-1101
henrys and decible -25 to 36.

i \11

Ulli

I

I

speaker

ej

I

t

.

TX. cabinet of the lai est
styling made for one of our most
famous firms -beautifully veneered and polished -limited quantity-19 6 each. Carria.geandpacking
36 extra.

14-

:

-SEND NO MONEY -L

A.M. /F.M. CHASSIS
stade by
McCarthy

file !:unau
Radio. This

employe a printed circuit
in th F.M. Tuner section.
it uses 8 valves and has
a t cry attractive three
colour dial, size approximately 12 x 511u., covers
wavebands: 1000 -2000
m.. 203 -550 m., 15 -50 n,..
:end 85 -100 Mc s. This
precision ruade chassis with four controls. togs -.
CAR STARTER CHARGER KIT volume, wavechanger and tone. Full,. goer.
EP
Post and in nrau' -' -.
All parts to build !r- and 12 -volt
charger which can be connected
NOW 2 MODELS
to a " fiat " battery and will enable
the csar to be started instantly. fit
Turret Tuner
, comprising the following.
...
... 22.6
93 Mains Transformer
new stack. m,, -'r ...
... 17 6
13 '.
5-amp.
Rectifier...
93
tcttlt coils for Band I
... 3 8
Regulator Stud Switch
93
III complete tilllt
Resistance Wire
ta,
Former
...
...
93
Resistance
Nbldel 1 I.F.
2'6
pur 33:38 Mc. s.
Mains on %off Switch
0-5 amp. Moving Coil-Meter ... 12'8
heaters.
Model
uatput. 16'10 Mas. Pats//i
Constructional Data
1 6
93 or if bought all together price is
hearers. With circuit diagram, 73.8. With ]:nobs
62 6. plus 2;6 post and packing.
36 extra, post and ìnsurEX- GOVERNMENT VALVES
an:e 26.
are
Here
some
types
stock.
in
Many
THIS
MONTH'S
SNIP
of the more popular ones
6,6J5 5'- 714 8B'DL74 9.8
® IT{
Complete Walkie-Talkie for El
ILD5 3/616J7 61- 25Z4 9 6 EF80 8.6
W3 kip- Talkie
Nn.
38
® 2X2 4 6 6K6 7:- 257,6 10 (I'I ELt50 10.6
Rodio Transmitter has a
6.6
3A4 7'- 6K7. 7:6 2315 10 -.H63
range of approx. 5 miles.
8 - HI.4C3 6 6'
jB 5Z4 9 6 6KS 9 8 42
Just right for search
10 - HL13 9.6
5114
8:- 61,6 9 -'43
parties. fire brigades,
12 6'111.13209 6
6AC7 8!8 6N7 18 75
UJ `rates on dry
77
GAL5 66 6SA7
8 6,XT61 9.8
Lotteries. Complete
G133
86 KT72 9.6
8' -78
4':cita live va:vea and in
GC4
8 6 KTW614,6
6 8 6Q7 9,8 81
metal
ease. Size approx.
3.6 KTW739.6
ffl6C6 686SJ7 6 954
,. 6' s 31'. Unused but
II
pp, GD3
6.8 6SK7 8 1623 10 81KTZ11 9.8
lest ed or guaranteed
8.6
6FG
7,6 6SL7 3r- DDT48.81U12
'.I'V.
plus 2II past
9 6
616 9 8 6V6 96 DDTI3 ''U71
.. suralae.
ÍB 6G6C: 4.' 8 7A7 9; 6
96
8 1'71

-lust

a large stamped addressed
envelope and we will send you details of how you can build a 14in.
or 17in. televisor In one evening
without technical knowledge. If
you decide not to build our televisor
we request you to return the data
or remit 3 6. Note : Second hand
parts or units are not used in our
televisar , or sold by us.

i

The

P

-5

,.

Band

ESTRONIC"

Ill Converter

I.

c

To-day' s best r aì tie in Band 111
converter's suitable for your 1'.V.
or money refunded. Complete ready
to operate 49 6 non -mains, or 79 6
mains, post and insurance 3.6.

:

I

FE h$Fi

re 7N-7

96

131173

98

FR-ToPfalffirlfiltiol4W+ 71'ZZ
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Press Items

It. & f. SUBSTITUTION RUS
As described in last month's issue
author describes this as second
most used instrument on his bench.
Kit of components with full instructions. £2 l0, -. plus 2:6 post and ins.
Simple Tone electronic organ
described in Feb. issue. Kit of
components as specified complete
with valves but t..rt chassis or ca. e.
ßt10 -. inns lI; post and ins.

-
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Tube Tester and

Hi-Fi SNIP Infinite Wall Baffle

Re- Activator

We can supply

ponents including metal chassis.
valves. metal rectifier.

fit(at-

picture
rail). Takes
up no floor
space. Gives

really fantastic result
with
low only
priced

for making

All the com-

Corner

taches to

All the parts

Beginner's Superhet

and

ting

Transistor Timer

£2 10 -.
plus
2'6 post and
pkg.

eered

polished.

all the

main components for
making this unit
which will not only
test Cathode Ray
Tubes but also will re- activate them,
supplied complete with full instructions. Price £3, plus /6 post and ins.

transistorised
Enlarging or
Process Timer
with constructional details.

8'

speaker.
tweeter. O nly 45
and insurance 3 6.

TABBY EQUIPMENT COMPLETE
Complete equipment for seeing In the dark. as fitted
to Army vehicles for night ariving, etc. Complete
working equipment comprises : 2 Infra Red Radiators.
adjustable binoculars, power pack for 6 or 12 volts,
control units and inter-connection cables. Original
cost probably around £100. Unused and in perfect
order -£10. plus 10- carriage and insurance. Mains
power pack. £4 extra.

PUBLICATIONS

FOR

Title
Car Starter Char-

Short Deseripl ion

Fitting for

-

each,

carriage

Yours for 10/- Down
and 17 weekly payments
of 10 /- or cash price

£8.10.0

,.

CONSTRUCTORS

l'ri,

r
of
latest most up -to -date Record
data The
Player made by the famous B.S.R.
16
company.
Using Hi -Fl Crystal Pick
etc., etc. rewith overcharge position.
ge(
Up and fitted with every modern
quired to
Chimelite
... Door chimes and hall light 2
device. Definitely a record changer
build the Befinncr's Super het "as
combined.
will give years of trouble -ft ee
described in the January issue, are I.T.A. Converter
A two valve unit suitable for 1 6 which
music. Not surplus but the current
available as a parcel. Price £3. plus
converting any type of
model.
Price £8,101- or 10'3 - post and in:.
television.
deposit
and 17 weekly payments of
Crispian ...
... Four valve all dry battery 1 6 10.-, carriage
and instrance I -.
Condenser Tester and
portable.
Economy Ampli- Cheapest possible 3 valve J 6
Re- Activator
mains amplifier.
fier
guitar
Amplifier
operates di regi t?
Cheapest possible 13 valve 16
This unit tests condensers under Skysearcher
from \.('. mitin- high- üdcliti,
mains receiver for medium
correct working conditions at proper
wave.
voltages. it ran also be used for
" reforming " electrolytics. All basic Economy Thieo... Three valve battery version 1 6
of the Skysearcher.
parts and full instructions, 50 -, plu.,
F.M. Tuner '
Good unit quality tuner 16
2 6 post and
based on the original Radio
Constructor circuit.
Band
Converter
Four valve mains T.R.F. 1 6
Mini Radio
Suitab l e
medium and long wave.
Wales, LonA.C. -D.C. Multi - 15 range test meter for A.C. 1 6
don.
Midmeter
and D.C. volts, ohms ana
lands, North.
milliamps.
Scotland.
Simplex ...
... The simple transistor re- 9.1.
etc. All the
ceiver for headphones.
Transistor Timer For photographic and pro- £d. 3 -valve 43 wart with it en new
Parts includresponse better than 40- 15.000 c.p.s.
ing 2 EF80
cess timing.
valves. coils.
Easy to Build T. V. A modern set suitable for 3 6 Control panel size Sin. x 2lin. comes
fixed to chassis but is intended for
fine
tuner,
wide angle 14- or 17- tubes
independent mounting. Separate bass
contrast control, condensers, and
which can be assembled in
and treble controls giving fullest
resistors. (Metal case available as an
an evening (only 24 solder
variation of cut and lift. Separate
extra.) Price only 19r6. plus 2'6 post
Joints to make).
and insurance, Data free with parts Condenser Tester Tester for all types of ton- £d. switch, absolutely no mains bunt.
Remarkable value at £4 19 8 Plus
or available vcparatcly 1 6.
densers, can also be used for
ins.
'3 6 post and
reforming electrolytics.
C.R.T. Tester ... A device for testing and re- 9d.
Making a Solder Gun
activating television picture
tubes.
A î- second solder
gun of the type Beginner's Super- A 4 valve mains operated 9d.
he
receiver, simple to make and
cUng£3
os
-£4 was
align.
described 1n Two Way Switch Describes how to control a 9d.
Mao. Meth. Only two
light from two points.
essential parts are re- Moisture Oper- Describes a switch which Is 9d.
r
quired -(a) transformer
TV Masks
ated Switch operated by moisture.
and (b) push switch. Electric Blanket
Latest tY e
Describes how to make a 9d.
g rey
These we can supply at
foolproof, waterproof electric
crYstallate.
13 6. plus 2/- post. The rest 01 the
blanket.
parts you wLl have in your own Anti -burst
... Describes how pipes in lofts 9,11.
Junk ' box. Copy of the article con Plus 1can
be
prevented from
post,
cerned given free with the kit.
freezing.
Thermal Delay Gives circuits of process 941.
Switch ...
... timer, sequence switch, overA.C. /D.C. Multimeter Kit
load relay, smoke control, etc.
15 Racle. Ranges
... Shows how to make a 7 9d.
Solder Gun
Measures A.C. D.C.
second solder gun.
volts, D.C. current
Special Offer : All the above booklets and pamphlets,
and ohms. Al the
12,6 or any ten St half price.
essential parts including metal case,
tin. moving coil
meter, selected
resistors, wire for
For prompt attention post orders should be sent to
stunts, range selecour Eastbourne address marked Dept. 5.
tor. switches. calibrated scale and full
42 -46, Windmill Rill.
29.Stroud Green
1266. London Road,
66. (.rose ltd.,
instructions. price
Ruislip. Middx.
Finshur} Park. N-.4('roydon.
Sussex. PHONE:
Phone: RUISLIP 5780 l'.acibourne
19 8 plus 16 post
AR Chu ey lCi9 Phone
CRO 6558
and i nsurance.
Half day, Wednesday. Half day. Saturday.
Halt' day. Thursday
Half day, Wed.

eoils,tuning
condenser.

ail

Nicely ven-

A

6 -12

volt

5

amp battery

...

.

ill

l !l/'

I

/

'

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
'

133

E8
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03
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03
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133

ffl
03

ffl

03
EE

ffl
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ffl
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double triode consisting
of two independent high slope sections with
similar characteristics. The valve is particularly
useful as a cascode R.F. amplifier for television
receivers and also as a combined oscillator and
mixer for frequency modulation receivers. It
can, of course, be used wherever high slope
triodes are require d, a n d features low

The Brimar 6BQ7A is

u

TELEVISION

an

internal screen is
provided which is
brought out to a

'IrI.e.:W .::EEEE:

:a,::,-..a,.:y:e
HOOF vOLTAGF

separate base pin.

OL S

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage
Cathode bias resistor
Anode current
Mutual conductance
Amplification factor..
Anode resistance
Grid cut-off voltage
10/IA)
Write to the Publicity Department for

6 3
150

(L-

Standani T' /(p/wn('s and Cobleg Limited

(LEEDS)
LTD.

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1/9 extra under £2,
2 9 under £5. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 P.m. Sate. until 1 P.m. S.A.E. 11 Rh
enquiries, please. Full list 6d. ; Trade list 5d.
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
All parts for converting any normal type
Fully Guaranteed
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v
Interleaved and Impregnated.
60 c /s. Supplies 120 v. 90 v or 60 vat 40 ma.
Primaries 200- 230-250 I. 50 cis screened
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
of 2 v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit
... 16/9
260 -0-260v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5v 2 a
49/9. Or ready for use, 9/9 extra:
350-0-350 v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a ... 18/9
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY
-0-250v
100
ma,
6.3
v
4
a,
5v
3
a
250
... 23/9
ELIMINATOR KIT.-All parts for the
350-0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ... 23/9
construction of a unit (metal -case
350 -0-350v 150 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ... 29/9
51- 41 -2in.) to supply Battery Portable
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 c/s maths.
Midget type 21- 3- 31n....
... 17/9
Price, inc. point -to -point wiring dia... 28/9
250- 0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a
grams, 39/9. Or ready for use. 48/9.
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a
for 81355 Conversion ...
... 31 /EX -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP
... 23'9
300 -0- 300v 100 ma. 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a
UP/STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS
10-0-100-200-220-240 v to 5 -0-75 -115-135 v
350 -0-350v 100 ma. 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a ... 23/9
or REVERSE. 80 -100 watts. Only 11/9,
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3v 4 a. 0- 4-5v3a... 33/9
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
plus 2,9 post. 10-0- 100 -200 -220 -240 v to
200
9 -0-110- 122 -136 -148 v or Reverse.
watts, 35/9, plus 7/6 Carr. Both 50 c.p.s.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200 -250 v 50 c/s Primaries 6.3 v
EX -GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated black
1.5 a, 519: 6.3 v 2 a, 7i6 0 -4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9
crackle finished, undrilled cover. Size 14
12v 1a ,7/11; 6.3v3ó, 8/11 ;6.3 v6 a, 17/9.
x 10 x 81ín. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE,
200 -250 v 8-9 -15 v 1; a, 11!9 :0-945 v3 a, 16/9;
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
0 -9 -15 v 5 a, 19/9: 0 -9 -15 v 6 a, 22/9.
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9. plus 2/9 postage.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Size 131 x 8i x 611n. with undrilled perf,rStandard Pentode 5.000 to 3 ohms .. 4/9
ated cover finished stoved grey enamel,
...
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms
.

.

:

:

:

3/9

SMOOTHING CHOKES
... 11/9
250 ma 5 h 50 ohms
...
...
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms
...
...
... 8/9
...
... 5/6
90 ma 10 h 350 ohms
...
... 4/11
60 ma 10h 400 ohms
...
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
B.E,C. 300 v 250 ma, 12/9 120 v 40 ma, 3/9
6/12 v 1 a F.N., 411 240 v 50 ma. 4 /11
6 /12v2a F.W., 8'9 :6 /12v4a, 14/9:250v
80 ma, 7/9 6,12 v 6 a F.W.. 19,9 : 6/12 v
24 v 2 a, 14/9.
1D a, 25/9 ; 6/12 v 15 a, 35/9
('O -AXIAL ('ABLE lin.
75 ohms 14/36
...
...
3d. yd.
... 11d. l'd.
Twin-screened Feeder ...
:

:

;

:

:

7/9, plus

2//9

post.

-IO

1T4
1S5

3S4

5Y3G
6J5G

6K8G

7/9

6J6

7I9Ì6K7G
8/9 6X5GT
7/9 6SN7GT
6L60
4/9

919116

6S7JGT 8/9
EF39
5/9
6V6G
7/9
61J5G
3/9

15D2

2524G
35Z4
MH4

4/9

3/9

6AT6
EB91
ECC91

7!9
8/9 EF80
11/9 EF36
7/9 EL32
EL84
4/9 EL91
9/9
6/9 KT66
4/9 SP61

á9

4/6
8/9
4/9
3/9
10/6
5/9
1119

2/9
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volts approx.

Footscray 3333

Dept. N.

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2.
EX.IO \'T. MAINS TBANSF.

from NewW ex -Govt. units.
Primary 0 -200- 130 -:50 v. Secs 275-0-275
vl0oma, 6.3 v7 a, 5v 3a
21¡9
EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CIIOKES..
... 3/11
80ma10h150ohms ...
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised ... 3/11
... 6/100 ma 8 -10 h 100 ohms Parmeko
Removed

120 ma 12 h 100 ohms
...
150 Ma 6-10 h 150 ohms Trop.
150 ma10h 150 ohms
250 ma h50 ohms
...
100 ma 20 h 200 ohms
.

.

...

...
...
...

... 9/9
619
.
... 1119
... 1219
... 19/9

E.R.T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mid. 5.000 v Gans (ex- Govt.). 2/11.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS.-Consisting of attractive Blue Hemmer Case,
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier. Fure, Furtholder. Tag Strip Grommets and Circuits.
For mains input 200-230.250 v 50 es, 6 It 2 a,
251 6 v or 12 v 2 a. 31,6 6 v or 12 v 4 a.
53'9. Any type assembled and tested for
6'9 extra.
R.S.C. 6 v. or 12 y. 4 a.
BATTERY CHARGER
For normal A.C. mains
input 200- 230 -250 v 50 c s
Selector panel for 6 v or
12 v=charging. Variable
charge rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fuse. and with
meter. Well ventilated
case with attractive
hammer finish. Guaranteed for 12 months.
:

:

Carr. 3/6.
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains
200 -250 v 50 cis. Output for charging 6 v or
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
27'9. Above can also be used for electric
75

EX -GOVT. VALVES (NEW)

volts

220 -ohms
9 mA
6 4 mA V
39
6,100 ohms

data sheet

a

FOOTSCRAY SIDCUP KENT

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

volts

0.4 amp

.

train power supply.
D.C. SUPPLY KIT.- Suitable for Electric Trains. Consists of mains trans.

12 v 1 a Selenium
2 Fuseholdeis, 2
Fuses, Change Direction Switch, Variable
Partially 29 9
Speed Regulator.
Case,
and
Circuit.
drilled Steel

c.p.s. A.C.
F.W. Bridge Rectifier.
200 -250 v 50

G:La
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The Editor will be pleased to consider b

articles of a practical nature suitable
for publication in "Practical Television."

Such articles should be written on one
side of the paper only. and should contain the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for manuscripts. every effort
will be made to return them if a stamped
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All
cor, rspondence intended for the Editor
shos id be addressed to
The Editor,
" Practical Television," George Newnes,

Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, IV.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
of radio apparatus and to our
efforts to keep our readers in touch with
the latest developments, we give no
warranty that apparatus described in
our columns Is not the subject of letters
patent.
Copyright in all drawings. photographs and articles
published in
design

Practical Television" is specifically
throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
of any of these are therefore expressly
forbidden.
17 > -4--0 --4 o mo-* -4-<,-4
reserved
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THOSE SURGICAL PROGRAMMES
WITH all the wealth of subject matter available to those
responsible for selecting our TV programmes, it is surprising that the BBC should have to visit the operating

table for material. The programmes showing how various operations are carried out are, in our view, in very bad taste. They are
unwanted and may indeed have the effect of scaring off those
who should undergo operations. Not so long ago, there was a
programme demonstrating painless childbirth, and before that
a series of programmes showing how a woman could reduce
excessive avoirdupois by dieting. Naturally, this raised a storm
amongst the doctors and surgeons, and it has yet to be demonstrated that the public want them. There may be a few with
hypochondriac tendencies who enjoy the glint of the surgeon's
knife but it can be of no possible real interest to the public at
large to witness, say, an operation on the heart.

TV-THE TIME- WASTER !
ACCORDING to the President of the Westinghouse Broad-

casting Company, who recently addressed a conference
the average American spent five hours, seven minutes, every day
of the week throughout the year with his TV set-in other words
a total of 35 hours, 49 minutes per week. The object of the
conference was to draw attention to the point of view that the
average American pays more attention to TV than to his work.
The average American is paid for a 40-hour week, which said
the President is reduced by more than 4 hours by coffee breaks
and other interruptions. The comment, however, proves nothing.

TV AND MOTOR OFFENCES

DURHAM has installed TV apparatus

so that the officers
on point duty can observe whether traffic is obeying the
o
traffic lights and recently a motorist was fined and summoned
F
on the evidence of the TV camera. It might be thought by some
that it would be almost impossible for a policeman watching
á
ö
a black and white screen to distinguish between red, green and
á amber, and such evidence, like that of the electronic timing
Ó
devices for timing motorists exceeding the speed limit, is in our
ö
view not irrefragable. It is open to serious doubt.
ti
However, the police are tending more and more to make use
d
a
of modern scientific developments; photographs, tape recordings,
and finger prints now frequently figure in court evidence. As
3
far as the television camera is concerned, its angle can make a
great difference to what appears on the screen. '
Scientific developments, however, should not be warped to
make it impossible for an accused person to bring rebutting
evidence, and we must be careful not to place too much power
in the hands of the police. -F. J. C.
next issue. dated May. will be published on April 22nd
ï( Our
ß
e>
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Pesp omre Curve
Cefterator
ANOTHER INVALUABLE TEST SET FOR
THE SERVICEMAN OR EXPERIMENTER
By

MOST experimenters in television are con cerned with picture definition, and it can
be a tedious business seeking it- without
suitable equipment. Here is described a cheap
-

and efficient apparatus which, with the aid of an
oscilloscope, will enable the constructor to be
sure of one factor at least-the important one of
" response curve " -in his circuit adjustments.
The aim of the designed circuit is to produce
an oscillator which can be varied in its frequency
so as to sweep through the nominal intermediate
frequency of the I.F. amplifier. In order to show
the response curve of the receiver on the face of
the tube of an oscilloscope, the output of the
oscillator is connected to the input of the amplifier, and the voltage developed at the detector is
fed to the Y plates of the oscilloscope tube
amplified as necessary. If the timebase generator
is set to a low speed -say, 10 sweeps per second
and the oscillator is swept through the I.F. at
the same speed, the response curve of the amplifier
appears on the end of the C.R.T. A moment's
consideration will show the reason for this. Away
from resonance the amplifier is off tune and only
a small voltage is developed at the detector. As
the generated frequency approaches the tuning
point of the amplifier the detector voltage will
increase, and since the spot will have moved
(towards the centre of the trace, normally) it will
be deflected vertically. At the point of resonance
a single tuned circut is taken as the simplest
example-maximum voltage is developed at the
detector, and the spot on the tube face suffers
maximum deflection. As the generated oscillations
increase in frequency, off -tune conditions are
again met and the deflection of the spot decreases.
Fig. 1 shows a typical trace curve for a single
circui t.

-

-if

Conditions of Design
Certain conditions have to be met in the design

Il,Bowman

of such a " wobbulator." First, there must be
automatic means of sweeping the .oscillator frequency'thcugh. the nominal I.F. of .the amplifier.
Second, this process must repeat at a high enough
rate to show an apparently continuous trace on
the C.R.T. The third condition is that this must
not be done at too high a rate, otherwise the
tuned circuits, if highly selective, cannot respond
in time and a distorted trace resùlts. Five to 10
traces a second is good enough, and with large band -width amplifiers 50 per second will do,
though it is really too high a rate of sweep. In
the fourth place, the oscillator must swing completely through the 1.F., and where considerable
band- widths are involved this is a limiting feature
of design.
The timebase generator of the oscilloscope will
produce a linear sawtooth voltage, and if this can
be caused to produce a considerable linear variation of oscillator frequency, the problem is solved.
The writer tried several methods of varying the
oscillator frequency before settling on the present
circuit. The normal method, using a " reactance
valve " preyed to have two faults at the usual
television I.F.
was impossible to get a large
enough sweep without generating at a low frequency and multiplying up, and also the variation
of frequency was not linear with a linear saw tooth voltage. The use of a Miller valve across
the oscillator tuned circuit gave a better sweep,
but the frequency change was not linear. In both
cases four or five valves would have been needed
to give reasonable results, because of the correction involved. The mechanical method is attractive
-using a motor -driven variable condenser to
tune the oscillator-but it is a little unreliable,
and does not lend itself well to low speeds of
" wobbulation." It is, moreover, not elegant.

-it

The Circuit
The circuit eventually adopted is shown in
Fig. 2.
VI and V2 together comprise a multivibrator
of low output. It does not give a rectangular
wave -form' because of this, and because of the
fact that it is " locked " to a tuned circuit consisting essentially of L2 and C2 in series. It thus
resembles closely a Franklin oscillator. (Cl is
merely a H.T. blocking condenser.)
The timebase voltage, at about 20 -30 volts, is
fed to the suppressor grid of VI. The action can
be visualised as follows: the actual analysis is
complex. '
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Consider the suppressor of V1 very negative;
then all the valve current is diverted to the screen
and LI (which is coupled closely to L2). is virtually open- circuited and has no action on the
tuned circuit L2C2 apart from its capacitance.
Thus the oscillatory frequency of L2C2 is almost
unaffected by I.I. Now if the suppressor becomes

and L2 both consist of 14 turns of
24 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, close -wound on
a 0.4in. Aladdin former with an iron dust core.
L2 is wound on top of LI. with an insulating
layer of Sellotape between. The cathode end
of L2 should be directly next to the anode
end of L I.

Adjustment
Adjustment is simple. First, a
meter is inserted in the cathode
lead of VI (i.e.. in series with
the 5K resistor) and the standing
bias on the suppressor is varied
until the valve current is minimum. This is not a critical adjustment. and if preferred this
control can be dispensed with.
using a 2.2K resistor instead of
the 5K in the cathode lead; in
this case the suppressor grid
lead is returned direct to earth.
Next. setting the variable condenser C2 at about half its
travel, adjust the core of L1 -L2
until the frequency generated is
about 9 Mc /s, the sweep control
R5 being set to zero. The wobbulator is now ready to use.
The only connection not
shown in Fig. 2 is that between
the amplifier detector and the
A view of the interior of the generator.
oscilloscope. For this, a 10K
positive the cathode current goes nearly all to the resistor should be attached to a flex lead; the
anode and thus flows through LI. This is now other end of the resistor is connected to the
an active part of the tuned circuit because of its
diode anode or the volume control slider, and the
mutual inductance with L2; the frequency of free end of the flex connected to the Y-amplifier
oscillation therefore changes. Since the degree input of the oscilloscope. The 10K resistor will
of effective coupling between LI and L2 varies avoid instability due to the connection. and if
with the suppressor grid voltage, the time base voltage on the suppressor varies the frequency of oscillation.

Construction
The construction is simple
enough and galls for no special
precautions other than those
usually adopted when circuits
have to cope with frequencies
of 10 -50 Mc/s. The components shown should, of course.
be of good quality and low
loss. All condensers below 500
pF. in value should be of mica
or ceramic manufacture. With
the coils LI and L2. as now
the
fundamental
described,
frequency of oscillation is
about 8 Mc /s. but can be
varied to about 14 Mc /s. Up
to the fifth harmonic can be
used effectively, and thus the
following ranges are covered:
32 -56 Mc /s
8 -14 Mc/s
40 -90 Mc /s
16 -28 Mc /s
24 -42 Mc /s
If the higher harmonics are
not prominent enough. the
anode resistor of VI can be
increased to, say, 100 ohms.

C8 5OpF

68 fl

$R/

R-0

Output

(goes to

EF50
V2

Input of

ampiifier)

O

t

Timebase

Generator

(so v.)I

v

Fig.

2.-Theoretical

circuit used in this Response Curve Generator.
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this is not enough, try a screened lead or increase
the value. up to 500K if necessary.
It should be noted that the response curve may
easily come out " the wrong way up "; it depends
RF Output

To R.F

Finally,
tution of
input, for
by speech

the circuit is adaptable, by the substian A.F. amplifier for the timebase
frequency-modulation of the oscillator
or music. This is, of course, for the

Tuner

Time bese

Output' socket

Tags marked'MC, are

earthing points, to chassis

Fig. 3.-Wiring details of the generator. Note that C6 has been omitted for clarity and R6 was a fixed resistor ¡tithe original.

on which way round the diode detector is connected. Leaky -grid detectors always come out
wrong way up. This is no disadvantage.
This instrument will give, with a close coupling

idle minutes when the job of lining up the TV
is completed !

An Aerial Point
Band Width of Aerial
SIMPLE dipole for television is dimensioned
to be resonant at about 1.5 Mc /s below the
vision carr er frequency. This is done so that the
television signal will be spread evenly on either
side of resonance. When, however, additional
elements are added to the aerial this band width
decreases. With an H -type dipole it will not
decrease sufficiently to be noticeable, but with
multi- element arrays it can be serious. In fringe
areas this has, unfortunately, to be tolerated, as
picture resolution is the most important point.
In other areas, therefore, it is best not to use
more directors on the aerial than are absolutely
necessary for good picture resolution.
Quite a few of the additional BBC stations on
Band I are horizontally polarised. Arhong these are
Inverness,
Ireland), Rosemarkie,
Divis (N.
Londonderry (N. Ireland), Dover, Tacolneston,
(Norwich), Blaen Plwy, Meldrum, Aberdeen, Carlisle,
Jersey and Pontop Pike. Horizontal areas are as
directional as the vertical type, at right angles to
the dipole. They are, however, more so than the
vertical, even without reflectors or directors. Within
a reasonab.e distance a horizontal dipole should
give a good signal with just a reflector. The
impedance is approximately 70 ohms.
.26i.

-A

typical trace
Fig. 1.
curve for a single tuned
circuit.

.

between LI and L2 and an iron core well inserted,
as much as 30 per cent. frequency deviation. This
will give a band -width cover ample even on the
lowest frequencies, and much more than enough
at the modern television I.F.s of 30 -40 Mc /s.

'

Losses Other Than Through Mismatching
Attenuation in all feeder cables increases with the

A general view of the finished unit.

frequency. It is therefore often necessary to use
special low -loss coaxial cable ; this applies especially
to fringe areas.
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Constructing

4C7

"H"

Aerials

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN SIMPLE AND MULTI -TYPE AERIALS FOR BAND I
MANY requests are received every day for can be of wood or metal. but 1in. dural tube
details of construction of television aerials was used in the original mode!, a 10ft. mast
and the information is obviously beyond being used. Aluminium should not be used Jn
the scope of a letter.
We have given many the Channel 1 aerial. as the greater size imposes
articles on this subject. but all back numbers a greater strain on all elements.
are out of print and in response to the very
First cut the tubing to size: two lengths ¡in.
many requests we are reprinting below the main diameter, 3ft. 9in. long; one length ein. diameter.
details for making an " H " aerial. For those 7ft. 9in. long; one length ¡in. diameter, 3ft. 10 ¡in.
who require a single dipole. of course, it is only long.
The mast should be not less than lain. diameter
necessary to ignore the reflector portion of the
standard H-type aerial, and cut out the crosspiece. and about 10ft. long.
The remaining details relating to the aerial dipole
Each end of the tubing should be plugged
with either wood, ebonite or aluminium. and one
itself will then hold good.
The dipole and reflector. or H -type aerial, is, end of each of the dipole lengths similarly
of course; the most generally useful, and even on treated. The opposite ends of these two tubes
fringe areas is capable of good results, and the should be cut as shown in Fig. 2. and drilled
construction of this type will be dealt with first. with a 9/64th drill lain. from this end. An
The cost of the prototype aerial was 4s., the elongated ;in. diameter hole should be drilled
feeder 15s. and the Chimney brackets a further and filled in the centre of the ¡in. tube.
The next step is to cut out the pieces of
4s. This was accomplished by buying the necessary metal from a scrap dealer, where it is sold insulating material shown in the exploded view
by' weight, the insulating material being bought (Fig. 4). The best method of doing this is to
from government surplus stores. Although this cut out the pairs together, so that identical
was drilled, the holes were, after assembly. packed dimensions are assured. The holes in each set
should be drilled with the four pieces clamped
with Bostik glazing compound.
together. Note that in one set additional centre
holes are required and that these are smaller than
Design
Dealing first with the technical side of the the outer.
The two dipole lengths are then positioned and
design, refer to Fig. I. The length (a) is a
function of the wavelength and is obtained as bolted with 4 B.A. bolts through the holes already
drilled. There should be. a ¡in. gap in the centre
follows:
between the ends, and the cutaway portion faces
where M is the wavelength the front. Making sure that the tubes form a
(a) = 1.56 X M.
in metres. (Vision channel.) straight line, drill the 7 /64th holes from the
(in feet)
paxolin into the tube, and fix one side of each
or
where f is the frequency in tube with a 6 B.A. steel bolt and nut, and file
467.4
kilocycles. (Vision channel.)
(a) _
.

.

f

(in feet)

For all practical purposes this works out as
follows: Channel 1. loft. 6in.; Channel 2.
9ft. 2in.; Channel 3. 8ft. 6in.; Channel 4.
7ft. 6in.; Channel 5. 7ft.; and this is the total
length of the two halves of the dipole element.
The reflector (b) should be slightly longer than
the dipole, and is normally .51 of the wavelength.
The dimension (c) is not quite so critical, and
is usually fixed by mechanical considerations.
The gain obtained by the use of a reflector is
affected only slightly by variation of its spacing
from the dipole between one -eighth and one quarter of a wavelength. but, since the curve
depicting this gain slopes rather steeply below
one -eighth, there is more likelihood of a " flutter "
through vibration of the elements with one -eighth
spacing.

Construction
Turning to constructional matters, (a) and (b)
are of ¡in durai or aluminium tube, (c) is of
¡in. tube, again durai or aluminium. The mast
,.

-4-- C

y
b

1
Fig 2

Fig.)

Fig. 3
Fig. 1.- Standard " H " aerial with main measurements
indicated. Fig. 2. -The lower ends of the aerial are cut
as shown here. Fig.
Centre of the crosspiece.
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off any of the bolt projecting through the nut

inside the tube.
The reflector length i:x then fixed centrally in
the other set of paxolin insulators and, after
drilling through from the paxolin, bolted by
4 B.A. bolts, two only being necessary. This can
now be fixed to the crossbar by 4 B.A. bolts, a
tin. gap being left between the reflector tube
and the end of the crossbar. Fix by one bolt

April,.

unused 7/64th holes in the ends of the. elements.
6 B.A. bolts are used, passing through the paxolin
and elements. Since there are already nuts at
the opposite side of the tube, the bolts must be
cut to length first, leaving room for the tag and
a 6 B.A. nut.
The inner conductor goes to the upper element
and the metal sheath to the lower.
Carefully reassemble the aerial, drawing the
cable back slowly and making sure it is clear
of all bolts passing through the tubes.
To render the assembly weatherproof, give all
the connections a few coats of shellac; and from
fin. paxolin, cut covers for the ipole and
reflector assemblies and fix by 6 B.A. rass screws
into tapped holes in the edges of the } h. paxolin,
as shown in Fig. 6. The top and bo. tom covers
are drilled lin. and slipped over the elements.
Before screwing the covers in positión, coat the
edges of the fin. paxolin with Bostik, and spread
this liberally around the elements where they will
protrude. The gaps about the crossbar can also
be packed with this material.

Chimney Lashings
These can be made quite cheaply from light
lin. angle iron, again obtained frog a scrap
dealer. Dimensions obviously depend upon the
chimney stack, but the work can be'completed
Fig. 4.- Essential details of the clamp. Two sets of
ready for fitting by counting the bricks used in
these are required.
the stack and measuring this on the outer wall
first, set at right-angles exactly and tighten up this of the house. The 5116m. drawbolts used will
bolt before drilling the second. The elongated allow up to fin. .adjustment in either direction
Figs. 7 and 8 show the
hold, in the crossbar should be facing along the on all dimensions.
essential details.
line of the reflector.
The drawbolts should be about 1 f in. long and
The dipole must now be similarly fitted at the
The
other end of the crossbar, a ¡in. gap again being threaded at least lin. of their length.
long and
left, but great care is essential to ensure that it upright angle pieces are about 9in. the
brickis perfectly in line with the reflector as well as spread the strain over the corner of
work. They are held in position by the frame
at right-angles to the crossbar.
with
The mast fitting is the next step. Two 16 s.w.g. itself. One frame gives sufficient rigidity
be necesplates of aluminium or light alloy are used, with the lower ciannels, but possibly two will
The
packing pieces of either metal or paxolin between sary for the larger Channel boltedarray.
also
of
is
mast
is
the
which
to
bracket
differthe
to
make
up
the
-kin.
crossbar,
them and
in. angle iron and must be heated to red heat
ence between this and the mast. The run of the
again heated to hammer
cable, shown dotted, makes it necessary to to bend in a vice, and from
bending. It should
position the front fixing bolt off the centre of the out any kinks resulting
the fixing arms, and the
crossbar. Four 2 B.A. bolts are used here, and be about 12in. bebetween
kept as short as possible so
again care is essential to line up the mast with arms should
clears any buttress round the
the
mast
as
long
5).
Fig.
(see
the aerial assembly
the
complete,
construction
The mechanical
coaxial cable, which should be of 75 -80 ohms
impedance, must be fitted. In the original model
-----30 yd. were fitted, and this proved to be sufficient
----the
to
remove
is
necessary
for most needs. It
r
'
dipole element from the crossbar by removing
the
crossbar,
through
passing
;1
the two 4 B.A. bolts
and also to remove the mast, leaving the fixing
4
must
The
cable
the
crossbar,
plates attached to
then be threaded through the mast, and via the
elongated hole through the crossbar, until a foot
or two projects at the dipole end of the crossbar.
Strip off about an inch of the rubber sheathing,
1
and with a pointed instrument unpick the metal
sheath up to the rubber. Twist this together and
solder a 6 B.A. tag to it. Bare about fin. of the
inner conductor and solder a similar tag to this,
Fig, s
taking care not to melt the insulation. These tags
Fig.
centre clamping piece.
the
5.
-The
of
means
by
are now fixed to the dipole
'

1

1

2 -2p
I

--Fl;
f
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top of the chimney stack. The mast is fired
by two saddle clips and a bolt through the top
clip passing through clip. mast and bracket.

general
It should be realised that the diameter of tubing
used is dictated entirely by mechanical considerations. More fragile tubing would not withstand
Fig. 6

Ag,

7

umiii VI!

981

Fig.8

411

such as powdered cork, sawdust, etc. A plug
should be cut and fitted firmly in the lower
ends of the aerial and reflector after assembly.
and then the material poured in at the upper
end, after which a further plug should be
inserted and painted with shellac or similar

weatherproof material.
Although the H -type aerial just described is.
without doubt, the most popular and generally
useful type, occasionally the need for something
slightly better is felt, either from the viewpoint
of signal pick -up or. as in most cases, interference rejection.
In some situations ignition and other
interference are prolific, and experience has
shown that although signal strength is such that
nothing like full gain is needed to provide a good
picture, the programme value suffers from this
interference. Vision and sound limiters reduce
the effect to negligible proportions in the case of
sound, but cutting of whites and tearing of
lines on vision make an alternative desirable.
The H -type aerial just described may. in such
cases, be converted to a triple array, with
surprisingly effective results.
R

9.- General arrangement of the

Dipole Fig.
R

áb2

complete aerial
system.

t

Fig,. 6, 7 and 8.- Further clamping pieces and details
of a suitable chimney lashing.

the rough weather, and, although a greater
diameter for dipole and reflector elements would
increase the bandwidth. the result is hardly likely
to be noticeable, and the increase would also
mean a proportionate increase in crossbar and
mast to support the array. Weight is not the
main factor, but wind resistance, which increases
out of proportion to weight. This is, however,
the only limiting factor, and the
constructor can adapt the design
to available material provided a
margin of strength is allowed. 6a Die
The +in. paxolin is capable of
supporting any practical array
without danger.

The addition does not necessitate any drastic
alteration to the existing aerial and can be applied
to any H -type with suitable connections for
spacing of the elements. The 1 }in. mast will,
however, be found to be too flexible for the
weight of the new array. If a wooden mast
or stronger tube has been used, it is possible
that no alterations will be needed even here.
but. if not, the expedient described later is

f

%; Alum. Bar

-

Section Through
A -A' Bolted

Noise

One final point. and one which i
has been troubling many listeners, 2
is the question of noise. If the
aerial is erected in a very open
position it may be found that in
high winds it hums and the noise
seems to be amplified in the
rooms of the house on the side
adjacent to the aerial. In the
majority of cases this may be
prevented by filling the aerial Fig. 10.- Details of the clamping
pieces.
with some light packing material,
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11.- Assembly

details for reflector support.
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quite satisfactory, can be carried out without
dismantling, and results in a very strong assembly.

Design
This array has two additional elements spaced
the same distance from the dipole as the original
reflector and half that distance from the existing
reflector. In other words, referring to Fig. 1
on page 409, the three reflectors are each
positioned on an arc, radius (c) centred about
the dipole. The correct dimensions for the fitting
of these can be determined mathematically, but
á far simpler method of sufficient accuracy and
more attractive to the non -mathematically minded
is to make a scale -drawing of the assembly and
take the required measurements from this. For
4ft. spacing between reflector and dipole this
will show that the two additional reflectors
should be 3ft. I lin. apart and 62in. forward of
the existing reflector.
Since it is impracticable to build a triple
reflector Chanel 1 aerial using quarter -wave
R - Reflector

0- Dipole
Over /eppin9

Arms

o`

R

Figs. 12 and 13.- Underside view of the junction and
mast strengthening arrangement.

April, 1958

explains the construction, whilst Fig. 11 gives
As will be seen, the
additional _information.
paxolin fastens inside the crossbar instead of
outside as before, is only gin. thick instead of
+in., and the packing between the element and
this is dispensed with. Note (Fig. 11) that the
edges of the paxolin are rounded to fit snugly
into the crossbar. It is important that these fit
tightly. Mechanical strength is ample for ¡in.
light alloy tubing.
The paxolin T- pieces should be fitted to the
crossbar first, but not drilled or bolted. They
should be tight enough to stay in position when
the ¡in. bar packing is in position between them.
The elements can now be fitted to these T- pieces
by the two 4 B.A. bolts, fitting one bolt before
positioning the reflector exactly at right -angles to
the crossbar and drilling the second fixing hole.
Note that the T-pieces are not central but ¡in.
off centre, as the assembly lies above the existing
¡in. crossbar.
This done, the T- pieces can be correctly
positioned to give ¡in. gap between reflector and
the end of the crossbar and drilled and bolted
in position by 4 B.A. bolts, taking care when
fixing the second that it is perfectly in line with
the first. The fitting of this structure to the H
array follows and is the most tricky part of the
assembly, particularly where no bench drill is
available. However, if the following procedure
is followed, accuracy is ensured.
First drill a small hole (tin. diameter is suitable) in the centre of the new crossbar in line
with the reflectors and perfectly upright. Screwing the vice to a pair of step -ladders is a useful
tip in view of the possibility of damage to the
elements. A piece of ¡in. rod inserted will enable
the accuracy of drilling to be checked by set square and sighting with the reflectors, and a
small round file can correct errors in opening
the hole to take a -¡in. bolt 2 }in. long. Similar
accuracy and methods are necessary in drilling
the H array 6 1in. forward of the centre of the
reflector.
The new assembly should then be bolted in
position, the longer ends of the reflectors downwards, and the nut tightened just sufficiently to
hold the assembly rigid. If its natural position is
such that it tilts in any direction, correction is
still possible. The ¡in. bolt will be found to
have a square on the underside of the head which
must be accommodated, and the enlarging of the
topmost hole to take this enables faults to be
corrected.
Many methods will be obvious to prevent
pivoting about this bolt, but surfaces for the wind
to play upon should be avoided. Use is therefore
made of two L- shaped steel plates from the local
sixpenny store; arranged about the ¡in. fixing
bolt and between the two tubes, the ends being
fixed by 3 /16in. bolts with the two tubes at right angles. Fig. 12 is an underside view of the
junction.

spacing, i.e., 5ft. 6in. between dipole and reflector,
it is necessary to use these dimensions for this
array also.
The materials required for the addition are as
follows (for Channel 2):
One length ¡in. diameter aluminium or dural.
tube 3ft. 9gin. long; two lengths ¡in. diameter
aluminium or durai tube 7ft. 9in, long; two
lengths ¡in. bar aluminium or durai tube (square
or round); gin. paxolin or bakelised fabric sheet
(4in. X Sin. approx); mast (see text).
The two additional elements are plugged at
each end and are fitted by paxolin insulators to
the ¡in. crossbar, which is then bolted on top of
the existing crossbar 6 1in. from the centre of
the reflector. The plan view in Fig. 9 makes this
The sizes for other channels can be
clear.
ascertained from the formula and the above
working.
A simplified fitting for the reflectors of this
array has been devised and can be used for the
original reflector, if desired, with a saving of Mast
both labour and weight. This fitting has
The original "mast is too flexible for the
functioned perfectly, even when snow -covered,
and is thus quite as efficient as the one previously additional weight. Several alternatives are open:
described. The dipole itself, of course, must be first, a larger diameter mast, about 2in. should
(Continued on page 441)
left as before. The exploded view in Fig. 10
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FOR AN EXISTING

THE multiplier was originally constructed in
order to calibrate a home -made kilovolter
using an Avo 8. but has worked so well
that in its present form it is used in preference
to the former. It will read with 10 per cent.
accuracy EHT voltages up to 12.5 kilovolt. and
by applying a constant load regardless of the
state of the tube it also gives a rapid indication
of the EHT regulation. It can be clipped on
to the EHT line so as to provide a constant
reading whilst tests are carried out in other
parts of the stage and is quite safe to handle.
In essence it comprises 10 one watt insulated
resistors mounted inside a hollow plastic tube.
which in our case is a discarded celluloid bicycle
pump casing. For 20.000 ohm -per -volt meters.
such as the Avo 8. the value of these resistors
is 20 megohms each. whilst for the 10,000 ohm per -volt meters the value is 10 megohms each.
Although the wattage rating is thus at least 10
times greater than it need be.
watt resistors
have been chosen for their length, to reduce
the likelihood of arcing inside the multiplier.
The resistor leadout wires are straightened, cut
off a quarter of an inch from the body of the
resistor. scraped. tinned and cleaned.
The
temptation to use paste flux at this stage is
rigidly discouraged. The 10 resistors are then
soldered together in a straight line, overlapping
the leadout stubs and using the minimum of
solder. At one end is soldered the probe. which
in our case is a Sin. length of 6 B.A. brass rod
and at the other end the leadout wire. This is
made from about a yard of air- spaced low -loss
1

6BA rod

probe

Polythene sleeve
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Peters

coax. the outer braiding and PVC cover having
previously been cut back an inch from the end
and taped off. About 4in. is cut off the other
end of this lead and the white polythene tube
and spiral are carefully removed from this odd
piece to make spacing washers to fit over the
joints between the resistors. The odd lain.
remaining is then drilled free of the spiral.
heated until pliant. and slipped over the probe
end.
Starting at the taped off end of the coax. polythene tape is then bound firmly round the whole
assembly and fastened off at the top with a turn
of cellulose tape. Most radio dealers stock
polythene tape, but if unobtainable. a thick
polythene food bag can be cut down instead.
Three polythene spacers are then slipped over
the unit which is slid into the open end of the
pump case coax first. The spacers used are blue
pin protectors off nova) based valves, and the
upper one, which fits flush with the top of the
tube is wrapped with a turn or two of insulating
tape to ensure a snug fit. The bottom end of
the coax is opened out to about 4in. and the
inner and outer suitably terminated (i.e. with
spade terminals if for use with the Avo 8). The
inner is connected to the positive terminal of the
meter and the outer to the negative terminal as
well as the normal croc. clip lead to chassis. This
ensures adequate screening right up into the
multiplier, protecting the user against any fault
which could develop. In the prototype a rubber
ring was fitted around the outside at the point
Ten 20MO.

I watt resistors in series
Wrapped polythene

strip

Finger guard

Both obtained from coax. inner
Pump casing

Nine polythene spacers,
Spacer

(not meta

thus

Air- spaced
coaxial cable

pin protector)

Details of the multiplier and its connections.
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where the coax ended for no other purpose than
to indicate the limit of safe handling.

On the majority of sets in good working order
which were tested, the multiplier made negligible
difference to the EHT regulation, as judged by
Operation
picture shrinkage, but a low EHT rectifier was
In operation the multiplier has proved com- sho.wn up immediately by the picture " blowing
pletely free from corona effects despite the fact out " as the probe was applied. On a sample
that it has been hooked on to EHT caps for batch of identical new TV's variations of plus
hours on end. It will read 10KV (± 10 per cent.) and minus 10 per cent. were measured on the
full scale deflection with the meter set to any EHT line, so there seemed little point in using
of the lower D.C. volt ranges and 12.5 KV when resistors better than the standard " silver band
used at the 2,500 volt terminal. This can be 10 per cent tolerance.
read directly off the Avo 8 using the 0 -25 scale
Mains derived EHT can be measured by the
and dividing by two.
unit without damaging the rectifier as frequently
As a spark is drawn from the EHT terminal
happens when using a kilovolter, and the multibefore the multiplier makes contact, the needle plier by itself is a convenient means of gently
rises slowly and any voltage in excess of 12.5 KV discharging the EHT line before working on the
can be detected before the meter is overloaded.. chassis nearby.

TV in
TELEVISION is booming in Japan, where two
systems, state and commercial, are operating
in competition just as in Britain. Recently no
fewer than 43 new stations were licenced, of which
36 are commercial. With the existing 16 stations
and nine others about to open, this latest batch
...of licences will increase the national coverage
to 68 stations. Japan will then rank second in
the world in number of TV stations, although
still far behind the 500 in the United States.
Commercial TV quickly proved its value as an
advertising medium and bidding has been brisk
for time on the Japanese programmes. The
immediate success of the first commercial
programmes has led to the great increase
The
commercial stations.
in number of
first, NTV, opened on August 26th. 1953, and the
company quickly popularised TV by placing 220
receivers in railway stations parks and other
public places. The present five commercial
stations will soon rise to nine, while the latest
batch of licences will bring the total to 45.
NHK, the Japanese Broadcasting Corporation,
which opened its first Government-subsidised
station in Tokyo on February 1st, 1953, has
grown steadily to the present eleven stations,
with five others soon to be opened and seven
more now licensed, so their share will soon be
23 stations of the national total of 68.
When the first station opened in February,
1953, there were 866 families equipped with TV
sets. Steady growth has brought the sets in use
to near the million mark and production of
receivers now runs at more than 50,000 a month.
14in. sets now cost about £40 and over 70 per
cent. of the sets in use are of this size, with small
numbers anything from Tin. to 27in. There are
also over 10,000 kits of parts sold annually.

Programme Time
Programmes total about seven hours a day in
morning and evening sessions and favourite items
with Japanese viewers are Japanese films and
plays, quiz games, Japanese wrestling and baseball. Much of the viewing is communal in clubs
The brcal, -down of the main daily
and bars.

Japan
programme items gives 21 hours to entertainment, If hours sport, If hours culture and
half -hour educational. The daily average is three
hours studio programmes, two hours broadcasts
from outside cameras and two hours films.
In Japan TV is regarded quite seriously as a
visual educational medium. Ten schools were
equipped with TV sets when the first station
opened, but now well over 1,000 schools are
receiving the special programmes. Of the latest
batch of licences issued, one State and two commercial stations are licensed solely for educational
programmes and all stations are at present planning longer programmes for students of all ages.
It is anticipated that this will ease the present
shortage of teachers.
The rapidity with which Japan's electronic
industry mastered the prolems of manufacturing
TV equipment is remarkable, industrial closed
circuit TV is in increasing use and much research
and experimental work on colour TV is under
way. The first colour tests in Tokyo a year ago
aroused intense interest.
Considering the low living standards and
financial position of the nation, the very spectacular growth of TV in Japan is surprising and
has aroused world -wide interest.
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8.- SYNCHRONISATION
THE detected waveform of

a television signal
Fig. 55 where the carrier
amplitude is seen to vary between 30 and
100 per cent. of its maximum value for the
picture signal and fall to zero once every line
for the synchronising impulses. In addition a
series of wider pulses is transmitted at the end
of every frame for frame synchronising purposes.
It is necessary completely to separate the sync
pulses from the picture content so that it is

is

Last

IF

shown

in

To

video

Coil

CPTA
Grid

415

Sync.

By G. K. Fairfield

Saturated Pentode Separator
The pentode circuit shown in Fig. 57 avoids
this effect and finds wide use in_receiver circuitry.
By operating the valve with low values of anode
and screen potentials a very short grid -base is
obtained and by arranging that the incoming signal
is positive for ,the synchronising signals (See Fig.
57) then extremely favourable conditions for sync
separation are achieved.
The valve is nonconducting during the negative picture excursion
HT.

H TfG

pu/ses

68KO
p/

v/

f 2001P

47Kn

J.
Video
and
Sync.

1

input

T1
Fig.

56.- Simple

HT.

diode sync -separator circuit.

;

O

Fig.

57.- Saturated

HT-

pentode sync -separator.

and negative amplified sync pulses appear across
impossible for the timebase to be affected by the the anode load Rl. Due to the polarity of signal
latter. Also some method is required to separate applied to the grid, D.C. restoration is obtained
the line and frame pulses.
by the grid and cathode of the valve acting as a
A simple diode circuit can be used as shown in diode and allows capacity coupling to be used
Fig. 56. where grid modulation of the tube is from the preceding (usually vidio amplifier) stage.
used. The separating diode V2 becomes non - The capacitance between input and output is
conducting when the signal exceeds about I volt usually too small to cause the " pulling on
more than the positive bias Eb and thus allows whites effect mentioned above.
The negative sync pulses to
Line No, 405

be

obtained across

R2. This arrangement has
several
disadvantages.
the
most serious being the coupling of the picture signal, via
the diode capacitance, to the
timebases.
This will be
most evident when a white
object appears at the right hand side of the picture.
The sudden transition from
'peak to 30 per cent. modula-

tion will be transferred
¡through the diode and cause
'premature firing of the time `base circuit ; an effect sometimes known as " pulling on
whites."
o

-

/4 Lines
3 to

6 Lines

Odd Frames

40 ,usec. Frame puises

/Ojjsec, Line pulses

Even

Frames

Line No, 203
Fig. 55. -BBC Television Signal waveform showing the difference between, odd
and even frames.
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Mechanism of Synchronisation
Before going on to the question of frame sync
separation it is worth looking into the actual way
in which the timebase is synchronised, as this
will often provide the clue to an otherwise
inexplicable sync behaviour of the scanning
circuit.
Consider Fig. 58 which shows the scanning
and synch pulse waveforms present in the timeFree
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Synchronised but with

Locking

into sync,

running

.Z./1/

sync. pulse in scanning

period

/

.//

(a)

(a) Oscillator frequency higher than sync pulse repeti-

tion frequency.

Free-

with the lower frequency components (see Fig.
59). The result is the distortion of a square -wave
input as shown, by an amount dependent on
the relation between the pulse width and the CR
time -constant.
With suitable choice of time -constant the
capacitor C can be left with a charge at the end
of a 40 pS period so that the successive frame
pulses shown in Fig. 60 will charge C to a large
potential V, compared with the smaller potential
V resulting from the integration of a single line
pulse.
A simple diode circuit can then be Used to
separate the two sets of pulses as shown in
Fig. 61. The integrator circuit is included in the
anode circuit to the pentode separator VI and
the coupling diode V2 set to clip at a level shown
by the dotted line of Fig. 60 by the bias potentiometer R2R3. Only the clipped frame pulses are
passed through the diode to the timebase circuit.
Frame pu /ses
,Line pu/ses

into sync.

_

...

J

Synchronised correctly
with sync pulse occurring
in flyback period

Locking

(a)

(b)
(h) Oscillator frequency lower than sync pulse repetition

frequency.

Fig.

58.- Mechanism of

(b)
60.- Integration of
Interlacing
Fig.

synchronisation.

base circuit. If the free -running timebase frequency is slightly higher than that of the sync
pulse repetition rate then the condition of
Fig. 58 (a) exists. The circuit will adjust itself
until successive waveforms are identical and a
" double -stroking " effect will occur with the sync
pulse present during the scanning period. Correct
operating conditions are shown in Fig. 58 (b)
where the timebase is set with its free running frequency slightly lower than that of the sync pulses.
Here, the oscillator gradually locks into sync with
the Hulse occurring during the flyback period.

Separation of the Frame Sync Signal
As the difference between line and frame sync
pulses lies in their different duration then a pulse The
width discriminator will be required.
simplest form of discriminator, which is used in
a wide variety of frame sync circuits, is the
integrating circuit in which the potential divider
formed by R and the reactance of C reacts unfavourably to the higher frequency components
of the input signal, attenuating these compared

sync pulse train.

It is not merely sufficient, however, to provide
the frame timebase with synchronising signals.
Care must be taken to ensure that these arrive at
the right time if interlacing of the two frames
constituting the picture is not to be impaired.
H.T.+

680
Kû

.00l

R2
/00Kû

,uF

Line
Sync.
pulses

Video

Z 77

and

Vi

Sync.

0292

input

V2

R3

O5

pF

Sync.

_J
O

Fig.

Mfg

%F

T

59.- Integration of

for

eve/

o

o

pu/ses

Ad.lust

clipping

Output/

C

OINF

1-7
Frame

O
R

L/nput

2001

.00/

,uF

KC)

Hr-o

i

Pig. 61.

330

S, ne

separator, with integration circuit and

a square -wave.
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It is seen from Fig. 55 that the commencement
of the two series of frame pulses differ in phase
by half a libe period. so that the frame flyback
period will commence at the centre of the trace
for alternate frames (Fig. 62). and if, this position
is varied then a good interlace will not be
obtained. The integration method can suffer from
this defect and if the complete series of pulses is
integrated for both frames, the slope of the
resulting waveform will be found to be slightly
different (Fig. 63). This can cause the diode to
clip at slightly different levels. resulting in a
phase difference between successive frame pulses.
of more than half a line period.
An improved method of using the integrator
circuit is shown in Fig. 64. The composite line
and frame pulses are passed to the first diode Dl.

417

developed across R1. Adjustment of this circuit
is best carried out whilst observing the waveform at D2 anode with an oscilloscope. As the
potentiometer is adjusted to reduce D2 anode
volts, so the line pulses between the larger frame
pulses will be seen to reduce (Fig. 65): optimum
conditions being realised slightly after they have
been observed to disappear.
Sò far we have mentioned only accurate timing
of the sync pulses as a means of securing good
Even Frames

Odd Frames

Chopin. leve/

Phase de/ay due to
slopes of
integrated Frame pu/se

'--- different

63.- Integrated frame pulse trains for odd and even
frames superimposed to show phase delay arising from
their different slopes.

Fig.

Fig.

The time-constant of the cathode CR circuit is
made comparable with the frame pulse duration,
i.e.. about 40 /LS. During the line pulses (duration 10 µS), C is charged by D1 to a value VI
volts. The second diode D2 has its anode kept
positive by potentiometer R2R3 at a potential
slightly less than this and does not conduct. On
arrival of the frame pulse. due to the longer
duration, C begins to discharge through R and
lowers the common cathode potential. D2 conducts and allows a negative frame pulse to be

62.- Interlaced scanning raster showing position of
frame flyback during odd and even frames.

interlace. Several other features are necessary
and an important one is to keep the amplitude of
sawtooth generated by the frame timebase constant. Should this vary by only 0.25 per cent.
from frame to frame then interlace will be completely destroyed.
The charging capacitor of the sawtooth voltage
generator should have a high insulation resistance
and even then care should 'be taken to ensure
that it is completely discharged at the end of
the scan period. One way of doing this is to
shunt the capacitor with a diode which
becomes conductive .when the sawtooth potential
drops to a predetermined level. This is shown
in Fig. 66, where the charging capacitance C is
returned, to a potential V volts and the sawtooth
amplitude stabilised as the difference between
H.T. potential and this voltage. This circuit, to be
given next month, has been found most effective
when added to receivers which, although synchronised accurately, interlaced only indifferently.
(To be continued)
11.11111111111

Frame

Line
pu/ses

(e)

'

Value

of

P

too high

Frame
pulse

(b) PJ adjusted correctly
fig.

64. -Pulse

width

integrator

sync

separator.

Fig. 65. -Frame output waveform at anode of second
diode.
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No, 36.-THE G.E.C. 1746
By

F.

E.

Apps

from the circuit diagram that the first triode is
neutralised by C7. When any circuit is switched
in, the other two are shorted by S2.
A tuned circuit L8, L9, L10 couples the anode
circuit of V1B to the grid circuit of V2A. It
will be noticed that a different value of coupling
capacitor is switched in for Band I and Band III.
V2 is a triode pentode, either a PCF82 or an
The triode portion acts as a Colpitts
LZ319.
oscillator with L15, L16, L17 for the three
THIS G.E.C. model is a 14in. tube table set positions of wavechange switch. C23 and C21
which can be tuned to any of the thirteen are special condensers of selected temperature
channels, giving one channel on Band I coefficients to prevent drift due to rise in
and two channels on Band III. It is similar in temperature whilst working. L15, L16, L17 atarea
design to the G.E.C. models 4763 and 5643, only the oscillator tuning coils which operate signal
the
slight electrical and mechanical modifications frequency 34.125 Mc /s higher than Ti
is the
frequency. For Band III purposes
being involved.
fine tuner. The output from the oscillator is
applied via C15 to the control grid of the pentode
section, and the intermediate frequency appears
in L12 in the anode circuit. This is tapped to
give an impedance of 60 ohms, so that the I.F.
signal can be fed via C14 and a short length of

coaxial to V3-Z77 on the sub deck. L21, C38
is an I.F. trap circuit. Sound is taken from
the anode of V3 by L20, C36, C37, T2, tuned
to the sound I.F. of 37,625 Mc /s.
Ignoring the sound system for the moment,
the vision signal from V3 is passed by C40, L23
to the grid of V4 -Z77. Here there is a sound
rejector circuit consisting of L22, C43 and T3.
V4 amplifies at mid band of I.F. by transformer,
L24, L25, and then applies resultant to germanium
crystal GR1 which acts as a video demodulator

Fig. 1. -Main deck showing valves.

Power supply from
Sub -deck

Circuit Description
The aerial

input

is

-

60 -80

ohms unbalanced and the actual
input circuit is isolated by
means of Cl and C2 from the
Switch Si
transmission line.
connects the aerial to the
primary of one of three tuned
transformers. Of these L3 /L5
and L6 /L7 are tunable over the
whole of Band III by means of
dust iron cores and brass slugs.
L2 /L4 is tunable of Band I.
Ll /C3 is an I.F. trap for Band I
frequencies. VI is a double
diode valve either a PCC84 or
a B319 acting as a cascode
It will be noticed
amplifier.

Band

I

Ose.

Aerial

Fine
Tuner

and
Band
/SWitch

To

Aerial

Band 3A

e

Band 38

0
/.F.

V/

Q

V2

0

Output

Fig. 2. -Tuner unit showing trimmers, etc.
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35mA.

H.T.+2OOV

6

O

R33

R25
From C/4
i.-T--,

18

L28

277
VS

6

C46

C47

C45

C57

C

r
P27
Sensitivity

HT+

with C50. L26, C55 and load
resistor R38. Video signal across
R38 is passed via L27, C36, R37
g acting as a compensator to grid
of video amplifier V5-Z77. The
sound
negative going signal from here
output
is passed to cathode of the C.R.T.
cóo
LL-_^4 V6A -D77 is the video interference limiter.
1

R3/

P40

R4/

C

s

q,

3/

vro

DI-177

7

R35
GEX 34

GR2

red

3 4

Sync Separator
This is V8 -Z77 which passes
on sync pulses only. Line sync
pulses appear on R69 and are
fed via C76 to the line timebase.
Frame sync pulses are taken
from screen of V8 and passed to
frame timebase. To prevent line
pulses appearing in frame circuit,
there is an integrating circuit
R67. R68 and C78 which reduces
the line pulse amplitude and
passes them to V6B-D77 which
eliminates them.

Line Timebase
Fig.

3.-Circuit of

the sub -deck layout of which is shown in Hg. 4.

This comprises V12 and V13.
Z77 and N339 respectively. This
circuit acts as a blocking oscillator
which discharges C71 (charged via
R57) through V12. A waveform
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appears across C71 and drives V13. The line output transformer T3 provides a matched impedance
coupling for the line deflector coils, supplies EHT
in conjunction with V13 -U43, and also by means
of an extra winding produces a boost voltage of
about 250 volts which is rectified by V14-U329.

Negative
impedance of frame deflector coils.
feedback corrects waveform, this is via R91, R92,
R93, R94 and C92. V17-N329 is frame output
valve.

H.T. Supply
This is supplied by metal rectifier MR1 with
smoothing capacitors C85,' C86.í The thermistor
The heaters of
R94 reduces current surges.
valves and C.R.T. are in series with barretter 305.

The Sound Circuit

°i

Fig.

4.-

Sensitivity
Sub -deck showing valve positions.

Line width is controlled by a variable shunt and
series winding L33 and L32.

Frame Timebase
This is a multivibrator using V16-LN309.

C87, R80, R81 control the frequency, and R80
is the vertical hold for locking purposes. It
will be noticed that V14 acts as a double triode.
Frame output transformer TR4 is matched to the

As previously stated, the sound I.F. is taken
from the anode of V3 and coupled to the grid of
V9-Z77, and from there is passed to V10 -DH77
for demodulation via a bandpass transformer
L29, L30. The L.F. component is fed to triode
section of V10 via a noise suppression circuit
GR2, R28, R29 and C53. A D.C. component is
fed to grid of V9 via R21, C32 for A.V.C.
Signals are then passed through C60 to a volume
control and thence to sound output valve
V11-N329. C64 and R45 with C67 form a tone
Decoupling, to prevent audio signals
circuit.
from entering H.T. line, is provided by R48, C63.
(To be continued)

r

200V. :A
HT Line'

C22

RS
R7
LB

L9 L/0

Output -i-.

8
B

B

B3A

0838
S7
T/
80
Fine
Tuner
See

C5

noteC2T

' ,tc /7Tñ
c1 '

A

-rl6

S

4

5 4 C/9

C25

E
_J

L

Fig.

5.- Theoretical

circuit of the tuner section.
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TERRIS AVAILABLE

I

I7 " T.V. CHASSIS TUBE & SPEAKER £19.19.6
Latest improved circuits. Higher E.H.T. (brilliant picture). Its ricvcd ter ritit icy (fc r greater
range). Chassis easily adapted to any cabinet. 17ín. rectanguler tote cn edepted charrie.

All channels. TURRET TUNER LO'- extra. Valve line -up (5 valves) : CSNIG, 6V6, EY51.
2 6D2's. Others: 8L18, EL38, 7 6F1's. Chassis size 114in. x 1411n. x ll1n. 12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE on tube, 3 months guarantee en valves and CLerris. Less valves. With
5 valves. 521.19.8. With all valves, 425.19.8. Ins. carr.25 - (incl. Lute) : State B.B.C. channel
(and I.T.A. If turret tuner rcgcired.

14'
As above

T.V. CHASSIS TUBE AND SPEAKER, £I3.19.6.
with round type tube. Less valves.

3 months' guarantee. With 5 valves. f15.19,8.
With all valves. 519.19.8. Ins. Carr. 25/- (incl. tute). Turret Tuner, LC'- cxtre.

ELECTRIC CONVECTOR
HEATER, 99/6.

DENCO RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS 97/6

Cleaner, cheaper, safer than paraffin. A.C. /D.C.
Switched for 1 or 2 k /watts. Illuminated grille.
Ins., cars., 1018.
INSULATING TAPE, 1/6 (75ft.- x lin. wide),
finest quality adhesive. in scaled container.
Post 9d.
T.V. MASKS. 7/9. 17in. Grey plastic. Brand
new. Post 2/-.
T.V. MASKS, 1419. 17 in. Halo lighting. New. rest -.
T.V. MASKS, 10/9. 17ín. White plastic. New. Peet 2 -.
TORCH LANTERNS, 8d. each. Ex-W.13. Includes 2 tufts. cscs
800 battery. P. & P. 1' -. Crate of 48 with 22 bulbs extra 22:- (118
bulbs in all). Ins.. Carr., 1C! -.

waveband turret tuned. Superhet.
A.C.'D.C. chassis, with 6ín. or Bin.
speaker. Size 81ín. x 10in. x 121n.
Valve line -up CCH35, EF39, EBC33.
4

:

CL33 and CY31.
Ins. carr. 7/6.

(C1C

or dropper.)

SUPER CHASSIS 99/6.
5 -valve superhet chassis, incled:rg
an 8ín. speaker. 4 control knots
(Tone. VOLUME. Tuning, W.C.
switch) 4 wave -band, with position
HEADPHONES; 1/9
for gram. P.U. and for extension
Single earphone and band. C -LR. Ideal for crystal speaker. A.C. P. & P. 5/6.
sets, extension on radio, etc. P. & P. 113.
SIMULATOR UNITS, 1916.
Complete with
RECTANGULAR T.Y. TUBES
valves. Telescopic aerial. Instruction booklet
FREE with each order. Ideal for Walkie-Talkie
conversion. Test set 172A. Ex -W.D. P. & P. 46.
12
SELF FEEL/ SOLDERL\G TOOL. 19'8. 6-12 volt. 110 -125 volt.
Made for the American market. Car battery or mains, export
Quality. Complete in light carrying case. Reel of solder and
GUARANTEE
spare parts. I'. & P. 26. Adapter 200-230 volt, 10 /- extra.
5 -VALVE MIDGET RADIO. 79;8. Superhet Octal valves:
12K8, 12K7. 12Q7. 35L6 and 35Z4. 5in. speaker included. 2 wave17in. f7.10.0
bands. 3 control knobs. le0 -240 volts. Universal supply. Wooden
cabinet, size 17m. x 811n. x 61n. Ins. carr. 318.
141n. í5.I0.0
;

MONTHS'

Boxed
6L19
8/9
6P28 10/9
Ey.40 8/9
4D1
2/9
6B8
3/9
6F12
7/9

KTW618/9

6H6M

VALVES
59

¿UÁRANTEE
ECC81 8/9 PEN46 6'9

SP61

3 9

EF91

DF60

5.9

1/9

'l'41

6307

3/6
8/9
3/9

12AU7

77

3/9

SP41

fi'9
EAF42 8 9
EF92 3'9
1213E6

ECH42 8/9
EF39 6/9
EF50 2/9

EL32 6 9
EL91 3 9
PEN45 6.9

7/9

6 9

R1,37

EF37 419 661
EF36 5/9 277
American Types. UX AI at 1/9 each.
8D2

3/9

451V 1019

l9

3'9

7 9

Six months full replacement, 6 months' progressive. Made
possible by the high quality of our tubes. Ins. carr. 15/6.
SPECIAL OFFER of 141n., 15ín., 16ín. round T.V. 'TUBES at £5.
CONVERT your Bin., 101n., 12ín. to these sizes. Information on
how to " Do -it-Yourself " in our FREE catalogue. 121n. T.V.
TUBES. £8. 3 months' guarantee on all round tut er. 15.6 irs.
carr. Also T.V. TUBES W1TII BURNS, 41. including carrieee.
State type and size required.

BEAUTIFUL EXTENSION SPEAKER,

29 9

Complete fitted with 8in. P.M. S:rcrkcos
W.B." or " Goodman " of the highest
Barrettors 301 also at 1'9 each.
quality. Standard matching to any receiver
(2-5 ohms).
Flex and switch included.
at thik price. Money refunded
('AR AERIALS. 619. Whip antennae, 50ín. long, collapsing to Unrepeatable
if
not
completely
satisiled. Ins., carr. 3!6.
one hole fixing. Post 1 -.
sin. P.M. SPEAKERS, 8/9. Let the lady of the house listen
to that radio or T.V. programme. Complete with O.P. trans.,
18

42

I

38

I

1D6
6D6

I

BC6

%

CONSTRUCTOR T.V. CHASSIS

SOUND & VISION STRIP, 17'6. Tested working. Complete
vision strip. LESS valves. I.F.s 16-19.5 Mao /s. Drawings FREE
with order. P. & P. 26. Size 181ín. a 41ín. x 4 ;in.
TIMEBASE, 15/8. Complete with focus unit, etc. Tested working. Less valves. Size 94in. a 6in. x 7ín. Drawings free with
order. P. & P. 3/6.
POWER PACK, 29/6. R.F. E.H.T. 7 -9 kV. Amplifier stage.
6V6 with O.P. transformer 3 ohms matching. Smoothed H.T.
350 v. at 250 mA., 6.3 v. at5amp.. 22 v. at 3 amp., 6.3 v. at 4 amp..
and 4 v. centre tapped. Size 141 In. x 8 in. x 7ín. Tested working.
Drawings FREE with order. Ins. carr, 5/6.
T.V. CHASSIS, 49/6. Complete chassis by famous manufacturer.
R.F. E.H.T. unit included. Drawing 2/6 or FREE with order.
Chassis in 3 separate units (power, s /vision, timebase interconnected). These chassis can easily be fitted into existing
console cabinet. Less valves and tube. Channels, 1 -2, 3-5. Easily
converted to I.T.A. Ins. carr.. 106.
HEATER TRANSFORMERS, 12.9. 0- 200-250 v. Primary 12 v.
Heater i amp. P. & P. 119.
HEATER TRANSFORMERS, 3'9. 2 -1 Ratio auto trans. for
heater winding up to 6 v. P. &P. 19.

-

Liverpool St. Manor Pork Stn.-10 mins.

DUKE & CO.

10' -. P. & P. 2/8.
P.M. SPEAKERS, 12/9.

Quality

2-5

8ín. ELAC. or Goodmans. High
I4'-. P. & P. 2/9.

ohms. Complete with O.P. trans.,

POPULAR RADIO OR R/GRAM. CHASSIS, 39/6
Three waveband and gram. Superhet,
5 -valve International Octal.
Ideal
table gram, but still givirg high
quality output. 4 knob control. 8in.
P.M. Speaker, 7/9 extra. Set of
knobs, 2; -. Size 12ín. x ein. x 9ín.
Less valves. Ins. carr. 416.
R.F. E.II.T. COIL, 20/ -. 6 -10 kv. Drawing and data FREE with
each order. Post free.
MIDGET RADIO SUPERMET, 7916. S valve A.C. Superhet.
Wooden cabinet measures 14in. x 7 ;in. x Lin. Octal selves ;
6K8, 6Q7, 6E7, 6F6G and a metal rectifier or Universal equivalents.
Ins.. carr.. '3/6.
GANGED CONDENSERS. Standard 2 or 3 gang .0005. Salvage.
tested, standard, 1/8. P. & P. 1/3. 6 for 7'9. Post 2!3.

Send for our FREE 1958 Catalogue.

Open

(Dept. 2), 621/3, Romford Road, Manor Park, E.I2.
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OFFER

_1M.AZJiN1

This powerful 4-element, pre-assembled. wide spaced Band III
beam Aerial by a leading manufacturer. Supplied complete
with cranked pole and wall fixing brackets, rail also be loft
mounted. Listed at 55/6.
Our price, Brand New, in maker's sealed carton, 39/6.
4- element Aerials, array only,
mast, 25/ -.

for mounting to

lin.

diameter

Cellular polythene Co -axial Cable at Bd. per yärd supplied
if required.
Terms : Cash with Order or C.O.D. Carriage 2/6 extra.
Mail order only.

EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

G. C.

2,

4'llt

I

OZ. TIN

Quality says
`PLAYER'S'
You can buy your favourite PLAYER'S NAVY
CUT anywhere in attractive oz. vacuum tins.
It comes to your pipe as fresh and full of flavour
as the day it leaves PLAYER'S, and stays that
way to the very last shred
in the special airtight container.
1

-

-

ALL IN ONE OUNCE VACUUM SEALED TINS

PARK ROW, LEEDS,

I

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.

AUTOCHANGERS
LATEST 4 SPEED
STARR GALAXY E3-19-6 r
CARR. 3/-

this is not a printer's error Technical Trading Co. offer
believe it or not. in maker's sealed cartons, famous ultramodern record layer (listed £12116 -), with ultra lightweight
dual sapphire pipck=up. at this astounding price, whilst stocks
last. Truly the offer of a lifetime. As above with deluxe
Hi -F1 Pick -up Head (Acos Sonotone. etc.), 84.19.8.
No.

!

f

13 Channel Convertors for T.R.F. or
Superhet Receivers. Famous Make. 3
position Switch, Fine Tuner and 9
Quick Set Trimmers. Give any 3
Channels, T.R.F. Band 1, Superhet
MORE
Band III, Beautiful Bakelite Case,
with PCC 84, PCF 80. This convertor can draw its ILT. and L.T.
from most A.C. O.C. T.V. sets. 83.15.0. Post 31 -.

WHY PAY

GUARANTEED T.Q. TUBES
Picture tested, Guaranteed
121n. (MW 31,74, 121K, etc.) ...

4/7d

4/11íd

S/0fd

PLAYER'S
NAVY CUT TOBACCOS
[Ncr tom]

months (carr. & ins.,
...

...
...
...

4 14, CRM141, etc.)
...
15i17in. (CRM 152, CRM 171)
171n. (MW 43;64, 17 ASP4, CI713M, etc.)...

141n. (MW 36'24.

4/31'-d

6

...
...
...
...

1216)

...
...

£511010
24110 /0

...

£5/10/0
£ßi10 /0

...

600 AMAZING SNIPS. including most
competitive valve list (300 types ).in country.. 12V. 3-4 amps. Recta..
4/6.
816. Red Spot Transistors, 71-. 250 ma. T.V. L.F. Chokes, 141n.
W.A. Focusing Magnets. 9/6. N.A. Deflection Coils, 1216.
Table T.V. Cabinets with mask, glass. 2517, etc.
10,000 OTHER BARGAINS AND TELEVISION SETS AT

S.A.E. NEW FREE LIST.

350/352

FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH
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A SERVICE ENGINEER

¿wze

REPORTS SOME UNUSUAL TROUBLES MET WITH IN HIS WORKSHOP

THE faults to be described in this article are
perhaps not obscure, but can be baffling to
an owner or a service engineer who has not
run across them before. They are all faults that
have actually been observed in a service workshop. and it is quite possible that they will occur
again in other sets.

Fault No.

423

1

L
was not located there, but was due to. a .25µF
condenser going to the efficiency diode anode,

shorting down.

Fault No. 4
In this case, a Murphy V202, the original
trouble was sound. but no vision. There was
a raster. On tuning the oscillator core, it then
appeared as vision, but no sound. There was no
in- between point. The trouble turned out to be
duc to one of the two condensers in parallel
across the oscillator coil going o /c. thus preventing correct oscillator alignment.

This occurred in a Ferguson model 989.
and may occur in other models of this make
that are similar. The symptom was lack of
height.
Valves and controls were checked.
Voltages on the multivibrator frame oscillator
were reasonably near. Controls and resistances Fault No. 5
in series were measured and found O.K. Finally.
This case was a Murphy 180C and the symptom
the fault was located in the H.T. resistor feeding
the frame circuit from the cathode of the efficiency was lack of focus. Alteration of focus control or
diode. This had gone high. Replacement with positioning of focus coil had little effect. The
sound output valve, in the anode circuit of which
the correct value effected a cure.
is the focus coil, was changed with no improvement. The fault was cured by changing line
Fault No. 2
oscillator valve 6K25. This was rather baffling
Trouble here occurred in a Pye model as the line locked quite well, and
-width was
CW17, and could occur on similar. models. Apparently there was insufficient drive toO.K.
the
Symptoms were no sound. no vision, although line output and this caused alteration of EHT
a raster was ob'ainable. On examination it was and thus poor focus.
found that H.T.3 lead supplying H.T. to
Leal -in capacitor
V7

H.T.' Line

High

To +CR.T.

A/

2.-

Fig.
Details of
the trouble described
under Fault No. 2.

Height
To

Fig. I.

--

Mu/tivibrator

Frame
Circuit arrangement concerned in Fault No. 1.

tuner unit was dead. A 1.000 ohm resistor in
this line appeared O.K.. but on tapping, it fell to
pieces. An H.T. short on this line therefore was
apparent. It was located in the tuner unit and
was due to a breakdown of a lead -in capacitor
inside the tuner unit. Replacement of this and
the resistor effected the cure. Should this fault
be met with, the proper lead -in capacitor is
cssential for a successful job.

Fault No.

3

Trouble in an Ekco TMB 272 was no
brightness.
After switching on, the line
section could be heard oscillating, but EHT
appeared for a second or so. then died away.
The trouble, though apparently the EHT rectifier,

To

Rectifiers

Fault No. 6
Symptom here was very similar to sound on
vision. Set was an Ekco 267. There was also
an amount of line tearing taking place. The
fault was eventually found to be due to a micro phonic line generator valve which was a 6/30L2.
Changing this cured the fault.

Fault No.

7

The symptom here was intermittent hum, no
vision. and distorted sound. The trouble was
found to be due to an intermittent heater /cathode
short in the triode section of the 30FL1 sound
output valve. The reason for affecting vision
was that it affected the whole heater chain. The
set was a Murphy 310.

424
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Fault No. 8

-

This occurred- in a Pye LV2IC. The symptom
was sound but no brightness. The line oscillator
was working, but at a low frequency. In this
circuit the line hold trimmer and line linearity
work together to control the frequency of
oscillation. The fault was located in the line'
linearity trimmer this had shorting plates.
;

Fault No. 9
The symptoms here, in an,.Ekco 231, was very
poor contrast with greyish Slacks, although this

220 Kf2

'

CR,T,

To Video

Amplifier

Cathode
Fig. 3.- The faulty condenser described under Fault No. 9.

111

/11
Video
Amplifier

Fig. 4. -The video section of Fault No. 10.

was an intermittent fault. After an extended
search trouble was located in the feed to the
cathode of the C.R.T. There is a .1µF condenser
C95 across a 220K ohms resistor. This was intermittently open circuit.

Fault No. 10
This fault occurred in a Pye luxury 17in.
Symptoms: sound, no vision. It was found that
the video amplifier, an EF80, had an internal
short. Replacing the valve had no effect. Further
investigation showed that the valve had shorted
grid to screen, thus placing H.T. on grid circuit.
The 330 ohm grid stopper had burnt out and
also the video demodulator crystal, this being
in the path to earth for H.T. Replacing this
effected a cure.
-

Fault No.

11

Symptoms: sound, no vision; the set a Murphy
180C.. It was found that the line output valve
had gone soft. Replacement of this valve did
not effect a cure because owing to the large
current drawn by this valve when -soft the line
linearity control was burnt out as this is in
the cathode circuit of the line output valve.
Replacement did the trick.

Fault No. 12
Receiver was a Decca DMCI7. Symptom was
lack of width and line linearity_poor. Valves

April, 1958

were tried without success. -' The trouble was
traced to a 5.00' pF silver mica.. condenser from
line output transformer to line linearity coil -beiñg
open circuit.

Fault No.

13
This occurred 'in an Ejco T22I and the
symptoms were apparent line tearing with bád
In this case the line
distortion of verticals.
output valve was checked and found O.K., and
when the double triode line and frame
oscillator was changed the trouble was partly
cured, but picture was jumpy. It was then found
that the EHT reservoir condenser .001 µF
20 KV was intermittent. Changing this effected
a complete cure.

-

Fault No. 14
Symptoms intermittent
Set a K.B. EV30.
sound. Valves were checked and found O.K.
It was not- expected to be a fault in connection
with cathode circuit of sound output valve as
the focus coil is in this circuit, and focusing
was perfect. However, this happened to be the
It was
case where a supposition was wrong.
found that the 30 µF condenser across the bias
resistor was intermittent. Changing it cured the
fault.

Fault No. 15
The symptoms here were bad ringing, especially
to the left on picture. Usual checks and methods
to cure ringing had no appreciable effect. It
was eventually found that the screen decoupler
of the line output valve C80, .1 µF, had gone low
capacity.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS APRIL ISSUE
PRICE is. 3d.
NOW ON SALE
A new series entitled " A Beginner's Constructional Course," commences in the current issue of
our companion paper "PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
which is now on sale. As distinct from beginner's
courses which deal mainly with the theory of radio,
these articles are practical and contain little
theoretical matter. In a former 'series on these
lines we dealt with crystal and transistor sets, and
now the series deals with valves. In the first article
a one -valve set is described, and this is of the A.C.

mains type, which will subsequently be modified
in stages until it becomes a multi -valve set.
A Geiger Counter forms the subject of another
constructional feature in this issue and this is on
similar lines to one previously described, but is
much cheaper to construct and has greater applications and sensitivity.
Converting the popular Army 19 set is yet
another Ex- Government modification article, whilst
a new version of the Condenser Condition Tester
which was recently described is also given.
Other articles deal with the Application of
Rectifiers, Transistors in Practice, Hum Troubles,
Servicing Alba models 3211, 6221, 6231, 6241
and 6251. The usual features also appear in this
issue.
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IIAKI11G A PATTERN
GENERAToR
HOW TO CONSTRUCT A SIMPLE
SET

ONE of the instruments for which we most
commonly receive requests for constructional details is the pattern generator. This
type of instrument enables one to line up a TV
set so that all parts are checked- without the
necessity of a programme being on the air.
We described one or two units of this type in
the past and one of the simplest and most popular
was described back in 1932. but all issues for
this are now out of print. In response to requests
We are reprinting the essential details.
The majority of pattern generators have been
limited to supplying a pattern of bars across
the screen, the bars being either vertical or
horizontal according to the selection of a switch
position. Some generators supply only a " low frequency " output -that is. they are designed to
connect directly into the video amplifier of the
receiver under test.

Modulated R.F.

FOR

TEST

LINING UP TV RECEIVERS

trot, the pattern generator can supply an audio
test signal, whilst the' tuning scale can be calibrated to show a band of coverage for the vision
carrier and a sharp tuning point for the audio
carrier. Coverage for only the local Band I
television channel is envisaged.
The test -pattern generator is ideal for home
construction since its various functions are all
derived from a single -valve circuit, a double
triode of the ECC91 (6J6) type being used. A
simple power pack consisting of a heater transformer. selenium rectifier and a resistance smoothing system supplies the circuit from A.C. mains.
and since there is no direct connection between
the generator and receiver. such a half-wave
rectification system is perfectly satisfactory; the
case of the instrument must be connected to the
neutral side of the mains, of course, for safety.

Circuit

Constructors whose mains supplies are D.C.
comprehensive pattern generator should can also build the test -pattern generator. In their
certainly supply a modulated R.F. signal. for case it will only be necessary to employ a suitable
many televisor faults originate in the early stages line cord in place of the heater transformer, the
of a receiver, whilst it is very desirable to have smoothing resistor being increased by trial to
a reliable signal on which to align receivers in give a main H.T. line voltage of 150 volts. In
out -of- transmission periods. At the same time the A.C. version-of the unit no reservoir capacitor
the modulation. and thus the test -pattern shown is employed, the H.T. voltage being suitably low
on the screen, should, if at all possible, be more and space being saved as a result. C7 may be
comprehensive than a set of bars. Commercial omitted in a D.C. version of the unit since this
pattern generators show quite complicated figures. feeds a 50 c.p.s. pulse to the frame oscillator as a
consisting of various crossing patterns with tone synchronising pulse. The circuit will be found
modulation of the background areas, but probably sufficiently stable. however, to give little trouble
the best that can be done with simple, home - without the sync pulse.
The R.F. oscillator is built up round the first
constructed equipment is the setting up of crossing
bars on the screen, with
squares of full -white modulation between them. Such
a pattern shows at a glance
whether the spot deflection
(e) Typical oscillograph trace obtained from print Ä (Fige)
is linear, even a slight degree
of non -linearity being shown
up very clearly, whether the
41111111
spot focus is even over the
whole screen and whether
Hai
_
there are any side or corner
" shadows." At the same time
the low- and high -frequency
responses of the receiver as
a whole are tested reasonü a A
ably well, since the transi..1
tion from full white to deep
black should be well marked
(b)
in both the horizontal and
C
vertical planes, whilst ringTypical patterns for
ing,
black- after-white or
(b) small and
similar defects are clearly
l' tw
L L
(c) large screens
shown on the edges of the
(c)
vertical bars.
Fig. 2.-Waveform and typical patterns produced by the unit.
By turning the tuning conA
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or left -hand triode section of the valve in Fig. 1,
The second section of the triode is connected
and consists of a tuned grid coil, LI, with an into a low- frequency oscillating circuit built up
anode feedback coil L2. As is normally found at round a normal frame blocking oscillator transtelevision frequencies, the usual proportion of former, 15, L6. The transformer is not allowed
grid turns (approximately one- third) in the anode to operate normally, but is connected as shown and
circuit are insufficient for regeneration, and it is shunted by a damping capacitor,
necessary to have at least as many turns in the C6, so that at frequencies of
anode as in the grid coil.
between 150 and about 500 c.p.s.
The grid circuit is returned to earth through a the output of the stage as a
second tuned circuit consisting of a long -wave whole is a very fair square
wave. The final frequency control is provided by the pre -set
potentiometer
and
a
R4,
measure of synchronisation is
applied by C7 which passes a
pulse to the oscillatory circuit
at each half-wave current surge
through the rectifier.
With the frame oscillator out
of action, the first section of the
triode would also go out of
action, sufficient bias being, set
up across the cathode resistor
R3 to prevent high -and low frequency oscillations. With the
frame oscillator working the

second section of the valve is
cut -off at regular intervals when
the current through R3 and the
bias across R3 correspondingly
falls. This triggers off the first
section of the valve, the final
Fig. 1.- Theoretical circuit of the generator.
output consisting of " blocks " of
frequency modulation interA finished model Muse
tuning coil with a relatively high capacitance line
by cut -off periods at
shunted across it. The anode circuit of the triode rupted
is completed through the secondary winding of a frequency sufficiently low to make these serve
the long -wave coil, oscillation thus being obtained as frame bars. The final pattern on the screen is,
therefore, as shown in Fig. 2.
at a relatively low frequency determined by the
This oscillation deeply
value of C2 and C3.
Small Screens
modulates the high- frequency carrier due to LI
If the pattern generator is to be
and L2 so that the output from this first section
employed with small- screen teleof the triode could be received by a televisor
visors it is recommended that the
and would produce a series of vertical bars across
pattern of Fig. 2b be set up, conthe screen. The number of bars would, of course,
sisting of eight vertical and six
depend on the final frequency of the L3, L4
For this the
horizontal bars.
Typical
The line frequency of a
oscillatory circuit.
tuning scale oscillators will actually need to
televisor is 10,125 c.p.s., so that an oscillatory
supply nine verticals, a frequency
frequency in L3. L4 of 101,250 c.p.s. would set Fig. 5. -Sug- of 91,125 c.p.s. in the L3, L4 circuit,
tuning
gested
up a series of 10 bars across the screen, of which
and seven horizontals, a frequency
control.
nine would actually be visible, the tenth serving
of 350 c.p.s. in the frame oscillator.
as a sync and black -out bar.
The extra bars, as already mentioned, are used

LI,

L2-

LIST OF COMPONENTS
C8-8 pF. electrolytic,

Channels 1 and 2, 6 turns 28 S.W.G. enam.
Channel 3, 5 turns 28 S.W.G. enam.
Channels 4 and 5, 4 turns 28 S.W.G. enam.
All air -cored windings on din. diameter former
closewound, with L2 close beside LI.
L3, L4- Wearite PA1 coil.
L5, L6-Frame blocking oscillator transformer.
C1 -50 pF. tuner, Jackson Bros. type C 804 Air
Tune.
C2 -For small screens, 0.0015 1F. mica, 350 v.w.
For large screens 500 pF. mica. 350 v.w.
C3-500 pF. max. padder type semi- variable.
C4-100 pF. silver -mica, 350 v.w.
C5, C6--0.01 «F. mica or tubular, 500 v.w.
C7 -0.001 NF. mica, 350 v.w.

R1- 10,000 ohms,
R2- 100,000 ohms,

350 v.w.

watt.
1,
watt.
R3 -1,000 ohms, _ watt.
R4-1 meg. pre -set potentiometer.
R5 -1,000 ohms, 1 watt.
VI- Mullard ECC91 (American 6J6).
B7G valveholder.
Rec.- SenTerCel 250 v. 30 mA.
Heater transformer, 6.3v. 1 A. output.
S1 -D.P. mains on -off switch.
Metal case and scrap metal for valve mounting.
Rubber grommets.
Pointer knob for tuning.
Mains lead, wire, sleeving, nuts, bolts, etc., etc.
.',

TI-
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automatically in the televisor as sync bars and
do not appear on the screen.

case. This placed the valveholder pins close to
the tuned circuits, permitting short wiring, without the use of a sub -chassis to support the valve.
Observe that the main tuning capacitor. C l .
must have both sides insulated from earth so
that it cannot be mounted directly on a metal
chassis. In the original instrument it was found
satisfactory to mount this component in a rubber
grommet, large- diameter washers on either side
of the grommet giving adequate grip for a firm
support. Connect the rotor to the " earthy "
side of Ll.
The connections to 1.1, L2 and to 1.5, 1.6
Supported by stout wiring

Large Screens
When the generator is to be used with large screen televisors the number of
bars should be increased to at
least 12 verticals and 9 horizontals, though for 17in. tubes
it might be as well to have 16
verticals and 12 horizontals. It
is recommended that the ratio of
4 3 be maintained so that the
intersections of the bars leave
practically square bright -ups.
The original generator was
constructed in a small metal
case which served as a screen
round the oscillator. In use the
case lid is removed for ventilation and also for greater output.
If desired, a short rod aerial can
be connected to the point A in
Fig. I between the LI and L3
tuned circuits; this will increase
the coverage of the oscillator
and the unit can remain entirely
screened.
The layout shown
in Fig. 3 is that of the original
unit and, as can be seen, it led
to some crowding of the components. A quite different layout could be employed, for the
circuit is not at all critical so
in a t:on:estic tin Lox.
long
as
normal
television
techniques are followed in the construction. The
valve, in the prototype, was mounted by sweating
:

H

l

A2

2

(Red)

3
Fig. 6.-Coil and valve base,connections.
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L2 L/

§
LS, L6
Vaiveho /der

Soldered

C3

m
9

T/

Mains lead

Fig. 3.-Wiring details and layout.

must be checked by trial. In the case of the
blocking oscillator transformer it is generally
satisfactory to make the larger winding the grid
side of the tapped inductance, the grid being
taken to the start of the coil. The end of this
winding should be taken to the start of the
smaller winding, the junction serving as the I-1.T.
connecting point. the anode being connected to
the end of the second winding.

Operation
The operation of the circuit as a whole (apart
from the carrier oscillator) can be checked by connecting point A to the Y amplifier of an oscilloscope, the 'scope earth being taken to the chassis
of the generator. (Ensure that the oscilloscope
may be connected in this way to a half -wave

the valveholder on to a semi -cylindrical tinplate
bracket of suitable length, the other end of this
brackei ;being sweated to the tinplate wall of the
44*.
4Y4ir
f'

44

f>1t

4%4

11

.i

3/B dit

/%y ».d4'
Mounting
for L3, L4

/2dit

14

/

Mounting
s
for LS. L6

74,E
4

H

7/e

s ii

/

!+ r'
/2
hole for

mains cab*

Mounting hole
for rectifier.

Si Br 434 3/4

á r`-- -.._
k

Mounting for rectifier

Fig.

4.- Chassis cutting and drilling! dais.

.<

>

3/4 3/.
4
F-.

f"die ventilation

r5/r,

N...

holes
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rectifier circuit before making the connection. can be calibrated against a good signal generator.
and make sure that the generator case is neutral.) the televisor being employed as an indicator. or
The pattern obtained for a low -sweep speed it may be set with reasonable accuracy against
should be that shown in Fig. 2a. If the blocks the televisor itself, the tuning arc being marked
of line oscillation seem to be low in amplitude out as that swing of Cl which will produce a
try the effect of reducing R3 slightly, to, say, pattern on the screen and the audio tuning point'
820 or 680 ohms ; the reduction must not be so being marked with the generator set to "give
great as to stop cut -off of the line oscillations maximum audio volume.
If the generator appears to have dead spots
at the correct periods. Variations in R3 should
not be required, but if a 6J6 is employed in over its tuning range. or if it fails to come into
the generator it may need slightly modified oscillation easily, first check by reversing the
working conditions from those obtaining in the connections to L2. then, if this does not improve
prototype, this valve being a little subject to matters, increase L2 by a further turn or so.
broad tolerances.
Remember that the circuit is connected directly
The generator is best set up by watching the to the mains and see that the case is made the
pattern on a televisor known to be working neutral or earthed line. Do not make direct
correctly, the pre-set controls C3 and R4 being connections between the instrument and a
adjusted to give the required numbers of vertical
and horizontal bars. The tuning control, Cl, televisor under test.

ITV in Bristol
EPTION in Bristol from the new I.T.A.
station in South Wales, according to widely spread tests made in the city recently.
is in line with the Authority's predictions. These
had placed part of the town in the primary and
part in the secondary service area. Because of
its many hills and valleys, Bristol is bound to
show wide variations in signal strength. and to
call for much individual attention in installation.
The frequencies in Band III allocated to the
Authority are much higher than those in Band I
occupied by the BBC. and signals in Band III
arc more easily deflected, reflected and dispersed
by obstacles. Special care is therefore always
necessary when installing aerials and adjusting
sets. To ensure reliable reception aerials must
possess high directivity and gain: so far as
possible they should be clear of chimney pots
and metal on roofs and they should be accurately
aligned. Efficient downleads from aerials to sets
are essential to good reception, for in Band III
any loss of signal strength on the downlead is
many times greater than it would be in Band I.
The Authority has done all it can to ensure
that the strongest signal possible is being transmitted. St. Hilary is one of the most powerful
Band III stations in the world, and towards Bristol
it is radiating 200 kilowatts, the maximum power
permitted.

R

House -to -house Variations

As was to be expected, the lowest signal
strengths in the Bristol area were registered beside
the banks of the Avon and viewers there will
need to have carefully installed, very high gain
aerials. In the centre of the city a substantial
proportion of the viewers should be able to receive
a satisfactory service on normal aerials, but in
places screened by high buildings or hard in the
lee of rising ground reception may be poor. In
other parts of the city. the average signal strength
was found to be sufficient to provide a first -class
picture.
There are often marked variations in reception
conditions between neighbouring streets and in
some cases repositioning of an aerial in a differ-

cnt spot on the roof or at a slightly different
height can, bring about a distinct improvement in
picture quality. Each aerial installation must be
suited to local conditions and viewers'who desire
good and consistent reception are strongly advised
to consult their local dealers who are in the best
position to assist them.

The "Deccafax

II

DECCAFAX is the name given to a new picture
transmission system introduced by Decca
Radar Limited. This low cost system transmits
television -style pictures and sound between points
interconnected with co -axial cable at distances up
to 2,000 yards.
Based on new applications of television receiver
principles. the Deccafax Master Unit can relay
both sound and picture to modified standard television receiving sets for one -way announcements.
etc.. or to other master units for two -way speech/
vision intercommunication in office, store or
factory.
The most interesting feature of Deccafax is its
versatility. The transmitted picture or message
can take many different forms, ranging from complete 35 mm. cine -films to simple transparencies of
a diagram or pro forma. By employing standard
television sets as receivers Decca Radar Limited
have ensured a multiplicity of uses for the 'eccafax system. As an example, announcemen!,s could
be routed from a single Master Unit to all or
any of a number of television receivers, at an airport terminal, these receivers being ;ìso used to
receive the normal television programmes for
entertainment purposes.
Pictures derived from slides or strip films
represent an ideal medium for advertisement purposes and Deccafax can rela them to television
receivers appropriately placed in large stores. etc.
Equipment to move the film on or change slides
automatically is available.
An important application of the Deccafax
system is to meet the requirement of information
collation and filtering at centres where complicated visual displays are necessary. such as at Air
Traffic Control centres and Defence Operations
rooms.

.
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A Modified

'Scope Layout
A READER'S SUGGESTION FOR A VERTICAL
LAYOUT FOR OUR MAY, 1956 DESIGN

TUBE

By

L.

G. German

the amateur with limited space, the
oscilloscope is usually an inconvenient
piece of apparatus which occupies a large
amount of bench -space. The 'scope described
in PRACTICAL TELEVISION, May, 1956, is no exception, although it is an excellent instrument in all
other respects. In an endeavour to minimise the
bench -space required, I have rebuilt it into a
form measuring Ilin. wide, 13in. high and only
5f in. from front to rear.
This was achieved by mounting the tube
vertically, the trace being viewed through a
The finished 'scope.
mirror. So successful has this proved that this
article is written to assist others who may care No alteration has been made to the circuit, only
to follow my example. Although full construc- the layout of components is affected.
tional details are not given, I hope I have
included sufficient, which, in conjunction with the Layout
photographs and figures, should enable the
As may be seen, all controls are mounted on
average constructor to carry out the modification. the front panel, the valves being accommodated
on two shelves, with the power pack at the
bottom.
As much metal as possible is cut away from
the sides and bottom in order to give the ma\iMirror
Mirror
mum access to the interior of the chassis.
support breckets
The following sequence of operations is
probably the best.
TO

Construction
Top she

Cut out and drill the front panel, and fit
controls and input and output sockets. Wire up
the shift network, clipping the tubular condensers
to the panel.
Construct the top shelf, complete with mirror
support and valveholders as shown in Fig. I.

/f

Perspex

Có//ar

graticule

Fig.

1.- Exploded

liew of top shelf and tube collar.

Fig.

2.-Middle shelf and
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The collar which supported the front of the
tube in the original 'scope is transferred. with the
Perspex graticule, to its new position.
The timebase and Y amplifier circuits may then
be wired up, after which the shelf may be bolted
to the front panel.
The second shelf is simpler, and carries only
the rectifier valve and sync amplifier. The two
vertical partitions give added support to the
shelves and provide accommodation for the large
.5 µF capacitors (Fig. 2).

The Power Pack

The power pack is assembled on its base and
wired in.
Some trouble was experienced due to the
proximity of the mains transformer to the base
of the tube, but orienting the transformer almost
eliminated distortion. Fitting a mu -metal screen
to the tube gave complete freedom.

Using the 'Scope

In use, it is found that the trace can be viewed
either direct or through the .mirror, and the
instrument may be used in any position. No
external light shield is required.

TV
IN

For the Blind

1 was a scientific consultant for the t4nited
States Government. We scoured Europe
immediately following the second World War in
During this
quest of scientific information.
process of study and experiment, we came to the
belief that it was possible to secure TV for the
blind. The project is not complete, but so near
completion that it is far beyond the theoretical
stage.
We base our entire thesis on the normal functions of the senses. When I say " we " I include
a staff of helpers from the Lear Company, makers
of electronic aviation equipment. The idea
behind our project is based on the process that
commercial television is taken as it comes in
over the ethers, and picked up by an aerial
in the usual fashion. but before it is directed
into a TV receiver. it is processed through
transduction apparatus. designed to convert the
oncoming wave to a frequency capable of resonating with the receiving portion of the brain
(optic thalmus). After conversion to the proper
frequency the beam is scanned and screened
somewhat as is done in the TV tube of the
usual receiver. It is believed that a two dimensional image is trapped on the sensitive tissues
of the thalmus in ordinary sight. Here we have
the light striking the retina after being focused
by the crystalline lens. The rods and cones of
the retina transduce the light impulses into
nerve impulses which are conducted over the
optic nerves back to the interpreting centres of
the brain. In other words, we do not see with
the eyes. They are but end organs for pickup
purposes. The actual sight is in a registration
in the thalmus. Success of the device depends
primarily on whether or not the target tissues"

1946

An interior view showing the vertical tribe.

will respond to a specific frequency, and at what
level.

Staggering Implications
If this is successful it may have staggering
It will mean that specific cell
implications.
groups can be influenced accurately by the proper
election of energies at predetermind frequencies.
It has been the dream of many a physician to
have at his disposal some form of therapy
wherein he could influence certain tissues without the risk of disturbing other tissues or
functions. Evidence is strong, but not incontestible at present that specific frequencies resonate
specific cell groups (tissues).
Then we have to answer the natural question,
do the cells in the thalmus atrophy after a short
time of lack of use ? Reports from the Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital in Los Angeles. Califorre. "ra
"nick
describe a series of experiments in v operated
woman, blind for eighteen years, was admit fine
upon by drilling the skull in order to
'llus. Stimuli
wire electrodes down into the thatmild
electrical
produced by the induction of
impulses :into the area producthe imponh
res
of
and in some cases similar to turned es The
the electric light bulb being , the cells were not
researchers were satisfied that gratification as to
atrophied. This ^ontinued work on the develop the feasibility Jr the blind.
ment of TV work in connection with experiments
All of th upon the area of subliminal impreswas bascilivered
livered to normal people through the
sions deflashing pictures, numbers, phrases.
mediur.n aof movie screen with such speed that it
etc.. c conscioulsy registered. It seems to be
is osgistered on the subconscious level. so that the
rviewer simply gains an impression of the
material so flashed.-DR. R. T. LUSTIG.
.
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2,216 PAGES

AN INDISPENSABLE REFERENCE TO MODERN PRACTICE AND DEVELOPMENTS

READY NOW AND YOURS
ELECTRICAL

ENGINEtirs
REFERENCE
ROOK

E

ECTRIO

Free for 7 days
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

ENNCE

This is the 9th edition of the most up -todate work of its kind. Many thousands
of copies of previous editions are in
daily use. If you have never seen it,
here is your chance
big Nev Edition
is now ready, and you are invited to
examine it free of charge. Newnes

0oOK

-a

Written by
73 Specialist

Contributors

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S REFERENCE BOOK

THEORY & CALCULATIONS
TRANSFORMERS

in 33 self-contained sections, written by
recognised authorities.

is a

CABLES & WIRES

comprehensive exposition, arranged

TRANSMISSION
AND DISTRIBUTION

ALL THESE NEW FEATURES!

SWITCHGEAR

Analogue and Digital Computers
World Energy Resources and Electric Power Generation including:
Fuel-fired Steam Stations
Nuclear Reactor Stations
Diesclengine Stations
Gas -turbine Stations
Hydro -electric Plants
Wind Generating Plant
POWER SUPPLY NETWORKS (including
recent advances in U.S.A., Western Europe and U.S.S.R.)

MOTORS & CONTROL

RECTIFIERS &CONVERTORS

WIRING
AND INSTALLATION

MEASUREMENTS

TRANSISTORS

POWER FACTOR
CORRECTION

WELDING

RADIOACTIVITY.

2,096 DIAGRAMS

SEND TO -DAY

for

284 PHOTOGRAPHS

FREE EXAMINATION

BATTERIES
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
TRACTION, LIFTING
AND CONVEYING

ELECTRICITY IN MINES
AND AGRICULTURE

Post this coupon in 2l. un;_alea envelop: to:
George Newnes Ltd., 66/69 Great Queen Street, London, W.C.99.
Please send me Newnes ELECTRICAL ENG. REF. BOOK without obligation.
I will either return it in 8 days or send 7i6 deposit 8 days after delivery, then
8 monthly subscriptions of 10 / -, paying 87!6 in all.
Cash price in 8 days, 80 -

Name
Address

ELECTRICITY IN AIRCRAFT
AND AUTOMOBILES
EDUCATION

& TRAINING

RULES, REGULATIONS
AND SUPPLY DATA, ETC.

Place X where it applies.

Occupation
I

Your Signature
(or Your Parent's Signature if under 21)
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Lasky's lead again

4
4

!

4
4

FIRST CLASS

BAND

III

ALMOST

CONVERTERS

4
4
4
4

'4

HALF -PRICE!

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

4

COLLAR O
4 -SPD. MIXER
AUTO -CHANGERS incorporating
auto and manual control. Complete

with Studio crystal p.u. and sapphire
Mdl. RC.456, list £13/17/ -.
stylus.
LASKY'S PRICE L7/19/6
Latest model RC.457 (Continental).
LASKY'S PRICE E8/19/6, Post 3'6.

4

D

4

Famous make and one of the finest Converters
made. Brand new in maker's cartons. TUNABLE OVER ALL 13 CHANNELS and incorporates own power supply for 200 -250 v. A.C.
mains. 2 valve cascode R.F. amplifier PCC84
and PCF80, metal rectifier. Metal case, loin.

9
9

wide, 51in. ,deep,
enamel

AMAZING OFFER OF
STAAR GALAXY"
Mixer Auto -Changers with
finger-tip stop, start and speed
change control. For A.C. 200 -250 v.
Listed at f12.
LASKY'S PRICE

Listed at
at

4 -spd.

7
79/t

VV

Post 3, 6.

TURRET TUNERS
All types in stock -Cyldon. Bray Valradio, from 79/6.
Describe your set for quotation.
head, Telenge,

Sin.

high,

smart

4
4
4

4
4
4
1

£10

£5/19 ¡6

íl0/17/6.
LASKY'S PRICE

Post and pkg., 5/- extra.
Strictly limited number only. Send now.

D

fawn

4
4

4
4
4
1

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS
WIDE A'i60.E 38 mm.
Line E.H.T. trans. Ferrox -

25'cube core, 9 -16 kV
Scanning Coils low imp
25//line and frame
cored
Scanning
Ferroxcube
- Coils
and Line Output
Trans.. 10-15 kV. EY51
winding Line Trans. Complete with circuit dia-

50,'gram. the pair_
Frame, Output Transformer 6:6
Scanning Coils low imp. line
17'6
and frame
Frame or line block osc
48
Transformer
Focus Magnets Ferrox-dure 196
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron
19 6
Cored
226
Duomag Focalisers
300 mla Smoothing Chokes 15.STANDARD 35 mm.
Line O.P. Trans. No E.H.T. 12/6
Line Output Transformers,
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v.
19,6
winding. Ferrox -cube
Scanning coils. Low imp
12!6
line, and frame
14 9
Ditto by Igranic
Frame or line blocking
4 G
oscillator transformer
Frame output transformer 7 6
Focus Magnets :.
12
6
Without Vernier
17 6
With Vernier
200 m'a Smoothing Chokes 10; 6

4

17' C.R. TUBES, rectangular.
brand new and unused' £12!19'8.
Carr. & Ins.. 2216.

(II

115114111 ROAD) LTD.
L.1S661'S
Telephone: MUSeum 2605
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.
LAD 4075 and CUN 1979
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.
-day
Half
Thursday.
SATURDAY.
all
day
Open
PLEASE ADDRESS ALL MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD.

VALVESSARE

JASON
FM SWITCHED TUNERS

All Guaranteed New and Boxed

3Q4. 3V4, DAF91. DF91, DK91, DL02,
DK92. DL94 ; ANY 4 for 27/6.
9'6 PL38 22/6
1A7GT 13 6 6V6GT 7!8'DAC32 111-iEF55
8'- PL81
17/6
1C5GT 15 6 6X4
'7- DAF96 8'6!EF80
7'6 PL82
9'11'- EF85
8'9 DF33
1115GT 11 - 6X5GT
13'- PL83
10/8
8:6 EF86
1S5GT 11.- 7B7
8'- DF96
PY80
816
EF89
9'6
7
6
DH76
7C5
1115
88'PY81
EF91
6
8/6
8 -.
I55
î:6 7C6
8'- DH77
8/5 8 PY82
8'- DK32 13 6 EF92
1T4
7 3 7117
58 PY83
818
8 8 EL32
9 - DK92
3Q4
8- 7S7
16 9 PZ30
18/9 6 EL33
3Q5GT
96 7Y4
8'- DK96
R19
EL38
226
6
1316
DL33
9
9!334
7 6 12A568
99 SP41
3'6
15 6 EL41
3V4
8'- DL35
8 6 12AT6
3/6
86 EL42 11$,SP61
8- 12AT7
8'- DL96
5U4G
9 9 T1141
9 EL84
13'6
5V40
8'- EABC80
11 9 12AU7
EM34
10-'U25
1376
8EAF92
10'6
I2AX7
5Y3GT
7 6
U50
10716
6 -.EM80
8 - EB91
5Z4G
9-6 12BA6
7/6 EY51
11 8 U76
718
6AL5
6 - 12J7GT 10'8 EBC33
15'- U78
719 6 EY86
6AM5
5 - 12K7GT 7 6 EBC41
7 9 UABC80 9/6
8 9 EZ40
6AM6
6 - 12K8GT 14 - EBF80
EZ41
96
UAF42
10í8
7
6
EBF89
9
7 6 12Q7GT
6AQ5
7 6 UBC41
8/6
8'- EZ80
ECC81
8 - 12SN7GT
6AT6
9'8 UBF80
S - EZ81
9'6BA6
7 6
18'6 ECC82
UCH92
8 - FW4,'500
9/6BE6
7 6 12Z3
7:6 ECC83
UCH8I
6
13!8
9!8
ECC84
14S7
10
6BH6
912-UCL83
11'6
17/6
613J6
7- 19AQ5 9'6 ECC85 9'8 GZ32
816BR7
8B 25 Z40
9/6 ECF80 106 KT33C 8'6 UF41
6B UF42
15'11 - KT44
918 ECF82
6BW6
7 6 351.60T
616-UF89 ' 10%613W7
88 35Z3
9'6 ECH21 18 9 KT63
MH4
6'UL41
94
6CD6G 27 8 35Z4GT 78 ECH35 10 9.'- UL84
9'9 6 MU14
6 8 35Z5GT Iii 6 ECH92
8'- UY21 18'6
8 - N18
ECH81
13
6F12
6-..43
9- UY41
7/8
9. 6 PCC84
6K7G
4 6 50CD6G 18'8 ECL80
UY85
PCF80
7'10'EF37A
8
6
50L6GT
8
8
6K7GT
6 6 - PCF82 10/9 VP41
7 6K3G
79 AC'HL 8 - EF39
101- VP1321 21 9 6 PCL82
12 6 AZ31
11/6 EF41
6L18
7 6
18 6 EF92
11 8 P0L83 11f8 W76
6Q7GT
9 6 036
W77
5
6
PEN46
618
CL33
7
8
6SN7GT
18'9EF50

1.4v.

All BBC Programmes at the turn of a switch
MERCURY KIT. Includes front -end unit
already built and aligned. L9.19.0 Post Free.
Deposit (1.10.0 and seven monthly
Credit Terms
payments of E1.7.0.
Instruction Book 2/3 post free. Included in kit. Fully
detailed price list free.
PREFECT TUNER. A ready -built unit. Less
:

power

LI5.12.6.

supply.

Deposit E2.4.6 and seven monthly payments of (2.2.0. Illustrated leaflet free:.
Both these tune s incorporate a good A.F.C. system
which ensures f eedom from drift.

Credit Terms

:

A brani new test
instrument at a very
attractive price.

NEW AVOI
MULTIMINOR

A.C. and D.C. Volts. D.C. Current. Two
ohms ranges. Movement is 100 microamps
(10,000 ohms per volt). L9.10.0.
Deposit EI.8.0 and seven monthly
Credit Terms
:

payments of (1.6.0. Illustrated leaflet available.

WATTS RADIO (Mail Order) LTD.
54,

Telepho.ie
:

:

1

615'-Y63
SYLB'6!PL36
8:-.
Z77
6 7 Postage 6d. per valve extra.
6d.
Transit
extra.
In
Damage
Against
Parcel
Insured
Any

OU4GT
6116G

Weybridge 4556.

Post orders only to this address.

midget. IRS, 155. 1T4. 3S4,
-

Church Street, Weybridge, Surrey.

PLEASE NOTE

10.1

24,

118'D7î

RADIO
ItEADERS STAMFORD
HILL,

COLBERG PLACE,
LONDON, N.16
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TELEVISION PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos

THE

opening of T.W.W.'s
Pontcanna Studios, Cardiff
and the inauguration of the
commercial television transmis-

sions in Wales and the West
passed off fairly smoothly after
all. Good reception over a
wide area was reported ;
a
happy ending to the strange
" on -off " history of the I.T.A.
transmitter aerial which wouldn't
radiate properly. Notwithstanding the delay of several weeks
caused by this transmitter
trouble, there was still the usual
rush and tumble at the studio
end, according to a friend who
was present. This seems to be
the usual characteristic of all
I.T.A. openings, applying equally
to both programme and engineering sides. After about six weeks
steady operation, the crews
settle down and the blood
pressure drops.
The Chief
Engineer of one of the first
commercial programme companies told me that it took
almost a year for the technical
crews to acquire the professional
touch.

cameras
have treated the
" victims
of this programme
and their friends most unkindly,
turning good-looking people
into lined and ugly ghosts of
themselves. This may be partly
due to the peculiar compression
effects obtained with image
orthicon cameras or to the
Producer directing the cameras
into the wrong position for the
lighting rig.
Engineers and
producers should be given a
course in the principles of
portraiture, pictorial composition
and lighting.
.

B.I.S. Forum
IT is, therefore,

not surprising

that the Programme Com-

panies
and the BBC are
encouraging their personnel to
attend lectures and discussions
at the meetings of the Television
Division of the British Kine-

matograph Society.
At one
recent meeting, Howard Thomas,
Managing
Director of the
ABC -TV took the Chair of a

large panel of specialists in
different fields of television.
including
telerecording
and
television films. A panel which
included such eminent back room television personalities as
L. C. Jesty, .1. K. Byers, J.
Partington, Norman Leevers and
John Elliot were bombarded with
questions from a professional
film and television audience.
mostly engineers. Many of the
questions concerned the poor
quality transmission of certain
popular
American
filmed
television series, including the
Phil Silvers (Sergeant Bilco)
Show and 1 Love Lucy. It was
revealed that many of these
films,
though
photographed
most carefully on 35 mm. film.

Training

THERE

is a tendency for
engineers ,new to the transmitting side of television to
acquire a " know it all " attitude
to their work within a very short
time. Technically, they may
be on firm ground-but the
successful television
engineer
who is on the staff of a television
programme company must, in
many jobs, be an artist and a
showman as well. Not enough
attention is paid by studio
cameramen
and lighting
engineers to the elements of
:.picture composition and lighting.
There have recently been some
horrifying examples of unflattering television portraiture on
both I.T.A. and BBC. This Is
Your Life has been running
quite a long time, but there
have been occasions when the

Members of the Guild of Television Producers and Directors transferred
their usual meeting from the Café Royal to Rank Precision Industries, Ltd.,
recently to see two new items of equipment -the Gaumont -Kalee transistor
recording unit for use with Arritlex 16 mm. cine cameras, and the G.B. -Bell
& Howell Model 640 16 mm. magnetic optical projector.
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are optically reduced to 16 mm.
film for circulation to the
American television networks
and to. England. 16 mm. film
is the
" coinage "
of most
American television stations. said
Mr. Thomas. and only the larger
network stations are equipped
for scanning 35 mm. film.
Cost of çopies and transport is
the reason for this. Knowing
the large sums of money paid
for the English rights of these
B.K.S. audience
series, the
could not understand why the
relatively small additional cost
of 35 mm. prints could not be
found. Sound has suffered just
as much as picture. This was
a case, somebody suggested. for
a 35 mm. combined print with a
magnetic sound track by the
side of the picture. Another
point of criticism was the
apparent unevenness of live and
filmed scenes as regards brilliance, contrast and tonal values.
L. C. Jesty admitted that at
least part of this trouble was
due to lack of D.C. restoration
in the circuits of many commercial television receivers, a
practice which reduced the
effects of aeroplane interference
but sacrificed control of the
black level. The debate was
long and lively and there is no
doubt that studio television
engineers in Manchester and
Birmingham will soon be taking
an active interest in similar
debates to be organised in those
cities by the British Kinematograph Society.

Limited have announced that
out of a total of 2.5% programmes listed in their regular
Top Ten lists over a period of
two years. up to the end of
August 1957. 98% were from
Sunday
I.T.V.
companies.
Night At The Palladium figured
at the top of their Top Ten
lists no less than fifteen times.
with Gun Law. as runner up.
with a score of thirteen. This
is an interesting result. but it is
a measurement of popularity
and not necessarily quality. I
do not think that the BBC should
be very despondent about it. I
have the feeling that their
popularity suffers because of the
A good
lack of commercials
many viewers have become
thoroughly accustomed to the
commercials and like them !
One somewhat low-brow viewer
" Looking at a
said to me
programme without commercials
in it is like looking at a newspaper or magazine without
adverts -dull as ditchwater."
This is an angle that hadn't
occurred to me before.

the facilities at their Ealing
Centre for dealing with both
types of film. Storage space for
filmed features, telerecordings.
picture negatives and sound
tracks has been provided in a
grand manner by the construction of a large building. housing
no less than forty film vaults.
Six more viewing theatres. more
cutting and editing rooms and a
large sound transfer suite are
almost complete. The cartoon
and caption studio. fitted with
two 35 mm. cameras and one
16 mm. camera, with all kinds
of trick photography accessories
available. is now in full operation.

!

:

Billy Cotron
THE Billy Cotton Saturday
Show scored an instant hit.
thanks to Jimmy Grafton's
lively script and Billy Cotton
Jnr.'s expert direction-but not
forgetting the amazing energy
.

television
and engaging
personality of Billy Cotton
himself. Years ago I remember
Billy Cotton as a dashing racing
car driver at .k3rooklands who. I
BBC Television Films
was then told, also ran a dance
THE BBC have standardised band. 'He dominates the teleon 35 mm. films for their vision scene now just as he did
own film units. excepting when that old car -racing track then.
they send the camera units His selection of guest artistes
abroad. Then they equip their such as Peter Sellers, Alma
mm. Cogan. Kathie Kay-and. of
16
with
cameramen
cameras and accessories. The course. Alan Breeze-blends in
BBC are considerably expanding with his band show admirably.

Audience Polls
NINETEEN - FIFTY - SEVEN
has been a wonderful year
for commercial television-and
also for that interesting byproduct, the specialised public
opinion polls. The BBC have
always had their own somewhat
dignified methods of obtaining
listener and viewer opinions of
their programmes. The commercial companies have taken
up the television audience
assessment services organised by
Nielsen Television Service and
also Television Audience
Measurement Limited in a big
T.W.W. is the latest
way.
programme company to make
agreements with both of these
organisations for the supply of
television
on
information
viewers opinions in all areas, in
addition to their own. Television Audience Measurement
.

Mr. John Gilbert, of the Northern Polytechnic, demonstrating a closed'
circuit TV lecture.
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TOP QUALITY

FULLY GUARANTEED VALVES
ALL GOODS LISTED ARE ACTUALLY IN STOCK
EXPRESS SERVICE

! !

FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN
TRANSIT.
ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT
CUSTOMER'S RISK.

!

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M., EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
THE SAME AFTERNOON. ALL ORDERS RECEIVED
BY FIRST POST DESPATCHED SAME DAY.
A3
AS

A7
D6
H5
L4

LD5
LN5
145

R5
S5

T4
U5

2A3
2A7
2C26
2D13C

2X2
3A4
3A5
3B7

3D6
3Q4

3/- 6AT6
61-

6AU6

I5/- 684G
10/6 687
11/- 6B8G

6/6 6B8M
S/- 6BA6

5/- 6BE6

II/-

6BJ6
816 6BR7

8/- 6BW6
7/- 6BW7

I0/- 68X6
12/6 6C4
10/6 6C5

4/- 6C6
7/6 6Ca
4/6 6C9
71- 6C10
12/6 6CH6
12/6 6D6
5/- 6E5

9/- 6F6G

3Q5GT

9/6 6F6GT

354
3V4

81- 6F8

5U4
5V4

5X4
SY3G

5Y3GT
5Y4
5Z3
5Z4G

9/- 6F12
8/6 6FI3

8/6 6K8GT/G
10/6

I

11J-

64 6L6G

10/6 6L18

I

E3

I2A6

9/6 12AH7
13/- I2AH8
8/- 12AT6
I0/- 12AT7

6N7
6Q7G
6Q7GT 11/- I2AU7
6R7G
10/- I2AX7
8/- 6SA7GT 8/6 12BA6

4/6
5/7/6
7/6

15/-, 30P4

15/- CV85
13/6.CV271
7/6 CV428
10/6,33A,1158M
DI
10/6!
30/- D42
91- 35/51
12/6 D63
8/-35A5
11/- D77

6J6'30PI2
81- 31

816

30/- ECC82
3/- ECC83
1016 ECC84
5/- ECC85
66 ECC9I

8/- FW4 800

9/-35L6GT I0/- DAC32 1I/-'iECF80
8/- ECF82

9/-135W4
8/6 DAF91
10/6 1213E6
I0/-1I35Z3
10/6 DAF96
11/6 6SC7
30/-,35Z4GT 81. DF33
9/6 6SG7GT 81- 12E1
8/- 12J5GT 4/6135Z5GT 9/- DF9I
12/6 65147
8/- I2J7GT 10/6'4IMTL 8/- DF96
12/6 6517
12/6 DH63
7/- 6SK7GT 8/- 12K7GT 7¡6'5005
50L6GT 9/6 DH76
6/6 6SL7GT 8/- I2K8GT
14/-:72
8/- I2Q7GT 7/677
8/6 78
8/6,60
8/6'83V
8/6 85A2
7/- 12SH7
8/- 12517
8/6 15082
7/- 12SK7
8/6 807

6/6 6SN7GT 7/6

12/6
12/6
12/6
12/6

6557

6U4GT
6USG

6U7G

6/6 6V6G
12/6 6V6GT

I4J- 12SA7
7/6 12SC7
8/6 12SG7

6X4
8/- 6X5GT 6/6 12SQ7
12/6 6Z4/84 12/6 12SR7
12/6 12Y4
9/- 6Z5
13J- 6/30L2 12/6 14R7
7J_

12/6 6F16
9/6
12/6 6F17
12/6
8/- 6F32
10/6
8/6 6F33
7/6
12/6 6G6
6/6
12/6 6H6GT/G
10/6
3/-

7A7
787
7C5
7C6

7H7
7Q7
757

5Z4GT 1216 6H6M
3/6 7W
10/- 6J5G
6A8
5/- 7Y4
6AB7
6J5GTG 5/6 8D2
I4/- 6J5GTM 6/- 8D3
6AB8
6/6 6J6
6AC7
5/6 9D2
6/6 6J7G
6AGS
6/- IOC!
10FI
9/6AJ8
10/6
6J7GT
10F9
8/6AK5
5/- 10F18
6/6 6K7G
6AL5
6/- 1OLD3
9/- 6K7GT
6AM6
8/- 101.13
7/6 6K8G
6AQ5

15,1-

28D7

19/6 30
11/6 30C1
12/6 30F5

9/6 30FLI
17/6 3011

15/- EF50(A)
9/6 EF50(E)

6/- EAF42

ACEPEN 7/6 EB34

AC/HL/
DDD 15/AP4
ATP4

7/- A231
7/6 BL63
14/- CK505
12/6 CK506

12'6 CK523
12/6 CV63

TERMS OF BUSINESS :-CASH WITH ORDER OR
POST /PACKING CHARGES 6d.
C.O.D. ONLY.
PER VALVE ; ORDERS VALUE L3 OR MORE POST
FREE. MINIMUM C.O.D. FEE AND POSTAGE 3/ -.
EACH ADDITIONAL VALVE 6d. EXTRA. WE ARE
OPEN FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS MON. -FRI.
8.30 -5.30. SATS. 8.30 -1 P.M.

10/- F.CL80
I0,1- ECL82
7;6',EF36
8/6i,EF37A

15/- DL33

9006

AC/P4
AL6o

II/-IEC1-142
7/-1ECH8I

Sj6' EF40
12/61EF41

9002
9003

5763
7193
7475

I0/- ECH35

4/6
8/8/6
9/-

7/6 DL92
3/- DL94
7/- DL96
12/6 DLSIO
12/6 DM70
5/- EA50
7/6 EA76
5/6 EABC80
5/6 EAC9I

8/6 956
8/6 1203
10/6 4033L

10/6
17/9/- 19AQ5 11¡10/8/- 19H1
8/- 2ODI
16/13/6
8/- 20L1
10/6
9/- 220P
10/6 25L6GT 10/8/6 25Y5
10/6
8/- 25Y5G 10/3/6 25Z5
10/6
9/- 25Z4G 10/4/- 25Z6G 10/12/6 14S7

DH77
DK32
DK91
DK92
12/6 DK96
15/- DL2

EB41
EB91

EZ80

12/6. ECC35
10/6 ECC8I

15'-,EF39

I0/- ,EF42
8/- EF54

9/- EF73
10J- EF80
10/6 EF85
8/6 EF86
EF89
9/6 EF9I
9/- EF92
2/-

7/6 EL32
10/6 EL4I
2/6 EL42
8/6 EL8I
6/6 EL84

8/- EBC33

7/6 EL9I
EBC4I 10/- EM34
7/6 EBF80
10/- EM80
9/6 EY51
5/- EBF89
12/6 EC52
5¡6 (Small)
7/6 ECS4
6/- EYSI
12/6 (Large)
6/6 EC70
6/6 ECC31 IS/- EZ35
6/6 ECC32 10/6 EZ40
8,16 EZ4I
10/6 ECC33
10 -

9/- EZ8I

9/6 PCF80
10/- PCF82
PCL82

14- UBC41
12/6 UBF80
12/6 UBF89

9;6
916
1016
1016

12 6 PEN4ODD
9/-1
UCC85
10/6:
25,- UCH42 11/10/-. GZ30
12;6 PEN45 1916 UCH8I II16
9/6 GZ32
776 UCL82 15/6
5/6 GZ34
141- PEN46
5/- PL82
101- UF4I
9/13/6 H30
111. UF80
10/6
12'6 PL83
13/6 H63
12/6 UF85
1016
9/6 HABC80
'PM2B
10,6
13/6 PM12
6/6 UF89
11/_I
101- PM12M
III6/6 UL4I
9/- HK90
1016
PY80
91IS/14/- HL23
UL46
12/6 PY81
91- UL84
114
14/- HL41
8/6
PY82
9/UY41
61- HLI33DD
9/12/6 PY83
9/6 UY85
1016
7f- V1507
20/- QP2I
5f6/-:1-1VR2
IS;- VLS492A E3
I5/-,HVR2A 6/- QP2S
8/6 Q5150,115
VMP4G 15/9/6 KL35
12/6'KT2
5/104 VP2(7) 126
VP4(7) 15;7/- KT33C 10/- QVO417
7;15/15/-'VPI3C
51- KT44
7/- R12
7'6
5/- KT63
12/6 VP4I
12,171VR10530
10/6KTW6I 8/- SD6
15/-!
8/6 KTW62 8/- SP4(7)

9/- KTW63

14/6 KTZ4I
10/- KTZ63
9/- L63

6/6 LNI52
5/6 LZ319
11/- MH4
11/6 MHL4

8/-

SP41

81- SP42

10/6 SP6I

6/- SU6I
14/- TP22
141- U16

3/6 VT6IA
12/6 VT501
151-

W76

9;-

5;7/6

12/-'. X61

126

7/- U18/20 12/6!X65

12/6
12/6

7/6 U22
15/- MHLD6 12/6 U31
12/6 U43
10/6 ML4

5/-,ML6

3/61VRI50/30
12/61

6/6 U50

8/- X66

10/.:X79
12/6
12/6:XD(I.5) 6/6
8/-,XFW10 6/6

8,16',XFY12
6¡6
8/-,XH(I.5) 6/6
7/-¡XSG(1.5)6/6
5/- U78
5/- U251
I5/-;Y63
7/6
12/6 ,0A71
0072 30,'- U404 I0,/61Z63
10/6
3/6 UABC80
20/1216 P61
Z66
10/6'Z77
9/6/6 PABC80 I5/8/- PCC84 10/-, UAF42 1016! Z719
14'10/6 PCC85 12/6. UB41
12/7 Z729
14.6
10/. M1114
10f6 0A10

,0A70

10/- U52
12/6 U76

ALL VALVES NEW, BOXED, TAX PAID, AND
FIRST
SUBJECT TO MAKERS' GUARANTEE.
GRADE GOODS ONLY, NO SECONDS OR REJECTS. GOODS ARE ONLY SOLD SUBJECT TO
OUR TERMS OF BUSINESS, OBTAINABLE FREE
CATALOGUE OF OVER 1,000
ON REQUEST.
DIFFERENT VALVES 3d.

When comparing our prices, remember just what we offer. Bentley valves are not only
" GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED," and " GUARANTEED TESTED AT TIME OF
DESPATCH," Bentley valves are NEW, BOXED, AND SUBJECT TO THE MAKERS'
STANDARD GUARANTEE AS WELL. Only our enormous turnover enables us to select
the products of the world's finest manufacturers at lowest prices and pass the benefits
on to YOU.

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS
38

CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
PRlmrose 9090

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR ANY VALVE NOT LISTED. 3d. STAMP, PLEASE.
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LTD.

EDDY'S (N of tm.) LTD.

SIGNAL GENERATORS

and
monthly rpaytlt ntsosof 21/6.
P. & P. 5/- extra. Coverage
100 Kc /s-100 Mets on Pundamentais and 100 Me/s to 200
SIC /s on harmonies. Metal
case 10ín. x 61.n. x 1ín., grey
/
hammer flaah. Incorporating
three Rectature valves ans
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
Internal Modulation
203/250.
:.. a
of 400 c.p.s. to a depth of 30% '
modulated or unmodulated
R.F.. output continuously
100
milli- volts.
variable.
C.W. and mod. switch, variable A.F. output. Incorporating
magic -eye as output indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2° .
£4.19.6 or 25'- deposit and 4

\.,

_

-

r /-_-'-

monthly payments of 216
P. & P. 5/- extra. Coverage

12) Kc/s -230 Kc /s. 303 Kc s -900
Kc's.
90) Kc/s -2.75 Mc's.
2.75 Mc s -3.5 Mc s 8 Mc's.
23
21

Mc/s.

16

M101n.

casa

Mc's -56 Mc's.
Metal
61ín.

x

N.

,

M
x

10tH.

' OA`
F

.

-

ilir

*

and

anddmod switch.
hammer
meter.

plus

;.',

...'

GENERATOR
25'- deposit plus P. & P. 5'6 monthly payments of
21/8. Cash 26.19.6 plus P. &
P. 5/, Coverage 7.6 Mers -210
Mc /s In five bands. all on
fundamentals. slow -motion

_
-

-_

--

tuning,
vertical and horizontal bars.
logging scale. In grey hammer finished case with carrying
handle. Accuracy - 1 %. A.C. mains 200-250 v.
COMMERCIAL TELEVISION CONVERTER SUITABLE
ANY T.V. (Except Philips and valley areas Wales)
N'ITIIIN 35 MILES OF I.T.A.
CHANNELS
`TRANSMITTER.
¡
NO ALTERATIUN`3
ALTERATIONS TO SET.
r
audio

output.

8

-.

.

Any Parcel
Insured against
damage in

{

,L
Complete with built -in power supply.
200 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish
case 51ín. long, 31in. wide, 41ín. high.
Incorporating gain control and band
switch. Tllus. with cover removed.
,t
_,,,.
Complete 75th Wolsey 3 element
}
'
I.T.A. outc+.3 or loft aerial. 36 ft.
I.T.A. lead and 2 plugs. (Wolsey 5
element 10'- extra). 25'- deposit, plus P. & P. P5 -. Pand5 4-.
&
monthly payments of £1.5.8. Cash £5.17.0 plus
Converter only £3.19.6 plus P. & P. 26.

6/6

EBC41
9/6
EBF80
9/6
ECC81 8/11
ECC82 8/11
ECC83 8,'II
ECC84 10/6

ECC85 9/6
ECH42 9/11
EF40

13/11

EF4I
EF8)

9/6

rw,

KIT

Comprising tin. moving coil meter
scale calibrated in AC /DC volts.
Voltage
ohms and milli-amps.
range AC /DC 0-50. 0 -1W. 0.250, 0500,
,`. 1
milli-amps 0 -10, 0-100. Ohms range
0- 10,000. Front panel, range switch,
wire-wound pot (for ohms zero
..
setting) toggle switch, resistors
and meter rectifier. Basic movement 2 mA. In grey hammer -finish
/,'m.
case.
,a
Built and
Plus
tested '1 8
1
v P. & P. lid.
extra.
Point to point wiring diagram 1' -, free with kit
^

x'411

-

"'

extra.
Over L3 free.

AMPLIFIER

contact -cooled
approx. size 61 in. x 21in. incorporating 2 valves,
controls 39/6 Plus
metal rectifier, base and treble lift 230
3'6.
and double wound mains transformer -250 V.
if purchased
TRANSFORMER,
0.P..
P.M.
P
S
ith t above.
ER&
with
COLLARO 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER
A.C. mains.
f8.
P. 5' -.
P & us
P.

S.A.E. WITH ALL ENQUIRIES.
7'3
7H7
174
8/6
MU14
8 6
7S7
354
KT36
17/6
86
7Y4
3V4
PCC84 9/6

9.11

6BBG

3/

PY8I

6FI

13/11

12SK7GT

6F13
6F15
6J5G

13/11
13/11
3/11
2/11
7/11
7/11

125J7GT 7/6
1437
15/11
35L6G I0/II
35A5 10/11

PY82

8/6
8/6

U25

13/6

UBFBO

EL41

9/11

EL84

9/II

ULB4
U35

10/6
19/6

6SN7GT

8/3

UY4I

7B7
7C5
7C6

12/6

IRS

8/6

155

7/3

35W4
3SZ4

7/II

11/6

8/II
8/11
8/11

7/6
7/6
8/6

7/6
7/5

v{/II

807
954
955
956
953

7/11

9/II

1/S

3/11

2/11
3/11

St. Mary's Electronics
(Tel.: AMBassador
18,

9795)

PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2

T,'V TUBES
12

MULLARD
MAZDA
EMITRON

in.

14

in.

17

E6
E6
Eó

E5
E5
E5

n.

C7
E7

C7

ALL OTHER TYPES EX- STOCK.
TERMS

:

3

MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
C. W.O.

P.P. INS. 10 -

REBUILT TUBES
12

in.

14

in.

17

in.

El £12.10.0
... £9
MAZDA
E12.I0.0
CII
MULLARD ... C9
ALL PRICES INC. P.P. & INS.
ALL REBUILT TUBES ARE GUARANTEED
SIX MONTHS

Model 457 (suitable for use with above amplifier).
201250 v., turnover crystal head.
19. 6
Brand new. fully guaranteed.
Or 25' - deposit and 7 monthly payments of 61.5.0.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

6K7G
6K8G
6L6G
6SK7GT

IS/II

KT33C

I2AH8
I2K7G
I2Q7G

7/6

6BJ6

EY85

7/6
7/1I

I I
12AH7 7/11

11

66

6BA6

8/6
9/6
UCH42 8/11
8/11
UF4I
9/6
UL4I

15

6 6

EY51

EZ8)
GZ32

8/11
7/11

5U4G
SZ4G

UBC4I

7/II

8/1I

PCF80 16/11
PCL83 17/6
PL82
9/II
PL83
10/11
8/6
PY83

9/11

'

COMPLETELY BUILT PORTABLE

VALVES

9/11'

,

AC /DC POCKET MULTI -METER

Post, etc.,
6d. per valve

EF83
EF9I

'

-

NEW AND
GUARANTEED

SURPLUS,

NO LISTS.

C W.

SIGNAL & PATTERN

Operation, 57/6 each. Post and Packing 2/6 extra.
GERMANIUM
SINGLE PIECE
DIODES
THROAT MIKES, I6K7G Valves
2/1I
each
I/- each. 10/- dozen.
I!- each
Post 6d. extra.
Post. etc., 4d. each
Post, etc., 6d. extra.
All New and Guaranteed.

EB91

..

, .,

2
A.C.

mains 230 -2550 v. Internal
modulation of 400 c.pa. to a
per cont.. modulated
100dmillivolts.
continuously arl
coil
case andwhite panel.

MIDGET BATTERY ELIMINATORS to convert all types
Battery Portables (Please state Make and Model No.) to Mains

extra.

Olin,

rectifier.

(DEPT. P.T.)

172, ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

transit, 6d.

Size of scale. 61ín. x 31in.
valves
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PLEASE

SEND S.A.E.

All enquiries S.A.E. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K.
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Television Receiving Licences
THE following statement shows
the approximate number of Independent Television Station,
Television Receiving Licences in have appointed Mr. Dennis
force at the end of January, 1958, George Packham, at present
in respect of television receiving head of the Television Broadstations situated within the various casting Department of Central
Postal Regions of England, Wales, Rediffusion Services Ltd., to be
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
chief engineer.
Region
Total
Mr. Packham joined the BBC
London Postal ...
,..
... 1,560,073
in 1944 as an engineer trainee,
Home Counties
965,533
...
...
Midland
1,278,346 afterwards becoming technical
North Eastern ...
...
.. 1,265,643 assistant in the Lines Dept.
In
North Western
...
... 1,109,409
1947 he transferred to the
605,363
South Western ...
...
...
Wales and Border Counties ...
450,390 television section of this department and later the design departTotal England and Wales
... 7,234,757 ment
(television transmission
Scotland
583,063
...
...
Northern Ireland
...
...
80,427 section).
In 1955 he joined Central
7,898.247
Grand Total ...
Rediffusion
- Services
Ltd.,
technical
consultants
to
Associated-Rediffusion Ltd., as an
ITV in the North-east
engineer in the television departTHE Independent Television ment specifically responsible
for
Authority announces that the development and installation
it has decided to accept, subject
to contract, the application of a
company to be formed from a
group of prominent citizens in
North -east England in association with the News Chronicle.
Messrs. George and Alfred
Black and Mr. Sydney Box to
become programme contractors
for its North -east station. The
chairman of the new company
will be Sir Richard A. Pease,
Bart., and among the directors
will be Viscount Ridley, Col.
E. G. Angus, Mr. E. G. Fair burn, Mr. C. C. Darling, Mr.
D. A. Pease, Lord Layton, Mr.
Peter Cadbury and Professor
E. J. R. Eaglesham, as well as
Messrs. George and Alfred
Black and Mr. Box.

T.T.Tv. Appoint
Engineer

of telerecording equipment for
A.R. -T.V., and also dealt with
problems associated with teleHe became
cine equipment.
head of the department in
November, 1957.

Peterborough Diesel Company
on Panorama

A

PETERBOROUGH diesel
engine company recently
featured in Panorama.
A television production team
visited F. Perkins Ltd., to obtain
film shots and interviews for a
special Panorama report dealing
with the problem of resettling
Regular officers and other ranks
in industry following reductions
in Britain's armed forces.
A number of- general shots
of F. Perkins Ltd.'s Eastfield
factory--one of the most up -todate plants in Europe -were
filmed by the unit, which was

Chief

TYNE

TEES TELEVISION
LTD.. programme contractor for the North -east England

A scene in a corner of F. Perkins' factory when Panorama visited them for a
recording.
-
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Murray by Jeremy
of the
Brown. a member
Panorama production team.
headed

TAM Surveys Scottish I.T.V.
Area
ASURVEY carried out by
Television Audience Measurement Limited in the Scottish
I.T.V. area during Janeary
showed that the number of

homes in the area able to
receive I.T.V. had increased by
70.000 to 345.000 since TAM's
previous survey of the area last

April, 1958

TIMES

the Scottish area were able to
receive 1.T.V.. the number of
persons able to watch I.T.V. in
their homes was approximately
33 'Per cent.
The latest TAM estimate of
the number of I.T.V. homes in
the Scottish area is 362.000.

Flying Television Station
complete
THE
equipment for

transmitting
a

new

tele-

a specially constructed stand
occupying approximately 950 sq.
ft.. built in the company's
Chelmsford works and transported by road and sea right
across Europe. The stand will
be erected close to the Electrotechnical Pavilion by a team of
workers from England.
Continuous demonstrations of
the television equipment will be
given and, as in the case of the
Poznan Fair last year. it is
expected that this will attract
many thousa'nds of visitors to
In addition to the
the stand.
television exhibit a selection of
marine radio and test equipment

on

vision station under construction
at Aalborg, in Denmark, has
been flown out from Britain by
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
November.
This consignCompany, Ltd.
Part of this increase was un- ment is part of a £90,000 order
doubtedly d"ue to the increased for the transmitters, aerials and will be shown.
power of the Blackhill trans- ancillary equipment for three new
missions, and the first effects of stations planned by the Danish " Kidnappers " Caught by
Television
were Posts and Telegraphs Department
increase
this
power
the
November to bring television within the reach
in
apparent
AN annual event in the south
of a large part of the Danish
survey.
of Holland is the Police
The survey, which was based population.
Rally in which all the police
forces- state. municipal, customs
the Province
and military
of North Brabant take part.
units
This year some 165
participated, each district being
represented by teams on motorcycles. motor -cycle combinations

-of

The programme
included all the conventional
features of this type of rally
such as map -reading, use of
and in cars.

teleprinter, radio -telephony, etc.
In addition an interesting
experiment was carried out using
television for the distribution of
vital police information. This
took the form of a fake kidnapping and the result was the
arrest " of the " Criminals
within an hour and fifty minutes
of the " crime " being reported.

New Aid to TV Advertising
ACLOSED circuit television
system
for auditioning
artistes and for direct viewing of
packaging and films on a television screen has been installed
The equipment in the consign- by Marconi's for G. S. Royds
on 1.000 interviews in a stratified
random sample of households. ment included the new compact Ltd.. a. leading British advertisshowed that whereas 36 per cent. Marconi 4 kW. vision and 1 kW. ing agency.
of all homes in the area were of sound transmitters.
The system. which uses the
vidicon
A. B or C social class. the
Marconi
industrial
at
Leipzig
Marconi
Television
camera. enables the telegenic
number of I.T.V. homes in these
Fair
qualities of a product and its
categories totalled 40 per cent.
-139.000. Further. 67 per cent.
CENTRE of attraction at packaging. as well as the artistes
of all housewives in the area
the Leipzig Fair this year and action of a TV commercial.
under the age of 50 were now will be the television demon- to be assessed in conditions
in I.T.V. homes, compared with strations on the Marconi stand. identical with TV viewing in the
54 per cent. in all homes.
The items displayed will include home. Rehearsals and packaging
The number of persons in a completely equipped mobile can be viewed direct through the
each
I.T.V. household was television vehicle for outside camera channel on a television
This broadcasts and the new vidicon screen. so that a producer can
shown to average 3.7.
judge the qualities of a com'means. adds TAM. that while tclecine equipment.
The exhibit will be displayed mercial before it is filmed.
some 28 per cent. of homes in
This picture shows the on- loading of the Danish TV station proceeding
under wintry conditions at Southend Airport in Essex. The aircraft is a
Bristol Freighter of Air Charter Ltd.

A
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PREMIER RADIO CO.
(Regd.)
Telephone

AMBassador 4033.

:

H. MORRIS & CO.

B.

EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON,

207,

W.2.

23,

(RADIO) LTD.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON,

PADdington 3271/2.

Telephone

:

W.1.

MUSeum 3451.

"MAYFAIR" TELEVISOR

Build the NEW

which gives complete SAFETY
to the constructor !
These Televisors use a double wound mains transformer
which gives you complete safety from contact with the
mains supply when handling the chassis or controls.

* B.B.C. & I.T.A. DESIGN
Turret Tuner may

be

built tor

IE

33.7.

With New
Plus cost

I I

C.R.T.

Build in

5 easy stages.
Full Construction details available.
Instruction Book, 3/6 Post Free.
Console Cabinets with full length doors for 14ín., 16in., and

17ín. tubes. Price L14.14.0.
H.P. Terms : Deposit L7.7.6 and 9 monthly payments of 18/6.
Console Cabinets. Half door LI2.12.0.
H.P. Terms : Deposit L6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3.
On above cabinets add 21/- for pkg. and carr.

The

" Petite" PORTABLE

£77.0
MAY BE BUILT FOR

*

plus 3l- post & packing.
Size only 8in. x 8in.

)(Alin.

HT 10 /- (Type B126) or
equivalent.
LT 1/6 (Type AD 35) or
equivalent.

eliminator

now

available for 37/6.

8 -WATT

AMPLIFIER

This design includes 5 miniature
Valves of the latest types, an
Ultralinear
Output
Transformer suitable for Speakers
of 3 and 15 ohms and a very
attractive Perspex front panel
with gold lettering, complete
set of parts, L8.8.0.
Postage & Packing, 5/- extra.

'RECORD CHANGERS
Collaro RC456-L9.15.0.

Dep.

£I.5.0 & 8 monthly payments

',of L1.5.9.
Staar Galaxy
11.5.0 & 8
of 11.5.9.

-

Dep.
monthly payments
E9.15.0.

--

RECORD PLAYERS

Collaro

3/544

CoHaro Junior
3

and put it
together
yourself ! !
TOTAL COST ONLY

Batteries extra.

Battery

SAVE POUNDS

£6.19.6
L4.14.6

B.S.R. TU8
speed record player
L3.19.6.
plus 2/6 postage &
packing.

WHYbuy surplus or
reconditioned tubes when these Fully
Guaranteed Wide Angle Tubes are available t The
latest type 17in. Rectangular Tube MW43/64 by Telefunken at L17
'(inc. tax), post and packing 21/- extra.

£9.19.6
plus 5/- post & pack
Each Unit may be purchased separately as follows
Amplifier Cabinet in maroon and fawn (size 131 x

:I

I

x 6!.in.)
£2/10I Valve Amplifier
£2/19/6
7 x 4in. Elliptical Speaker
LI/1/6
B.S.R. TU8 Turntable and Pickup
L3/19/6
This can also be supplied complete with the Latest Collaro
4 -speed Junior Turntable and Pickup for only L10/12/6 plus
5/- packing and postage.
If any of the individual items are purchased, kindly add the
Cabinet 3/ -, Amplifier and Speaker 3/ -,
postage as follows :
Turntable 2/6.

SAVE POUNDS
and put it together

yourself

! !

Cabinet,

L2/19/6
plus 5/- pkg. & post.

Premier I -valve
Gram. Amplifier,

L2/19/6
plus 216 pkg. & post.

Premier I -valve
Printed Circuit

Amplifier,

L3,,S /6
plus 2/6 pkg. & post.
Sin. x Sin. Speaker,
27/6
Plus 1/6 pkg. & post.
Collaro 4 -speed Changer, £8 /19/6 plus 5/- pkg. & post,
BSR 4 -speed Ch
, £8J15 /0 plus 5/- pkg. & post.
If a set of parts are purchased together, pkg. & post will be 10/ -.

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES TO (Dept. PT3), 207 EDGWARE RD., LONDON,W.2
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SPUTNIK SPEI 'IAL

!BAND III CONVERTOR
for ANY SET in ANY AREA

10.80 Me.," (5-30 Metres)
SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER TYPE
208
RECEPTION SET

049

s

l

.0*

,.iv6G. Internal
Complete wü
cibrawr paic. l3uiIc ìn 61- speaker.
mains power l tick an.l
for
Muirhead slow- motion drive. B.F.O. and R.F. stage. Provision
100,250 v. A.C. and
'Phones and Muting and 600 ohm. Dual Inputmetal
transit case.s
6 v. D.C. Size 21 x 18 x 12. Weight 70 lbs. In
All sets in new condition and air tested. I.F. Frequency 2 Mc
L6/19/6 Carr. 15'6.
BE PREPARED TO LISTEN TO THE SATELLITES
-

I

"TRANSISTOR -8"

This unit has been widely used since I.T.A. Transmissions
began to convert all types of sets, Superhet and T.R.F., to
receive on Band Ill.
Unlike many other convertors this unit is small enough to
be fitted inside your cabinet, enabling the job to appear
finished and perfectly safe for all to use.
The wiring is simple to follow, and alignment is not difficult.
* IT will convert any set, any age, T.R.F. or Superhet.
* IT includes station switching.
* IT provides pre -set contrast balancing.
* IT uses only one aerial input for both bands
* IT provides manual tuning on Band Ill.

*

*
*

IT is totally screened.
IT completely rejects unwanted signals.
IT requires no additional power supply
or .3 amp. heater line is available.

where either 6.3 v.

CONVERTOR wired and aligned with fitting

This Portable 8 Transistor Superhet is tunable for both
Medium and Long Waves.and is comparable In performance
to any equivalent Commercial Transistor Set.be built easily
Simplified construction enables this set Yo
and quickly into an attractive lightweight cabinet supplied.

E3 10 6
...
...
...
instructions
... £2 IO 6
KIT complete in every detail, less knobs ...
I
0
..
...
KNOBS each ...
I
6
CIRCUIT and instructions-in detail (free with kit)
KITS made up by customers checked and aligned,
12
6
including post
When ordering please state present B.B.C. Station and I.T.A.
Orders over C2 post free.

can supply all .these
items including Cabinet for
£1L10.All parts sold separately.

285, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,

Push -Pull Portable

rhbuilt
Supeet
be

C an

lSend for circuit diagrams
assembly data illustrations
and Instructions. and full
shopping list. 3d. In stamps.

L11/10/-

for

Hearing Aid. 90.

MINI -TWO
TWO- TRANSISTOR MINIATURE POCKET RADIO
market. Variable
offered
The
x lin.. MiniaTuningßDrilled Chassis, Plastic ase size 31n.
ture
i
full practical layout diagrams.
volt Battery.CircTransistors
items sold separately.
Complete
49/6
Total Cost

i-

HOME LIGHT

^2- TRANSISTOR PERSONAL PORTABLE

Variable Tuning
Diode,
We can supply all components including 2 Transistors, Plastic
and
Resistors, Condensers and Miniature Hearing Aid FOR
Case size4l x 2i x 111n. and 11 v. Battery.
6
All items sold separately.

TRANSISTORS
TYPE P -N-P
JUNCTION

(British Manufacture/
RED -SPOT 80) kc's Audio Frequency. 10'
Mixer and Frequency Changer. 15 -.
1.6
Mcs
SPOT
BLUE.
WHITE -SPOT 2.5 Mc s R.F. and I.F. Amp., 20 -.

,

A.C.'D.C. 200'30v. PORTABLE-GRAM AMPLIFIER
Depth 31n.
Completely assembled on Baffle Board size 121 x 4fin. Elac.
7 x 4.
Containing two Mullard valves type ÚL64 and UY85,Nothing
else
Elliptical Speaker. Volume Control. Tone Control.
ns and connect your Pick -up to
to buy. lust plug in
Amplifier.
Carr. 2f6.
ABSOLUTE BARGAIN.

SEND STAMPS FOR NEW 1958 28 -PAGE CATALOGUE
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9-6. THURS. 1' o'clock.

LTD.
HENRY'S RADIOLONDON,
W.2
HARROW ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD,
TEL. PADDINGTON 1003 -9

ADDISCOMBE, CROYDON, SURREY
Phone

THREE TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO
(No Aerial or Earth required)
Transistors.
Variable Tuning. Total cost, as specified including
Transformers, Coils, Condensers and Battery. etc., with circuit
and plastic case.
77/6 POST FREE.
All items sold separately.
With Balanced Armature. 81 -. With Acos Mike. 90 -. With Min.

.

C. &. G. KITS

We

"EAVESDROPPER"

6
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ADDiscombe 5252

REVACUUMED T.V. TUBES
SIX MONTHS' STRAIGHT GUARANTEE
Mazda
Mullard
4
4
4
4
6
7
7
7
21
21

AW

36-21

MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW

41-I

7

0

0

7

43-43
43-64
43-69
53-20
53-80

7 10

0

7

MW 36-22
MW 36-24
MW 36-44

10

0

7 10

0

10 10
10 10

0

7.

0

14
17

4
4
4
5

21
21

141 K_

171K

5 10
7 10
7 10

0
0

CRM
CRM
CRM
CRM
CRM
CRM
CRM
CRM

141

i

s.

d.

5

10

0
0
0

2H

IO
5 IO
6 IO
7 10
7 IO
IO IO

212

10 10

142
143
153
171

172

S

0

0
0
0
0

Brimar
14

Cossor
14
17
17

in

s. d.
5 10 0
5 10 0
5 ÌO 0
5 10 0

£

in.

14
17
17

C 14BM
C 14FM

CI7BM
C17FM
C17JM

10

0

IO
7 IO
7 10

0
0

5
5

0

7 10

0

in. Marconi, Emitron, Ferranti, G.E.C. £5 IO
in. Marconi, Emitron, Ferranti, G.E.C. £7 10

O.

I72K

0

17

Carriage and Insurance 12/6 (U.K.). Cash
Personal Callers Welcome.

O.

with order.

VIDIO REPLACEMENT CO.
HALES ST., DEPTFORD HIGH ST., LONDON, S.E.8
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//ENCE
/

The

Td

does not necessarily agree wly

the opinions expressed

by his correspon-

All letters must be accompanied by
name and address of the sender

dents.

::.!?/y :7 ..7 .......z597,69,92.-z9" .i/!/.z%/H// /// %i//.yzez A/// //s
:not necessarily for publication).
TRANSISTORISED TV
source of similar trouble to someone else. I have
J..»

the

9:44.

intermittent and like all such
have spoken to one or two friends of a set which was intermitten
late and have been surprised to find that troubles it proved almost impossible to trace.
there is an impression abroad that sooner or The moment one went near it to try and take
later TV sets will be available entirely without voltage readings, etc., it worked, only to stop
valves. In at least two cases old sets are being after a short time for no apparent reason. After
iretained instead of new ones being bought a lot of probing and headaches it was found
because the owners think that there will soon to be due to a faulty valveholder. This was of
be transistor sets which will not take any power the B9A type and the small metal clip which
from the mains and thus be cheaper to run. No forms the socket on the holder had become
doubt some of the adverts and the writings of loose in the paxolin. When the valve had been
newspaper critics are responsible for this opinion, inserted in the holder it had pushed the clip
but it seems to me to be quite wrong. The tube out of the holder, but the tip of the pin on
itself will surely never be " transistorised," and the valve was just lodged in between the two
many parts of the
" blades " of the clip.
"-.-._
modern TV set cannot
The wire soldered to the
be made to work with I
socket was sufficiently
SPECIAL NOTE
i
transistors. It would be I Will readers please note that we are unable t thick to hold the clip in
interesting, however, to I to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of ex- i position and when no
try to visualise the ' government apparatus, or of proprietary i vibration took place the
We regret a pin
made sufficiently
form the set will take I makes of commercial receivers.
good contact for the set
I that we are also unable to publish letters from f
say, in two years' time,
seeking a source of supply of such i to work. On vibration
judging by present pro- if readers
aapparatus.
ratus.
i from a loud note or
press and the possible
;
loud speech, the pin
development
of
the
shook loose and at times
shallow tube.- G. R. TREEBY (N.W.).
remained in such a position. that the pin was
not touching. The slightest vibration and it conPRINTED CIRCUITS
tacted again. The valve had been twice removed
SIR,-It, appears that more and more " printed and tested and on placing back had made con'
circuits " are coming into favour with our tact, but the third time of testing when it was
returned I was lucky, and it did not touch the
'manufacturers.
loose socket. Hence the location of the " fault."
But is this a good thing ?
In an American radio magazine of recent -F. H. J. WHITELY (Bedford).
date there is an advert which states that although
CONSTRUCTING " H " AERIALS
one of their company directors was a pioneer of
(Continued from page 412)
printed circuits they do not use this method of
construction. They say -for one thing
it isn't be sufficient, but this was not readily available.
fair to servicemen."
Second, a steel mast, which raises problems of
I gather from this that the replacement of weight and weatherproofing. The third alternative
components isn't an easy matter ? Could any of a wooden mast was also rejected from the
readers (who have practical knowledge on this angle of weight and less secure fixing points. The
;subject) give their views.
WINDY " (Working- final alternative is the composite mast. which
ton).
proved simple and strong as well as light.
[R,

"'

-

-"

'

-"

-I

AERIAL DESIGN

Additional Parts

Two additional tubes of light alloy lin. in
SIR,
was glad to see the note in the February diameter
of the same length as the mast are
issue on aerials, and I am sure that many bolted to and
the
mast along its full length.
more readers will be interested in this aspect of cut away to fitexisting
close up to the mast fixing plates
the hobby. In my travels round the country I am at the H crossbar
and bolted with a ,-in. bolt
very intrigued by some of the mixed arrays one through both the fixing
brackets and the ¡in. tube.
sees on houses in various districts, and I have Fig. 13 shows
even seen mixed vertical and horizontals in one the new tubes the existing mast section I and
(2) and (3). Beginning (at the
fftlreet.
readers
be
bottom
the mast, these are bolted together
I a sure man one
aspect
would
glad by ,in. of
bolts in the following order: (2) to (3),
hobby. -H. G. BEST (Wimbledon).
(3)
(I), (1) to (2), and so on at 15in. intervals.
.1i +[Another article on this subject will be found Thisto assumes
that the line of the aerial lies at
in this issue. -ED.].
right-angles to the tangent to (2) and (3), or
sufficiently so to enable slight packing to correct
PECULIAR FAULTS
the lie of the array when bolted. If not, choose
aSIR -You have mentioned several interesting the tubes which are to lie against the
chimney
A-) faults under the above heading but I should
bracket and bolt these together first, continuing
like to point out one possibility which occurred as before. With care in drilling the cable need
to me in actual practice and which may be the not be withdrawn.
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News IFr®m the Trade

chassis, positive action synchronising and automatic picture control, ensure first -class reception
type aerial, known as the Twin -Super that in all signal areas. Twin high-fidelity loudspeakers
was put on the are fitted.
The 12- position turret tuner, covering all
market by Wolsey
and commercial television proa t
the Radio available BBC three
positions which select the
Show. they have grammes. has
now developed a Home, Light and Third programmes of the BBC's
The catalogue No. is
loft aerial working V.H.F. /F.M. service.
cn this principle. BT.3747.- G.E.C.. Magnet House, Kingsway,
T h e Wolsey W.C.2.
Super Loft has a K.-B. "Regina "
driven element THIS 24in. receiver. shown for the first time
composed of a
at the last Radio Show, has now been
Twin -Super a n d
The
and is proving very successful.
two dipoles released used
in this is similar to that used for
mounted on their chassis
excepting for the
standard vertical the 17in. and 21in. K. -B. modelshigher
EHT and
their necessary changes to obtain
and
arm
channel
standard arm and scanning power. A new miniature 13 and
the
ball joint, thus turret tuner has been incorporated
enabling it to be internal aerial, so popular in the " New Queen"
fitted either on the series has been included. The cabinet design also
the popular -" New Queen " styling and
joist or the follows
in dark high-gloss walnut veneer or
available
is
of
a
side
sloping
light figured walnut veneer. and
contemporary
roof.
cabinet details are similar to Model PV70
P e r f ormance except for the 90 deg. C24KM Brimar tube and
figures are: Band the frame mask to reveal the whole screen area.
III, forward gain Price, completed with legs, 135 gns., tax paid.
better than 6 Db. -Kolster -Brandes Ltd., Footscray, Sidcup, Kent.
dipole
Band I,
The Wolsey super -loft aerial.
equality. Price
37s. 6d.-Wolsey. Electronics Ltd., Cray Avenue.
St. Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent.

The Super Loft

IN

view of the great popularity of the co- linear

Antiference Aerials

THE following modifications have been made
to Antiference aerials and incorporated in
all models now being despatched to distributors:
Locking Plates (" Antex -Plus'
1. Variable
models X04, X04 /4K). Variable locking plates
are now fitted to all " Antex -Plus " models to give
a positive lock to the " Antex " section in any
position.
2. New Mast Type " K " {" Antex -Plus " and
" Hilo " models). To provide additional standoff our mast Type " K " has been redesigned and
all " Antex -Plus " and " Hilo " models with
catalogue suffix /4K or /3K are now supplied
with this mast.
position for Universal Mast
3. Alternative
Clamp (" Antex- Plus " models X04. X04 /4K). To
give even greater stand-off for difficult installations an alternative position for the universal
mast clamp is now provided on the " Antex -Plus
next to the Antex junction unit. -Antiference
Ltd., Bicester Road. Aylesbury. Bucks.

C.E.C. 21 in. FM/TV Receiver

ANEW F.M. table television receiver is announced by The General Electric Co. Ltd.
Retailing at £101 17s. (including £29 6s. 5d, P.T.).
the model is housed in a polished walnut veneer
cabinet and has a 21in. aluminised filter -faced tube
operating at 18 kW. The 18 -valve high- sensitivity

The K -B
receiver.

www.americanradiohistory.com

" Regina " 24ia.
This costs 135

gns.-with legs.
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CONDENSERS. -Mica or S. Mica. All pref. values.
pf. to 680 pf., 65. ea. Ceramic types, 2.2 pf. to 3,000
pr., 9d. each. Tubolare, 430 v., Hunts and T.C.C.
.110115, .0111, .1)03, .Ill and .1, :3311 v., 9d.
.0'2, .
.1/30)1v. Hauts, TCC, 1/
23 Hunts, 1,6..3 Hunt.,
1 /9..1, 1,500 v. T.C.C. ISin,plex), 3/6..001 0 kV.
T.C.C., 5/6. .001 211 kV. T.C.C., 91.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS
l0°ó 5 pf, to 500 pf., 1/.. 000 pf. to 3,000 pf., 1 3.
1";, 1.5 pf. to 500 pl., 119. 315 pf. to 5,000 pf., 9 -.
SPEAKERS, -PM 3 oho,, 21 in. Elite., 126 ; 1115s.
Goalmans, 181 : ` a. R.A. , 17/6: 8iu. Celeetiou,
18/6 ; 7 n 4 Goodman, 18/6 -; ti,,. Elne, 20- ;
loin. R.A., 25'- 1.21n. Plessey, S{;
JASON P.M. TUNES UNIT. (57 Pues -103 me 'el.
As described in Radio Constructor.
Designer
Approved Kit of parte to. blliid this modem highly
successful snit, drilled chassis and superior type
lllmulnated glass dial, coils, cane and all quality
components, etc., fpr only 5,gm., post free. Set 01
4 Specified Miniature Valves; 30' -, post free:
Illustrated handbook with full details, 2' -, post free
2 -DAY ALIGNMENT SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE.
3

-

;

BAND 3 T/V CONVERTER
185 Mc /s-199 Mc /s

Suitable

London, Birmingham. Northern and
Scottish ITA Transmissions
Mk. 2 Model. as illustrite.1. latest Cascade circuit
using ECC84 and EF80 valves giving improve'!
neitivity (12 1h.) over standard circuits, built -in
Power Supply A.C. 200--230 v. Dimensions only
Jilin. x Sin. -Ht. 4in. Simple and easy to fit -only
external plug -in connections. Wired, aligned and
tested ready for me. State Channel Required. Guar.
Bargain Offer -good results or full refund, only
Carr. S Pkg. 2/0.
Mk. 1 Model. Using 2 8143e or EF80s. Pull cons
stroctor's Kit of Parts including drilled chassis
7in. x 4in. n 91in., blueprint, valves and all components, etc., excluding Power Supplies to moditied
W/W design. Many ion's in a al :factory use. Bargain
Offer only 2 gar. P. S P. 2/0. Power Supply Kit,
complete, 20; -. P. S P. l /pi. Band 1 -Band 3 Switch

£3.19.6.

Kit,

6

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
3 WAVEBANDS
5 VALVES
S.R'. 1.1 u1. -50 m.
I.A'l'ES'l' MIDGET
M.W. 200 m. -331) m.
BVA
I..8V. 800 m. -2,000 ns.
SERIES
Brand new And guar. A.C. 200 250 v. 4 pos. W.C.
Short- Medium- Long -Gram. P.11. socket. High
Q dust core coils. Latest circuit technique, delayed
AVC and neg. feedback. 01P 4 watts. Chassis
size, 130 x 54 x 21in. Dial- loin. x 411n. Nor. or
vert, station names. Walnut or vory knobs to
choice. Aligned and calibrated ready for use.
!

Sensitivity and Quality at Low Cost.
Double wound mains trans.
Carr. and ins., 4,8.
8 or loin. speaker to match,
7 Valve De Lune, push -pull
output with H/ Duty Trans.

Nn
o.

type.
Sw. S. P. Ow.

3/-

Linear
ohms

-

4/-

Ratio,

Long
year
Edis-

."

4/9

10,000
Mehognls.
31- each.

2

8d. yd.
spaced

-

Semi

air

9°

w., 9,1. ;
I w., 11- ;
b "ó Type.
1% Hi- Stsb., J se., 2/ -.

Tye,.

1

WIBE.WOUND

POTS.

Pre -Set Min. T.W. Type

Knurled Slotted Knob.
All values 23 ohms to 30

Ditto

C1,rbun Track.
50 K. to 2 liez.. 3' -.

))

ohms
13.1100-

3:,000

2/3

W/W EXT. SPEAKER

100, 3 / -.
CONTROL
SOLON SOLDERING IRONS 1300 -220 v. or 930'250
63 watt
v.), 25 *aft Instro,uen Type, 21/6
Pencil Bit Type; 28/8; 65 watt Oval Bit Typa,
25/-. Comprehensive sock of spares available..
SPEAKER FRET. -Expanded Bronze anodised
12 x 1210.. 406;
metal 8x8in.,2 /3; 12 x81n.,3 /
1.2 n 110e., 81- : 24 n 12ín., 9/ -, etc.
TYGAN FEET (Murphy pattern) 12in. x Lin., 2/12 n 18 in:, 3/- : 12 x 24ín., 4/ etc.
;

-;

:

1

RECORD PLAYER CABINET3
Contemporary style reamse Wares' tabled in
mottled red wilh cream interior. Size 181 x 1:3i x ht.
811n., fitted 'with all accessories, including speaker
baffle board and plastic fret. Space available for all
modem amplifiera and auto,hangere, etc. Uncut
record player mounting boast 11 x 13in. Cut mounting boards available.
Carr. and in. 5,0.
Cabinet Price,

.3.0.

VALVE AMPLIFIER (to lit above cabinet!,
modern circuit with 1/1.04 utpnt, ready built, nilh
Oie,. -speaker and output transformer,
13.12.8,
cary. and in. 2/6.
SCOTCH BOY, EMITAPE. etc., 1,700í1., 27/-. Long
playing. 1,8001!, reds, 45 -.
Paper tape, good
quail ty, 1,211011.,12'6. Reels only, :3in., 3/.7 5 in.
38. 3, r., 4. -; Tic., 43.
2

8

11'6 MU14
164 PIX.84
ECR42 1016 PCFeO
8,6 E5:4I81 10.6 t'CF83

I

6.I'

8

8 6

8

11
9
10
10

6

88

2,1
HI /I

I

I 8'CCIl4"
10 8 CF-11
10 6 1. 1.41
10 6 '1'1'i1

6
d

-

10 6
8

3.

v.,

4:3110 v

2'-

2/-

813
2 9
4
5 3
4 -

5;8

4/5/616

SB

80450

8+8J430,

3t+32'27.5

2 6

'l'.r'.C.

s

8+1604311 V.
16 I 110430 v.
32'3511

4
5

llunia.
7'!JJ'.

5 6
A

48

Hunt s

v.

:r2-{-32/43n c. T.C.C. 8 6
23112130 v. 71.E.C.
9 6
Ii0i3311 V.' 'l'.1'.C.
6 6
611+100'3.50 o.
11 8
64+1201273 V.
116,
u.
90+25111.275
11MI+2011/ 273
12 J
3,000 mid. ii V.
3 J

;

K:3'11104

'd..

k \'.,13'3,' -'.

MAINS TYPES. -1011 121 v. 6'1 n,. 1.. 4 9
1:11'
125 v. 11111 nat., 5'6 ; R513 12., r. I. l n' 8., 7'6;
R5I 1230 v., 2311 oit., 18'
IoM I Ii 'ty pe tin o1A,
17/6. I2813, 2.30 v. 31111 uu.4. 21 -.
MAINS TRANSFORMER;. -Ma.l' in our
Workshops to Top Grade epee. Fully inteuleas el
and Impregnated.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER,
TYPE. -270 v., 60 niA.. F.W. sec. 5 v. or 'i.:: V. a.
6.3 v. 2.3 a. net Htrs., 22,8, etc., C.R.T. HTR.
ISOLATION TYPE.-Low leakage with oe It i 1m n.
2511S see.. boost voltage.
ating : 1 or :.t5. 2
atiRating
10'6
4 v., 10'6 :
13,3. V., 108.
6.3 v., 1018 :
Ditto with mains primaries 2110 2311 v., 12.6.
SPECIAL TRANS. -Wound to your requirements.
I

1

TRANSISTORS
Mir's. sorplus PNP Janet ion type.
Audio Type, 800 Ke/e, 250 m.w., 9,81
R.F. and L,O. Mirer Typs. 2.:5 Me's, 19 8.
All tested and guaranteed.
Transistor Components. -Midget I.F. bans }.
313 kc,s, 5'Ferrite Slab Aerial l'lunl range).
131 ; M. and I..W. Ose. and 1st I.F., 1106 :
Push l'oli interetage transi., 8.6 ;
Push
Pull output transi., 8;-.
'

tin.

MICOS Earpiece.

wound coils, High Q. Bargain offer, 7/6 pair.

50 yards

Mt

:

I.F. TRANSFORMER-465 ke /6.
Brand new ex- manufacturer's midget I.F.T.
size 21ín. n lin. x 'In. dust core tuning. Litz

:Ham., 130 ohm. 4 3.
I '.in.,
50 ohm. 3 9.

Bol. Arm. Phone Inserts,

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

Thornton Heath Station.

Listed above are only a tew Berne (cons our very !ergs
stock. Send 8d. stamp today for Complete Bargain
Lint.

8 6

9
10

:

TRS RADIO

i.e: C. ¡0

106

^_

PY-:'.

-;

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON

Tee

lEl8 E4.1

^.'6 EIX;84
716 ECF80
^8 ECF82

'

7'9

a- P.M. SPEAKER (3 ohms)
Rola, W.B., Celestine, etc.
Ex Mfrs. Units
All reconditioned and guaranteed. Ideal Ext.
'/. Ditto with
Unit. Bargain. 7/8. Carr.
O!P Trans., 9/6.

,

916 I]E41I

l'YVl
l'Y 's2

I

1/9

3w. LAB. COL VERN, etc.
Standard Size Pots, 21in.
Spindle.
High Grade.
All Values. 100 ohms to
50 K., 5/6
1011 K., 616.

8 6 EC(J811

8 6
10 6
11 6

TRANSISTOR. -Midget
eleclrolyl iv,.
,d.).
4 mid.. e mid., 6 v., 36.
o; udJ., 10 utf1., - 16
3 v., 3'6.
mfd., 1 t v.. 3 8.
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES.-K _1 /1 CV., 5
6i so
:
:I:2 kV., 6 9 ; K345 ::6 k \'., 733. 1011 3) 4 kV..

2/-

ohms

10w.

6,1E7

100/2:5 v., 20430 V.
8/150 v. ILEA!.
8'3110 v. Dub.
8 i-8 500 v. Unb.
8+10 450 v. T.C:1'.
1r,14.5n V. IS.E.C.
111;500 v. Dub.
l0+t6,450 v. T.C.C.
32:350 v. 1116h.
32,500 v. Doh.
50+30 330 V. B.E.C.
32+32,350 v. B.E.C.

-13

13w.
5w.

11Q7

511'

c

., 9d.

1078 EF91

'

1iK9

.

w

;

9'-

SPECIAL PRICE
1R.5,114,153, IS-Cor 391or:IV1
..
..
278
11K9li, pF98, DAF90,'UL!i0
61(8, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V1i, 5754 or OXS
35 ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPESVI14W STOCK
Tubular Wire Ends
Can. Type, Clipa 3J: ea.

80

lythene,

ECL80 10 6,14'1,83 12 6
10 61'1.82
10 I1P80
10 131P1,43
11 8
9/- EEO! 12 6 1'1''1.1
9,6

8;- EF41

8'6 EABC809'8 EL41
8e EB91 9/61:L84
68EBC41 10!6EY51

6K7

GUARANTEED

78 DAF9'i 9'-

153, 184 7,6 UF96
354, 3V4 8/- DK96'
57.4
9 6 13L91i
OAT:ì
8,6 3301

7Y4

COax
switch,
Losses
Cosa ,plugs, 1/2. Cosa Stranded core.
Couplers ont S0 °ó
sockets. 1' -.
061
113.'. Outlet honer, 4/8- Ideal Band 3.
TWIN. FEEDER. Oil ohm', 8d. yd. 300 ohms, 8d. yd
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER. 80 ohms, 1;3 yd.
50 OHM CABLE, 11. per yd., din, Ilia:
TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 4 pt.-70 p1,, 9d. 100 pf.,
1110 hi.. 13 ;
'250 pf., 1/6 : 1000 pf., 1/9. PHILIPS
Beehive Type -2 to M pf. or 3 to 30 pi., 10- each.
RESISTORS. -Prof. values 10 ohms to 10 rnegohme
WIRE WOUND
CARBON
23 ohms
5
j
20'ó Type, 1 w., 3d. t
111w. y
10,00'1
1/6
1 w., 52. ;
1
w., 62.

Less

1R:7, 1T4

liXi

CGARRARD (4s.P). 67.10.0.
Carriage tins Insurance. 3 6,
AUTOCHANGERS- LATEST MODELS.
4 speed RSR (Model CAS), 88.15.0.
4 "peel COLLARD (R(2,454, etc.), 59.15.0.
4 speed GARRARD (R1'4 120111, 91 gas.
Carriage and Iusnrance, 4/6.
All above malels Brand New and Guar.
fitted latest style l'weight Xtal. P.U. with
turnover head and twin sapphire styli i-

Polythene insulated.
GRADE " A" ONLY.

SPECIAL

EL41 version, 7 w:dt
212.10.0. Carr. S ins.

4
4
4 Speed

C:;HLE COAX
STANDARD Jin. diem

D.P.Sw.

9 I:2 gus.

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
SINGLE PLAYERS -LATEST MODELS.
Speed BOR (Model T.U.9), 99'6.
Speed COLL.ARO (Junior). 5 gas.

Volume Controls 80
ohms

PRICE

BOXED

11X4

Rand
-Ram1
CONVERTER ACCE3SORIE3.
Cross -over Unit, 7/8. Var. Attenaators 8Ib- 36.Ih,
.8/9. BBC Pattern Filter, 8/6. Band 3 Aerials -outside
single dipole with 4 yds. coax.. 13/9. 5 element
¡Beam, 27/6. 5 element, 351 -, etc., etc.

Log. ratios, 10,000
Meguhms.
spindles.
1
guarantee. Midget

BARGAIN

20 :- and 25/..

VALVES

NEW

fiVll

/6.

1

-

-6

HEATH, SURREY

(Est. 1946)
(THO 2188)

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 190.

TRANSFORMER AND COIL WINDING CAPACITY
AVAILABLE FOR PROTOTYPES AND SMALL RUNS

Hours: 9 a.m.
pm.,
p.m. Wed.
OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
.0. or C.O.D. Kindly make cheques, ¡'.0.,. elf., payable to T. R.S. PostrPaekin7 up to 11b.74., 1/5. :1, 31b: 1, 6; 'db. ^' -,
1

I
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211 Streatham
ALL VALVES LISTED AßE NEWa 9TOCKRmOSCABH WITH ORDER
AND PO81' FREE. MITCHAM 6201
6K7
11 1, 4
918
10/10'MULO
12'EF42
ISIS
A2I
6K8GT
9'111,81
N37
18'3
EF.iO
4'1518
AZ31
1213
UU8
83'8
N78
112
EFSU(:) CO
818
1163
GLI
17;6
1.1141
--6
N142
918
8,'1?F8u
841
1141
^'d
61,00
UY6.5
8'N133 11/3
EF'85
718
pACa3 9/9
GL18
12 8
VP26 19 N154 11!3
EFBU
12/8
pAF(Il 9!61.19
21 W17
8/8
N727
818
EF80
1 rpAF9G 9/8
ü1/7G/GT
W77
9/6
l'CU84 91F1P91
/8
1)1)620 10/8
W81M 1816
PCF80 1819
EF91
9/9
11F3'1
118L7GT 7/8
W142
9!FCF82 11/6
EF95
1
1/FUI
8/8
681/7OT 8/8
W719
818
PCL82 1219
EL3i 238
8/9
1)F9r,
8X4
7/8
W727
S'8
PC1.83 1218
ELI!.
1 !916
1)P97
8XSI:T S'e
X18
11
9
P1.36
16'EL43 1 11311719 9/8
7117
18 8
X78
19,PLIS 2316
EL81
1 !8
11K32 12/8
787
12e
X79
1119
PL82
10/E1.81
011)1191
7-6
'L2l
711
10'8
6
PL83 1118
EL9u
1)K92 11/9
81)3
86
'L77
10/6
PY80
8/3
1:M8o 1 9/6
1)K96
211:3.
11)(21
18
8/8
9/6
EM81 1 3
E.ABC60 9/8
180
7,719
8/9
P182
8/6
BMOS
1
EAC91 10/7.1)15.
IUFt 22'6
8/6
81PY03
EYet 1 F.AF41 10/101.1311
1C2
Mau 1818
1119.
1iY81 1 EBIt 10'8
1F3
1
9
818
Rlu
82iEY91
6/9
E4391
11t5
9- I0P13 23'6
1i1(1
1913
E23í
EBC'41 913
IT4
12AH8 1
BP4l
8/8/8
E7.40
EBF80 9/6
9
51240
12AT6
81
818
8PO1
87.41
1 0
ELiP89 9/6
SY3GT 8/8
12ÁT7.
9
TUD4 1818
F:7.80
EBL2l 211524(1
12AU7
10/TP22 12!8
E7.81
E81.31 21/6A8GT 10i125X7
TP23 18 E290
;8
8/9
3:C91
651.5
1_BA6
9
11 6/9
U10
Fl.`2
1 '8
ECY:33 8/0
GAMS
9'. 12BE6 ;3
U25
13,6
FC4
23/8
1iCC46 17/8
r,A1/.5
1211117 1 ;6/.
1178
8'14/6
Ft'13
ECl.:v1 8/8
12J7G/U1'
6AQ5
7'6
816
U141
FC13C 19/8
ECC89 9!SATO
10,'818
8/3
U14í
07.32 11(6
E(Cx3 9/-

RST

1

WRITE TO

.

ELECTRONICS

E. B.
28,

i

Pembridge Road, London,
for

E0Y`835

1018

L'C'F80 1218

ECP82 12;9
12,01121

21l-

ECRU 13/8
1:01142

ECH81

9/8
9/8

BMA) 10/ECL82 1218

EF9
EF22

211-

EF4U

15'-

1139

4'9

666

9/9

U147
U153
U403
U401

H63
10:HBC00
IIL92 11!8
HL1331)
11/6
AY96 7/6
K6032 101K7'33C 1216
KT66 16!6
L2310 12:8

98

fiBAG

9l8
Ueul
27/6
UABC80

S 8

96

68X6

8 8
601)61: 27 -

8/6

6112

6Fl

10/918-

5'9
192

12Q7GT
14117
13111

20F2

I2in., f6.0.0;
16ín., £6.0.0;

I4in., f5.5.0.
17ín., £7.5.0.

GUARANTEED FOR THREE MONTHS

SIX MONTHS GUARANTEE

MAZDA I2in. Reconditioned £9.0.0.

8Ì8
8!8

8:20'-

All prices include Postage and Packing
Terms C.W.O.

13 9

2UL1

19/8

30F.í

1218

6F1.2
1111'3
7/8
8-6
1.701181 1018
511.4
12'6
61,13
357.4GT 8'tl
18'8
U(iL83 18 HKT4(ñ)
6.í5G
6/6
60LGGT
UF-11
/or 7/ 21'GJ7l4T
10'UFBU
10;MOTO
12 EF41
9/8
19(Incitation given for any types not listed. 0beolete mud old type- a speciality

NO CALLERS AT PRESENT

for lilts.

NEW-MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.
For London', Finest ItarCains in
electronics, television and radio

equipment.

REPOSSESSED AND SHOP SOILED
T.V. SETS IN STOCK. ALSO LARGE
SELECTION OF TAPE RECORDERS
ALL GUARANTEED.

TELEVISION
SERVICING

"VIEWMASiEß"

Vol. I.
' Sections

T.V. TUBES
RECLAIMED & GUARANTEED
151n.
141n., £5
101n. and 12ín.. 28 ;
and 17in., 27.10.0.
REBUILT TUBES with 6 mths. guaran141n.,
12in.. 29
tee. 10ín.. 92.10.0
911.10.0: 15ín.. 912.10.0: 17ín., 214.
MAZDA 12- tubes.
BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED
:

-

:

14ín. M.W. 36-24 tubes. 218.10.0.
17in. M.W. 43ä4 tubes. 217.10.0.

P.P. & Insurance on all tubes, 15; -.
Gram. Amplifier and 4- station radio
combined. 98.10.0.
RECORD CHANGERS-Brand NewCollard Conquest latest 4 -speed Auto
changer, 98.10.0.
Collaro Continental with new Transthe
cription pick -up arm, making this
world's first true high fidelity 4 -speed
autochanger. Price. 29.15.0.
B.S.R. Monarch 4- speed, 28.15.0
-

Printed Circuit Converter
No Patterning
or Breakthrough
We

can supply the complete

parts including valves,

.

kit of
of

l 0.0.

Complete set of parts for building
March).
Two line coils, two frame coils
scanning coils

(see

P.T.

Two
Ready to form.
wound.
Ferroxcube castellated cores, clamp,
spacer, and panel complete with

16/ -.

the full range of Taylor
Electrohlc Test Instruments and multi range meters. Brochure and details on
request. Credit Sale terms available.

tags,

Orders and Callers to

AUDIO LTD.

We havYe

:

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.
223 Edgware (toad. London,

ALL ITEMS POST FREE.

162 Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1

5607
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Intermediate

Frequency
Demodulator

Vision
Amplifiers
Video Amplifier -Sound Section
Power Supply of the Receiver.
S
By G. N. Patchett.

&

Postage 5d.

4 RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK. By The A.R.R.L., 1958 ed.
32/6.

0.0.

of coils for conversion
Viewmaster receiver, £ .

Set

-

1* Principles of Television-The Aerial
R.F.
Amplifier, Mixer & Oscillator

500

PAD

COSSOR.

EMITRON,

MULLARD,

9in., f5.0.0;
I5in., £7.5.0;

161EF37.A 10/3

send

Picture Tested.

Ex- Chassis.

MAZDA,

12K7GT
10/8
12K8GT
12Q7

12 -

6BR'6
6BW7

UA42 10!n
UB
31CeFá42

8!g
7/0

6887

-i0;-

U11C41

818

6BEf,
6B.í6

918

W.II.

T.V. TU BES

MI

ELCBI 10/-

(Tube Dept.)

h

Postage 1/9.

By G. W.
RAPID TV REPAIR.
23/ -.
Postage If-.
Heath.
IMPROVE YOUR RECEPTION.
5/ -.
By J. Cura & L. Stanley.

Postage 4d.
or ELEMENTS OF TAPE RECORDER
By H. Burstein &
CIRCUITS.
Postage If -.
H. C. Pollak.
23/ -.
16.

A

BEGINNER'S
By F.
RADIO.

GUIDE

J.

TO

Camm.

7/6.

Postage 6d.

TELEVISION ENGINEER'S

POCKET BOOK. By E. Molloy
& J. P. Hawker. 10/6. Postage Bd.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books
19 -23

PRAED STREET,

LONDON, W.2
Complete catalogue 6d.
Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.
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output side of this two coloured leads, red and
brown, go to the tube base. I think this is the
heater arrangement. I wish to replace the
original wiring. -G. Kemp (Liverpool).
Remove the transformer from the cabinet
together with the leads from the tube base and
rectifier. The two leads on the mains transformer
which have been cut back are the original heater
wires. These should be extended and reconnected
to the heater tags on the tube base.

FERGUSON 992T

NV/

Picture and sound went off and inspection
showed no heaters lighting up. A resistance in
series with the main ballast resistance and heaters
appeared to have overheated and broken off. This
was so discoloured that its value couldn't be seen
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
(or measured). I tried a number of resistances
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
but they all burnt out. I have two 15051 resisto supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supple alternative details
ances in parallel at the moment and the set is
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
working O.K. A heater voltage check on the
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
C.R.T. shows 5 volts. The only service sheet I
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 449
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
could get was for Model 991T and this shows no
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
such resistance. Could you please tell me the
must be enclosed.
size and rating of the correct resistance? -R. C.
H.M.V. 3807
Ashford (Leeds, 8).
Having on hand a Mullard tube Type
The component to which you refer is not a
MW31/16, which was supposed to have a low normal resistor but a thermistor whose resistance
emission but no other faults, I decided to take decreases as the valve heaters warm up.
A
a chance and connect it up to the set in place Brimistor Type CZI should be used.
of the Emitron tube (which was faulty) after
changing the base and arranging second anode ALBA T492
H.T. from the booster; but although I got a
Screen went blank. I refitted line o/p transpicture I could not get it in satisfactory focus
except at one end of focus control and then former valve EY51, valve PZ30. I now get a
the picture was insipid and without contrast. I rather dark picture. The brilliance R44 increases
forgot to say that I used an ion trap magnet brilliance to about centre of its travel and blacks
intended for a larger tube as I had not got one out again when it should increase brightness.
specially for this 12in. tube. Could you offer me Thos. S. Stewart (Glasgow).
any advice regarding any further modification or
If an ion trap tube is used in this model ensure
adjustments required which might help to make that the ion trap magnet is orientated for maxithis tube suitable for use with this set ?-W. mum brightness of the picture. The symptom
Mader (Manchester).
is essentially that of poor EHT regulation
The Mullard tetrode tube requires less focusing usually attributed to a low emission EHT rectifier
field than the tube for which the chassis is valve. However, low emission PL38 may cause
designed. Reasonable results may be obtained, the same effect.
however, by adjusting the focus control almost
fully clockwise and then moving the focus unit 17in. R.G.D.
along the neck of the tube until optimum focus
A few days after installation the sound was
is achieved. If this is not successful it may be faint.
The service engineer diagnosed valve
found necessary to adopt magnetic shunts on the PCL83 as the source of the trouble. Last night
focus unit to reduce the field.
be brought a replacement, but it made no difference. He took off the right-hand control with
the aid of a knitting needle filed as a screwdriver
REGENTONE "BIG 12 "
I could get nothing from the tube except a and made an adjustment in a coil. Later he pressed
thick blue line which appeared in the centre of all visible valves in a little harder and eventually
the tube on switching off the set. The sound is the sound became normal and the left -hand
very good. After a few days the tube ceased to control reduced as it was so loud. He said he
show anything at all. I had a TV engineer to did not know what the trouble was but it appeared
amine the set and he. told my wife the tube to be all right now. The sound was maintained
all through the evening, but now it has gone
s finished and it also had been " boosted."
From this
'
know very little about the working side of a again, i.e., only received faintly.
TV receiver but lately I have been reading scanty but complete information would it be
lot about it in these pages, and I wish possible for you to offer a solution to the probto try my hand at replacing the tube in this lem or make suggestions where to look for the
set myself. The arrangement at the rear of the trouble ? -F. A. Kirkaldy (Trowbridge).
receiver is this : A small C.R.T. transformer is
Do not interfere with the set yourself but
screwed to the side of the ..cabinet, from the demand that it is put into correct working order

Y

-
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at final
under the terms of the guarantee. In case of above fault. Another fault isup;arcing
this has been
difficulty, contact the makers direct. plainly indi- anode till set is really warmed
cating that the set is only a few weeks old. The present for a long while. I cured this withto anti
this
trouble is possibly caused by a poor soldered tracking varnish but it does not respond
treatment now.-R. G. Stevenson (Northampton).
connection on the base of the PCL83.
The ghosting is possibly caused by reflected
signals arriving at the aerial a fraction of a
EKCO T164
second after the direct signal. and not a set fault.
All I can obtain on the screen are horizontal This trouble can often be alleviated by altering
varied
be
these
can
lines,
and several diagonal
the position of the aerial and re- orientating for
by the height control from one thin white line to minimum ghosting. whilst maintaining a reasonapart,
Bin.
approximately
a full screen with lines
pick -up of wanted signal. Corona at the
further adjustment widens them up to sin. apart, able
is often aggravated by a high humidity
final
anode
I
picture.
any
of
suggestion
but there is no
during winter months if the
factor.
particularly
have
and
model
this
for
have a service sheet
is not heated adequately during the whole
room
cannot
but
checking,
routine
the
usual
carried out
if
I am using an of the day. This trouble should be suspected
discover any apparent fault.
on the connection
no
sharp
points
there
are
sound
I
am
getting
and
indoors
type
aerial
" X"
soldered to the EHT clip.
O.K. I have had the valves checked and am
informed that they are O.K. The set is fitted FERGUSON MODEL 951T
with a transformer for the C.R.T. giving 20 per
I successfully converted the set to receive I.T.V.
cent. boost, and gives a reasonably bright screen.
having made up one of the converters in a 1956
I have been informed that the C.R.T. has gone
but I am dubious if this is so. -H. Stinton issue. My trouble is alignment of set (not converter). I have studied test card " C " and decided
(Cheltenham).
If a normal raster is obtained with correct the response could be improved and with a few
adjustment of the height control. the trouble adjustments I have done this to some extent.
is caused by lack of video signal on the tube I have the service sheet for set which gives a
cathode. This may well be caused by a fault in list of adjustments for alignment. Would it be
possible for you to give me the order of alignthe tube (poor heater to cathode insulation).
ment and whether to peak on vision or between
sound and vision, etc.? Of course, sound trimmers
COSSOR MODEL No. 916
The set was on one evening when the line scan are adjusted for maximum sound, I suppose?
when
closed into the centre, leaving the sound on. I mean, of course, to use test card " C " fortuHave no test gear so I looked through some old making the adjustments as I am not the
copies of "Practical Television " and found nate possessor of a signal generator.-G. E.
" Simplified Fault Finding " in July, 1956, on Mason (Manchester).
You may be able to improve the response by
how to test for faults with earphones and
condenser. Have tried the EHT with screwdriver making experimental adjustments to the cores
and got none, so checked for line oscillator associated with the vision channel, aided by the
whistle with earphone, tracing it through into test card. In this respect we can only suggest
amplifier valve with nothing at anode. Have that first you adjust all the vision channel cores
had valve tested and it is good, so now I take it for maximum picture brightness and then slightly
my line transformer has broken down, if so detune them. one at a time, aiming for maximum
of the bandwidth gratings. This is a
could you please tell me whether I could fit a resolutionprocess
which can never result in the
bigger tube, 17in. if possible, and conversion data. tedious
optimum response condition.
-G. Seaton (E.C.1).
It is not possible to use a modern wide -angle
tube in this chassis. Insufficient power is avail- H.M.V. 1814 HIGHLIQHT
The trouble is intermittent loss of line sync.
able even if the line and frame circuits were
completely rebuilt. which does not represent an Set may work without attention for perhaps an
hour, then line will break up and controls have
economic proposition.
to be adjusted.
Have tried replacing sync
separator, line output, line oscillator valves, but
BUSH TV53
no success. Trouble can be remedied by adjustOn test card C, channel 4, this shows a mass ment of the controls but will not stay
put.
of ghosts, everything duplicated. I have made a E. R. Willatt (Edmonton).
double array slot aerial of seven elements on
Replace the
µF electrolytic capacitor coneach boom and with a slot and delta match for nected to the screen of the video amplifier valve.
channel 8 from sugestions in your article on
The above has improved FERGUSON 204T
"Slot Aerials."
reception to nearly that of Band I; we are at the
The picture has gradually become dull even
fringe. Of late channel 8 shows slight ghosting.
H aerial is mounted on chimney and slot aerial with brightness control full on. Sound is normal.
on a 20ft. mast on wall brackets. The distance I tested EHT with screwdriver and a good spark
between each aerial is such that they are isolated was obtained on anode cap of tube. I then
from each other. I have replaced the five EF80s inserted a milliammeter in series with cathode
which were well down and have tried another and video output lead to check emission of tube,
video amplifier, also oscillator /mixer and R.F. and to my surprise picture became very much
amplifier, gain too improved but I still have the
(Cohtinacd on page 449)
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Advertisements

& COMPONENTS

RATES :
4/- per line or part
MAKE YOUR AERIALS with' our
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines, Box No. 1/- extra.
Examples:
.fully machined parts.
Advertisements must be prepaid
Band 1, " H," complete with lashings,
and addressed to Advertisement
for £31101 -; 5 Element, Band 3, with
Manager, "Practical Television,"
,(ffoolded. dipole, mast and. clamp for
Tower House, Southampton St.,
details from our
Strand, London, W.C.2.
[illustrated (lists a an
on
ata
l
,aerials, sent for 1/- P.O. SKYLINE
WORKS. Burnsall Rd., Coventry. GET FULL VALUE from your TV set.
(Tel.: 60418.)
Conversion is simple with the BRAYHEAD
12- Channel Turret Tuner. In stock for ANY
State Channels, set make and
TELEVISIONS, 9in. models. £7/10/ -, AREA.
No. £6.19.6. post /ins. 2/6._ " 111 -Fi
12in. models, £13/101 -; 12in. 5-Channel model
miniature." REPANCO " Three Four "
models, £19/10/- each; all working; in
4 watt Amplifier. Treble, bass, neg. feedcarriage paid.
Send
for
list. back controls. First-class reproduction
TOMLINS, 127, Brockley Rise, Forest of 78, 45 and 33 r.p.m. records. Complete
-

Hill, S.E.23.

with valves. etc. 200,250 v., A.C. £8.19.6.
Carr. /packg. /Ins., 96. 3d. stamps for lists.

(FOR 5497.)

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,

Bullington Rd., Oxford.

WESTWAY RADIO

5, Westward 'Way, Harrow, Middx.

.447

BRAYHEAD 12-CHANNEL CONVERTERS, 7 gns. State set, make and
model. Spencer West Type
80,
£6/5/ -; both carriage paid. PLATTS,

Berners St., Birmingham,

189,

19.

TUBES PLANT AVAILABLE for reservicing your own tubes, 48-hr. service. TELEVISION TUBE SUPPLIES,
135. Frances Rd., 13 ham., 30,
(KIN
3120.)

TEST

SET

127U

í105S1,

U.S.A.

Frequency Meters: 375mc/ s., 3 valves, new, less bats..
£7/10/ -. CR100 -brand new: power
Transformers, 30/ -, Power Unit, 301:
Input 200/250v.
Outputs: 250v.
75mA, and 24v. 1A, D.C. and 6.3v.
3A, A.C., new, cased. with plugs.
45/= '(p.p. 3/6). 'Band 3. Receiver,
new, valves (APW89301, 15/ -; with
50c. power pack; modern version,
60 /- 'rail 8/6). I.F. Strip 373. new,
with valves, 42/6.- Test Sets: 74A
with 10 valves, VCR 139a, and faulty
power pack, fair condition. 40/(carr. 8/6). Brand new R.F.26, 25/'post 3/-1; RF27, good cond., 20/ -.
Micro -wave
725

ASSIST -U- AERIAL KITS,
TELEVISION,
12in. Insulator and cap for containing:
lin, boom,
picture, lin. elements,
20 lin. end plugs, 2 lin.
£26 each, carriage paid.
T H E end plugs, 2 lin. Grommets
GRAMOPHONE SHOP. 19 -21, Brock - for construction of Band II suitable
or III
ley Rise, London, S.E.23.
aerials; 8/8 complete.
Send P.O.
with order. ROBERT MOSS LTD., Metal Rectifiers: 240v. 100 nsA., 4/ -;
Banbury Road, Kidlington, 350v, 80 mA, 8/ -; 12v. 4 A. Bridge.
TELEVISION TUBES, high quality, 35,
17/8; 240v, 30 mA., 3//6; 1.000v, 30
re- claimed, as supplied to the trade Oxford.
mA., 7/8.
Chokes, L.F., 10H, 120
throughout the British Isles. Mullard
14in., £5, 17in. £7; guaranteed for TELEVISION, GENUINE RECEIVERS. mA., Screened, 7/8; 5H, 200 inA.. 4/4.
6 months.
Other makes, 14in., 15in. Under contract to clear 1,500 re- Test Meters, new, 4 x 4 x 2lin., Read
£5, 17in. £6; guaranteed 3 months. gardless of cost. 12in., £6 to £9; 1.5 and 3v., 60 mA., and 5k n, 12i8.
contains 10 mA. 31in. meter,
121n. Tubes. £6, but enquire first.
£2 to £5.
Trade enquiries TS347 etc.,
8 /8.
TS350 with lmA
'C.W.O. or pro-forma; carr. and ins. 9in.,
These sets are London res.,
3 }in. meter, valve TP25. etc., 30/ -,
.15/ -. TELETUBES, 34 and 18, Market invited.
Channel
models,
and
table
absolute
Meters contain 2 separate micro
Parade, Rye Lane, Peckham, London. Bargains.
GREEN,
4. Henderson amp. movements and 2 neons, new,S.E.15 top). P.O.)
(Phone: New Rd., Portsmouth. (Phone: 32972.)
7/6. R.F. Unit, 20- 35mcs.
lI.F.
Cross 4551.1
15mcs.), new, 2 /EF9I, 1 /EF93; motor
BRAND NEW ex -Navy Oscilloscopes, tuning. miniature construction, 35/-.
5- CHANNEL
TELEVISIONS
12in.
internal 230v. power pack, Test Set 281. 600 /1200mcs., new, with
screen Ferguson 988, Ekco 161, etc., with the
97 tube. Very small mod. 50 -cycle power pack, 150/- (rail' 7/61.
£22 each. A good selection of 12in. using
required; repeat very small mod. List and enquiries, S.A.E. please!
T /Vs (London),
100%
condition, required.
cutting, hacking or Terms c.w.o., postage extra. Immefrom £12; 9ih. from £7, also -12in. any extra No components
W. A. BENSON,
required. diate despatch.
T /Vs, slight faults, from £5; 9ín. Limited quantity only.
Send Od. 136,- Rathbone Road, Liverpool, 15.
from £3, TYLER TELEVISION. 63, for full mod. details, we will
reserve
Lee High Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. a 'Scope for 10 days after your
POST PAID. Special offer this
LEE 5979.)
enquiry. Price, inc. carriage, £5/15/ -. ALL
Co -axial Cable, 100yds.. £3;
You cannot afford to miss this super month:
50yds.,
£1/12/8.- ' " Belling -Lee "
snip.
Check
your
with
friends
who
TELEVISIONS, NEEDING ATTENDiplexers.
usual price 13/-, our price
TION, 9in. -10ín. models £41101- each, purchased one through our ad. in 9/8. " Clydon." " Brayhead ". Band
P. W."
These are the goods. III Tuners,' £7/7/ -; state channels
12in. models £6 /6 /- each. 15in. models
Brand
new
and
in
maker's
carton.
and
Philip's Projection models
model of T.V. set. "Stirling
quantity only, so hurry and
£11/10/. each; immediate despatch, Limited
£8/8/ -, channels 2 and
DIGGINS, Converters,
carriage paid. BARKERS, 325, Brock- for that Mod. booklet.
10 only.
Send now while stocks last
129
-133,
Radnor St., Hulme, Man- to: RADIO
ley Road, S.E.4. (TID 6752.)
SHOP (next to Empire
chester, 15. (MOS. 2419.)
Cinema), Wakefield Road, Norman ton, Yorkshire.
121N. T.V., out of order, £5; working
INSULATORS, lin. boom,
O.K., £10; 12ín., 5-channel, £15; 14in. DIPOLE
from £18. Auto /Radiograms from 1ín. elements, suitable T.V. or F.M.
5/-,
P.O. with order,
VALVES
£15. Cal:ers only. JOHN GILBERT Dipoles,
TELEVISION SHE 84411, 113. Shep- C. & H., 2a, Mona Street, Liverpool, 7.
herd's Bush Rd., London, W.6.
VALVES. PCF80. ECL80,

GUARANTEED

5-Channel models; first -class

'

:

!

T.V.

TUBES

as new, revacuumed;

ELECTRADIO. Co -ax, low loss, 9d.
yd.; Plugs, Sockets, 1/- each. Multi-

all makes; 6 months' straight guar- core
Solder, 2/8 per packet.
Stirantee; 12in. £5, 14in. £51101 -, 17in. ling Band
III Converter, all chan£7 /10 / -; carriage and insurance 12/6. nels, 6 gns, post
free. 18, Broadlands
U.K. Free delivery Greater London.
VIDIO REPLACEMENT CO.. Hales Av., Keynsham, Som.
St., Deptford High St., London,
S.E.8. (Tideway 4506.)
R.F. UNITS.
Types 27 or 26, 18 / -;
25, 9/ -; 24, 111 -; brand new; post
CATHODE RAY TUBES used but in 3/6. E.W.S. CO., 69, Church Rd.,
good working order, with three Moseley, Birmingham, 13.
months' written guarantee. 12in. to
17in. Mazda. Mullard and Equivalent UNREPEATABLE
OFFER.-12in., 5
types only, at £4/10/ -, plus 12/6 channel T.V., Lí5; .14in., £22; good
for carriage and insurance. -En- working order. C. EDWARDS, 1070,
quiries and orders to BHP DISTRI- Harrow
London,
N.W.10.
LTD., 379, (Phone: LA broke 1734.)
,$UTORS (LONDON)
Staines Rd.. Hounslow. Middlesex,
Tel.: HOU. 5144.
Our terms are RECLAIMED TUBES, 12ín.; 14in..
A -w.o. or c.o.d.
17in., all at £5 each, guaranteed;
100
(5
channel) T.V. Ekco 161,
988,
£15
each.
C.
DO IT YOURSELF. Send 1/- for the, Ferguson
1070,
Harrow
Rd.
ftnest list in the trade.
Every- EDWARDS,
thing for the Home Builder, the .(Phone: LADbroke 1734.)
Home Engineer, the Hi-Fi Fan, the
Tape Recorder Fan, etc., etc., and VALVES from 1/8. Radio, T.V. Comat prices that will make you gasp. ponents, low prices. Lists 3d.
J.
R.H.S.. 155, Swan Aroade, Bradford, 1. PALMER, 32, Neasden Lane, N.W.10.
-

'
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20L1.

10F1,

1002,

10 / -;

PCL83,
PL81 /2,13.

PY8I, ECC82, 7/ -; 6d. P.P.
R.R.V.F., 24, Avon Rd Chelmsford.
PCC84.

,

SITUATIONS VACANT
AGENTS

REQUIRED to sell I.T.V.
Converters, Aerials, etc., s.a.e. for
details, G: A. STRANGE, N. Wraxall, Chippenham, Wilts.

RADIO

(METEOROLOGICAL) -Tech-

nicians required by Meteorological
Office.- Qualifications: Basic knowledge of radio and radar and experience in maintenance /operation
of radar equipment including oscilloscopes. Successful applicants serve
in United Kingdom and overseas.
Commencing London salary £600 at
age 25 or over, rising annually to
£705 subject to deductions for each
year below age 25, Provincial salary
£28 ,to £30. lower. Overtime. night
duty -allowance, etc. Apply at any
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE, quoting
King's Cross 2468/066/.99.
.

(Continued overleaf)
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EDUCATIONAL

SERVICE SHEETS

details of suitable
Tel/ A.M,I.P.R,E. -For
study courses (only a limited number
Radio for hire. Sale and wanted.
send for free
accepted).
of
students
Mixed Manuals and Sheets, 12 for Syllabus
of
Instructional Text.
10/-; s.a.e. enquiries. W. J. GILBERT I.P.R.E. Conditions of membership
(P.T.), 24, Frithville Gdns., London, booklet ti -, "The Practical Radio
W.12.
Engineer," journal, sample copy.
2/3; 6.000 alignment peaks for
Radio /Tele- Superhets 6/ -. All post free from
SHEETS.
SERVICE
with SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20. Fairfield
vision; sale and hire; s.a.e.
inquiry. SULTAN RADIO IPT), 11, Road, London. N.8.
Old Bond St.. London, W.1.
11 +
EXAMINATION
SERVICE SHEETS for sale and hire.
J. Write for FREE
enquiries.
24-page GUIDE and
Radio /T.V.: s.a.e.
PALMER, 32, Neasden Lane. N.W.10. Test. stating age of child to THE
REGISTRAR (Dept. M71. Mercer's
Ekco, Correspondence College, 69, Wimpole
SERVICE SHEET WANTED.
W. H. PRICE. Dam St., London, W.1.
T.S.O. 1113.
End. Bradfield. Sheffield. 6.
Brochure giving details of
FREE !
Home Study Training in Radio, Teleand
all branches of Elecvision
SALE
FOR
Courses for the Hobby
tronics.
listed Enthusiast or for those aiming at
SUNLAMPS,
SUPERTONIC
S.A.E. SCIENTIFIC the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds,
£7/10/ -, 801 -.
R.T.E.B. and other Professional
PRODUCTS CO., Cleveleys. Lancs.
Train with college
examinations.
operated by Britain's largest ElecVALVE CARTONS we
Moderate fees.
organisation.
tronics
shelf."
the
off
000
C0
12
INSTITUTES, Dept.
12/, Write to E.M.I. W.4.
"
Miniatures 10/ -, " G.T.s
PT28, London,
2/postplus
100,
per
141
"
G.s
age. Lists free for larger quantities.
MATHEMATICS for Radio /T.V., 21/ -.
J. & A. BOXMAKERS. 75a. Godwin TUTORIAL
MATHEMATICS, 200,
Street. Bradford, 1.
Buchanan St., Glasgow.
SERVICE

1953

MANUALS /SHEETS

TV SPARES
CALL LANE,

41,

LEEDS I.

-

:

seen
TELEVISION BARGAINS : 9in..
£37/101-:
working, £71101-: 17in..Aerials
and
gns.
59
Sets,
new 17in.
of
cheap.
Co-ax.

Church St1, Lhalvey,Slough.

OWN Till and learn
about its operation, maintenance and
Qualified engineer-tutor
servicing.
available while you are learning and
building. Free Brochure from E.M.I.

BUILD YOUR

Dept. PT58. London,
Brimar INSTITUTES.
W.4.
(Associated with H.M.V.)
SALE, Mullard MW 31/74 and picture;
Tubes; excellent
C14BM
Avenue, WaterBe
Huddersfield.
-.
51101
loo.
TELEVISION COMPONENT

Tel. 28559.
We specialise in exact
components, e.g.

replacement

Mains Droppers for Ultra twin R6,
1,690)2- 1,4500, 5/3 ; R7, 1750+
3400 -4100, 5/3. For Phillips : RI,
1500í -2500 + 1700+ 1000, 6/5. R3,
4300.1 209 1800, 4/10, etc.
Line Output Transformers : LOP4
fits Pye V4, VT4, V7, VT7, 55/2,
LOP6 fits FV2, FV4, 50'9.

TSL HI-STAB 1 watt Resistors.
100 to ION)', Sd. each. 4/- per 12
mixed.

Crystal Diodes,

1/3.

Red

Spot Tran-

sistors, 7/6.

Service Sheets. 6 for 5/ -. 12 for 9/ -.
P. & P. free. These are all mixed. No
enquiries for sheets, they are sold
just as they come.

New type AVO Multiminor Meter,
E9 /I0/ -. P. & P. free by registered
post.
Please enclose postage. No lists available
yet.

on

.

all
TELEVISION,"
' PRACTICAL
concopies from first issue: perfect Road,
Osborne
dition: offers. 43,Trent.
Hartshill, Stoke -on-

SERVICE
components available for
the popular home constructor designs.
Catalogue available on request.
Replacement

Dartford Road,
Dartford, Kent.

82,

HOW TO USE ex -Gov. Lenses and
2/0 ea. VerPrisms. Nos. 1 and 2. for
35mm. to
tical Enlarger Plans
Optical Conden211n. sq.. 3/0 ea.
to suit,
Lens
sers and Achromatic
33/ - Lists s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH,
Rayleigh Road. Hutton, Essex.

J.T. FILMER

sure
EFFICIENT AERIALS. Make Meter.,
only way with Aerial Current
WellingThe
Drive:
HOBLEY, 109.
borough.

PIN-POINT THOSE FAULTS WITH A
RES/CAP BRIDGE, 35/- (P. & P. 1/6)
READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.

FOR SALE, AVO Electronic Test
at
Meter. perfect. £27; as advertisedRd.,
LAYTON, 24. Clarendon
£40.

Tel. :

Dartford 4057

GUESSING?

DON'T!

RADIO MAIL

(Dept. M)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

Eccles.

:

:

TELEVISION.

TELEVISION TUBES
FACTORY TO YOU

WANTED

12

Guarantee

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED.
for cash. State quantity and condition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD.,
38, Chalcot Road. N.W.1. (PRImrose

900.)

15 /-

per inch.
112.15.0
110.10.0
19.0.0

17 inch
14
12

Months

inch
inch

Below standard Tubes
CASH

OFFER for your

We want
Valves and Speakers.
new only ECL60. EY51, EY86, PL81,
R.H.S..
PCF80, PCL83. etc.. etc.
155, Swan Arcade. Bradford. 1,

WANTED, PRACTICAL TELEVISION, Oct.
and Nov. issues. 1951. Box 6, é'o

(Scratched Screens, etc.) E4 ea, any size.
Carriage and Insurance 15/ -.

Waiting list for 12in. C.R.T's.
C.W.O. to
TELE- ACCESSORIES (Mfg.) Co.,
:

Dept.

Town Street,
RODLEY, Leeds.
6, 164,

PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

www.americanradiohistory.com

;

:

Plugs,

SIMPLEX T.V. SET (unused): needs
adjusting; new components; £5, or
nearest offer. Box 7, C/O PRACTICAL

A BETTER

Airspaced Coaxial ('able, 7580 ohms,
new, 9d. per yd., 70'- per 100 yds.
Meters. 500 mleroamps, F.S.D. marked,
15/600 v., tin. dial. 15 -.
Pifeo All -in-One Meter. 0/6,240v., 0/30
m'a. and circuit test. 326.
Ion -Trisp Magnets, 5 -. Chrome car aerial.
37'8.
Sapphire Stylus Replacement Needles.
Standard or L.P. All typeset 6'- Including
T.C.4. HGP37, HGP59, Studio "0," TCB, etc.
Please state cartridge number when ordering or enquiring. We will give your head
the " Needle." Postage 3d.
Television Aerials. Band III, 3- element.
2816
5- element, 39'8
8- element, 5816 :
Band I Single Dipole. 32'8 ' "H." 77/6Also we carry huge stocks of all types. Why
not send S.A.E. to us with your enquiry and
we will answer by return.
Television Tables. Walnut finish, 20ín. x
20ín. x 24ín. high. Packed Rat in carton,
only four wing nuts to assemble. 7211.
Television Condenser.;. 100 Inca. 450v.,
616 64 +120 275 v., 1315.
Crossover Boxes for T.V., 15' -. Coaxial

l' -.

GUARANTEED VALVES
ECL8212 UCH42 8/6
5,- 6CD6
8
6 L'L41 101LN5 216 19BG6
EF85 $' 5 DH76 9/-

024
2X2

326
5U4

6AQ5

3'-

21'6 EF86 10'6

&8 6BW6 86 EL84 10'- 6SL7GT
8ß8G

96 61TT
8'6

5 6 PCC84

6SN7GT$/

6'

108 ECF82
6- 35Z4G
6AT6
8 - ECL
1625
11/6
8'6
ECI.80
6BG6G
$,'íP 8 UBC41 $'- 6X4
18 8
MAIL ORDER ONLY -NO CALLERS.
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. Minimum C.O.D.
charge, 3'6. Postage and Packing per valve,
6d. Other items : under £2, 1'9 ; under
.

£4, 2 -. All aerials. 2'6 carriage Aerials
cannot be sent C.O.D.

ELECTRO- SERVICES & Co.
221 BATTERSEA PARK ROAD.
LONDON, S.W.11.
MAC
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brighter but lacked contrast. Would this be a
faulty tube ?-A. E. Feary (N,19).
The introduction of resistance in the form of
the meter altered the video loading and was
responsible for the increased brightness -this is
normal. From your description we would say
that the tube is to blame for the poor picture.

DECCA MODEL III
Could you tell me if it is possible to convert
this set into a 17in. rectangular C.R.T., if so,
which are the best components to buy ?-G. Hensy
(Liverpool).
It is not possible to use a modern wide -angle
tube in this chassis without serious modifications.

H.M.V. MODEL 3815
that the U31 appears to be heating up
before any other valve. The EHT begins to build
up and then does not complete its process. If
left alone the U31 would break down but if
switched off for a moment and then switched on
the IJ31 heats up normally and a very good
picture is received. Now and again, but not
regularly, the picture fades and then comes back.
I haN a replaced the U31 with a new tested valve
I find

and tied it is O.K. I have replaced the C52
on the service sheet which I have in my
possession. -G. Lewis (near Bolton).
Suspect a heater to cathode short either in
the frame triode section of the B36 or in the
sync separator valve.

449

2. As a working proposition would you recom-

mend I modified the set to receive Band 1)1
(a) as per Viewmaster modifications, Practical
Television," December, 1955, onwards, or (b) as

per converter, "Practical Television," August and
September, 1955 ? -H. Thompson (Letchworth).
The UU8 can be replaced by a couple of
RM5s if desired and a more modern valve to use
in place of the U22 is the U26 which is on a
B9A base. We have not tried to convert this set
by either manner you suggest but did once tune
the sound and vision strips down to 38.25 and
34.75 Mc /s respectively, when they made a satisfactory I.F. strip for a conventional turret tuner.

BUSH TV32
Although set is giving good sound and picture
the line timebase EHT, etc., seems to take rather
a long time to begin operating, approximately
four minutes, which after this period as picture
appears it comes on slowly, building up from
centre. Is this normal with this type of set, as
if it is I should not bother to take chassis out
and test components, etc.-F. Tonkin (Grangetown).
We would be inclined to suspect the PY81
valve and this should be replaced. If there is
no improvement, let us have more information
about the manner in which the picture builds up.

FERQUSON 995T

There are frequent drops in tube brightness
(MW43164) and sometimes complete loss of
raster.
The tube will black out and light again
MURPHY TYPE V280
without any controls being touched. EHT can
I found that the dropping resistor (6 taps, each
be
obtained
at tube (screwdriver test) even when
tap 33 ohms), has been heating up too much, so
much so it is beginning to glow. Also the tube is blank. I have renewed the EY51 but this
has
not
improved
matters.
There is further
EHT rectifier is overheating. I cannot give
you the number of this rectifier as it has been trouble -loss of horizontal frame hold. 1 have
replacement
ECL80
and EF80 valves but interrubbed off. It is next to the 30P4. I get sound
for about two minutes, then it fades. Cannot change of these valves makes no difference. This
trouble
occurs
mainly
at 5 -7 p.m. (peak hours).
get vision. Could you please enlighten me on
The set is O.K. for three or four weeks at a
what to do ? -J. O'Donnell (Glasgow).
time
and
then
both
these
thoubles will occur for
The valve next to the 30P4 is the boost rectifier
type U251. The U25 EHT rectifier is sealed a few days and then clear. -S. Coste (Liverpool).
inside the line transformer. Your most probable
From your description a useful diagnosis is
fault is the failure of the U251. This can be . difficult. You will have to make a few tests in
quickly checked by removing its top tap order to " narrow the field." First notice the
connector and running the set. You will not, of tube heater when the picture blanks out. If this
course. get a picture. but if the U25I is the fault remains at normal temperature check the PL83
your sound will remain and the 33 ohm resistors video amplifier. We do not understand your term
" frame horizontal hold." Does this mean that
will not glow.
control of vertical (frame) hold is being lost.
control of horizontal (line) hold, or both? If
EKCO TS46
This set is unserviceable as the EHT and UU8 horizontal hold only, check left side EF80;
circuitry and valves need overhauling and substitute new valve only.
replacing.
I
gather from your " Practical
Television," August, 1956, that H.T. generally on
COUPON
this set is a potential source of failure. I would
This coupon is available until APRIL 21st, 1958, and
like to bring the TS46 more up -to -date and would
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the
like your opinions and suggestions on a number
notice on 445.
of items. 1. Is it possible to replace U22 and
PRACTICAL TELEVISION. APRIL, 1958
f
UU8 by metal rectifiers, and if so what kind?
,1

QUERIES

II

Published on the 22nd of each month
NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton Street.
London. W.C.2. and
4winted in England by W. SPEAIGHTby& GEORGE
SONS, Exmoor Street, London W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and Strand.
New Zealand GORDON
(lOTCH (A,sia), LTD. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY,
Subscription rate including postage for one year&
Inland 13s., Abroad 173. 6d. (Canada 16s.) Registered at the GeneralLTD.
Post Office for the Canadian Magazins Post.
:
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HIGH GAIN BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTERS
NO ALTERATIONS REQUIRED TO YOUR SET

RETURN OF POST SERVICE. All new goods.
Posted orders to Camberley: please. All 3 - each extra post (4'- for 2), 2,'- extra C.O.D.
mins : free from drift : fitted
Following apply to all converters : full instructions supplied. Càn be fitted in 10 rectifier
: double wound transwith co -axial plug : fully wired ready for use : with power pack including metal
switch : 12 months' guarantee
former ; 2 valves : mains on-off switch : fine tuner : B.B.C. to I.T.A at turn of
monthly payments
(B.V.A. valves 90 days) : Terms available one -third down and balance plus 7;'6 in four equal
FEEDER.
postage with first payment. FOR ALL SETS EXCEPT PHILIPS WITH TWIN
113 CHANNEL CONVERTER
£4.7.6

ECC81 valves.
With metal cabinet as
illustrated. Stove enamel
grey hammer finish. 5in.
x 71in. x 41in.
Walnut wood cabinet, £4'176.
Star_ local B.B.C. station.
Chassis less cabinet, £3176. Variable attenuator, 7:6 (I,- P.
& p.). Aerial splitter, 8.- (I - p. & p.).
6).
Genuine low -loss
External crossovzr unit, 7 6 (post
co- axial, 8d. yd. Aerialite Filter Box (Diplexer) 14,- post free.
in
brackets.
charges
Postal
Ex -U.S. Army Valves 6K6, GT,G 5 6 (9d.).
I.F. Transformers by Gorier AM FM (10.7 Mc and 465 Kc),
15 - pair (I -).
Screens for T.V. PERSPEX. tinted, I4 ¡n. x 11 ¡n.. 5- (2 -1:
lin., 5 - (2 -) ; LAMINATED GLASS.
White 141in. x
tinted, 14;ín. x I lin.. 5: - (3 -) ;
Battery eliminator for 4 low consumption valves 90v. 15 ma.
and 1.4v. 125 ma., 35. -(26). 200-250v. A.C. (Size 5f in. x 31in.
x 2 ¡n.).

Switch positions, off- 1.T.A.Valves PCF80 and
B.B.C.
PCC84.
Moulded cabinet
81in. s 41in. x 6in.
Don't confuse with similar
article being offered without
power pack.
Robust Band 3 AERIALS for lin. to tin. diam. mast or for
loft. 3- element, 27.- ; . 5-element, 35, - ; 9- element. 55. - :
carr. pd.

£5.5.0

1

1

11

AUTOMATIC RECORD

CHANGERS are in short
supply. Collaro RC457 Studio
4turnover crystal pick -up.
A.C. mains
mixer.
speed
200 -250 v.. see illus.
ALSO Collaro single player
turnover
3- speed,
AC3'554,
crystal pick -up with " T " head,
&
p.).
6
p.
£8;'16;6 (5/- p. & p.)
L6 16 6 (3

GLADSTONE RADIO

82B, High Street, Camberle3, Surrey.

-I

3, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol.

REBUILT TUBES O-

HIGH QUALITY
FULLY GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS
3

CRM

£8.10

16

MW

35 -24

CRM 141
CRM 142
CRM 152

,

£10.10

MW

£12.10 MW

RECLAIMED

12 "

£9 MW 43 -64

-16

MW

31 -74

4 15

31

-£6;

PRICES INCLUDE

CRM 171
CRM 172

121

CRM 122
CRM 123

-£6;

£12,10

43 -69

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
Most types available. State Make and Model
Number of Receiver when ordering.
S.A.E. please with all enquiries.

-£7.10

17"
14CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE

HOWORTH

PRIME ELECTRICS (Dept. W/2)
36,

51 POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD, 2, YORKS

QUEENSDALE ROAD, W.II.

Tel. 37030

Telephone: PARK 1131
(Near Shepherds Bush Central Line)
CALLERS : 10.30 to 3.0 (Except Wednesdays)

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

Catalogue No. II

ELBA'. - I.T.F. -F.M:AERIALS
Band I (B.B.C.) Telescopic
loft. 1918. External S
Band 3
Dipole. 28;3.
(I.T.V.) 3 element loft
array, 24' -. 5 element, 326.

prompt and efficient
MAIL ORDER Service.
3d. stamp (only) for Lists.

We operate

9d. post free

a

External

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.

pages, 108 photographic
over 2,000 new
¡: lustrations,
guaranteed items by the leading
manufacturers with data.
56

SOUTHERN

Tel. 51207.

Dept. PT
FINSTHWAI "rE. NEWSY -BR IDUE,
ULVERSTON, LANCS.

TRANSFORMERS
CONTACT

RADIO

and ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Redlynch
so rad Works
Wilts
Salisbury

,forrefit

?

FIRST!

Rewinding and manufacture of all types
for Television Radio and Electronic
Application.
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.,

Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire.
Est. 34 years.
: SHI, 2483.

Phone

www.americanradiohistory.com

wall mounting

element. 33, 9. 5 element.
Combined (BBCITV). Loft 1 -3 element.
41,3. 11 -5 element, 48'9 3

41:3.

s--=--

External

wall mounting

1- 3 element.

58.'3.

3- 5

Room
element, 63/9.
aerial. 12/9. Band 2 (P.M.)
3 element.
Loft "H", 28
88dd. d. Coaxial p5ug 1 3. Statechannel
when ordering. C.W.O. or C.O.D. S.A.E.
for price list.
s

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. II)
$ckenham,
189, Kent

Ì s B.
e

PD, ,

April, W58
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MEN AND

11(0,5re-le-P WOMEN
Industry and Commerce offer

t

r best posts to those with the

qualifications- appointments that will bring personal satisfaction, good money, status'
and security. As part of a modern industrial organisation, we have skilled knowledge
of what is required and the best means of training personnel for present day and
future requirements. We specialise also in teaching for hobbies, new interests or
part-time occupations in any of the subjects listed here. Write to us to-day for further
information. There is no obligation of any kind.
PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING
Draughtsmanship Mathematics
Economics
M.G.A. Licences
Eng. Electrical Eng.
Mechanical Eng.
A.R.B. Licences
Electrical Instal.
Metallurgy
Art (Fashion, Illus- Electronics
Motor Eng.
trating, Humorous) Electronic
Painting &
Automobile Eng.
Draughtsmanship
Decorating
Banking
Eng. Drawing
Photography
Book- keeping
Export
P.M.G. Certs.
Building
Gen. Cert. of
Police
Business
Education Production Eng.
Management Heat Sr Vent. Eng. Production
Carpentry
'Hi -Fi' Equipment
Planning
Chemistry
High Speed
Radar
City & Guilds Exams
Oil Engines Radio
Civil Service
Industrial Admin. Radio Amateur
Commercial
Jig& Tool Design
(C &G) Licence
Subjects Journalism
Radio Engineering
Commercial Art
Languages
Radio & TeleComputers
Management
vision Servicing
Customs Officer
Maintenance Eng. Refrigeration

Accountancy

Advertising
Aeronautical

-

IN
Sales Management

Sanitary
Engineering
Salesmanship
Secretaryship
Servo Mechanisms
Shorthand & Typing
Short Story Writing
Shprt Wave Radio
Sound Recording
Telecommunications
Television
Time& Motion
Study
Tracing
Transistors
Welding
Workshop Practice
Works M'gement
etc., etc.

Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION, A.M.I.H.&V.E.,
A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.1.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.I., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A.. A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S., A.C.W.A., City& Guilds Exams.,
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates, R.S.A. Certe., etc., etc.
Moderate fees.

Courses with
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT

The E.M.I. Factories at Hayes, England.

The only Home Study College

operated by a world-wide
manufacturing organisation

in RADIO
TELEVISION
MECHANICS r-Lyk
CHEMISTRY
ELECTRICITY
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP PHOTOGRAPHY etc., etc.
.

./

POST THIS

i

TODAY

To :- E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138K, London, W.4.
NAME...................... ...._...._.. ......._...._.____

D

._....__............AGE......

(if under

21)

BLOCK

ADDRESS

INSTITUTES

-Part

I

am

interested in the following subject(s) with /without equipment

APR. 58

;Yla ïlfA:ater v

(We shall not worry you with personal visits)
:

Pace"

Colka,biA,

www.americanradiohistory.com

CAPS
PLEASE

IC92

etc., etc

(

\

ACOPEN 8.8
AC TH1
34/9
3'8
ATP4
AZ3l 17/5
CBL31 244
CCH35 84.4
CL33 20,2
CY31 175

7,'6

E1334

2, -

0,-

PP2"i

VILVES
GUARANTEED ALL
TESTED
BEFORE DESPATCH

EC1431 10'8

1,7.K

5101142 10 -

11Z8 I

E01181 9ECL80 13'8
ECL82 18;6
KF'22

13E85

818
61321-

15Ìá
9/9

14'-

4-

e;-

10'9'8

9'-

EF86

13/8

EK32
EL32

18/6

EAF42 104 EF89
EB41
EBC33

PL83

FOR

EF36
EF37A
EF39
DAP96 10 6 EF40
DF96 10,6 EF41
DK9G 10'8 EF42
DL9G 10 8 EF50
8,6 EF34
D1I70
E150 1! 8 EF55
EABCSu
EF80
EAC91

5/6

E7.90
R1148

0132

6 9

11,10

82-

12:R30
5!HL23DD816
HL92 18/8
K40N
91KF35
8.'8
KK3'2 28:KLL32 8/6
KT24
5;KT33C 10'KT36 27i30
KT55 19'6

KT66 15'KTW63 7/8
KTZ41 8/6

71
74

HER
MR4

7'8 EL33 20/2 501141 7/9
1811
EBCIl 101 EL38 27/10 N37
16/6
EBF80 101 ELI! 10rß N78
EBF89 18

1 EL49
24 4 EL04
EBL31 24:4 EM34
6!ECU
141180
ECC40 12'8 EMS!.
EC004 10'3 EYI1
11131211

ECC85

9'6

ECT80 121
ECFS_ 12'8
FCH21 24 4

11,6
10'8

1011016

uro

E7.40

12/0
17/6
9/-

EZ-11

10

EYBG

PSI

PCC94

3/8
10i-

1,0F80 18/8
FOFOS 12,6
PCL82 14 6
PCL83 1418

PLIS 2710
PLO!
18'P1.,3
8.8

11;8

UC'H42 10
1'01181 11
UCL82 28
UCL83 25
ÚF41 10

3111

;:;:
i,t'4y

10, °

P18(:

10-

6
6

9
6

0080

19.6
ÚF85 19.6
PZ30 20'll -1'F89 18,PEN4DD
1'L41 10 6
27;10 ÚL44 27;10
PE/725 5,'- ÚL46 24.4
PEN44
ÚL84 10'6
27/10 ULT6 2011
PENES 7j- 1.158 27,10
PEN220A
0U9
8'6
8,6
4i- UY41
PENA4 15/- UY85 10'VP2B
8 ;QP21
7/6
116 27/10 VP23
8'8
8.6
SP41
3I- VP41
8061.
8/- VR105 /30
6'8
HP220 3/11
T4l
244 VRll6 4;T112
9/- VE15030.
TH30C 8IU10
10/6 '0870
9 ;TP25 27110 VU120A 8,6
U22
8'- W39(0Ú
1.024
12/6
12/141 8/0
U2í
14/6 VOíll 2;8
U37

0'8

27110

1077

17/5
11/10
U801 81'4
UABC83
18/1
UAF42 10!8

165
178

1545
11103
15464

15/-

9'6

151341

BCD 10'UBFS6 9I6
1.113119 18/1
IT

UCC84 20/11

UCF80 23 -

103

0720
X79
Y63
2309
23.59

8759

106

12;8
1H5GT 101
5/8
1L4
1LD5
3'6
11'5
3.0 8

816
13 /6

12/8
22!8
11/8

9-

11/5

11 /8

11/8

143
2'8
1A50T 8'12'6
1A.
íC3
111
10501 12'6

á9999999999999999995

9

We have now trebled the
size of our premises in
order to supply a larger
range of Components, Amplifiers and Hi -Fi Equipment.

189 -191

9

6

Dunstable Road,
Luton, Beds.

New Telephone No.:

LUTON

7388 -9

7 6

76
2'8

21'1

4:8

7 -

3A4

306

5 '-

3Q5GT
384

9/6
8/9/-

34
304

3/5840V 9'6
401

61540

2Y30

5Y3GT

2140
6A7

6A80

8 8 8 10 13 -

30 -

SAC7
SAGS
OAKS

618

SALI

6 9

6ÁM6
0AQ5
OATS

6QÚ6

614

5/6
6/6

0/-

7,6
8/8
10/8

6C8G

0000G
6CH6

6 6
55 31; 4
7 6

606

6FBG
6F6M

713

6E25 20,11
9íSLOG
617
7,6

5'-

7/6
7/6

8 -

ß:9 -

7CG

7.6
14/- 6807
8'SF15
14/- 68117
816
6F33
5/6 0037
6!SOW
4/8 68E7
6E6
2/6 66L70T 8/SHOOT 2/8 66E701 7/8
518
SOQ7
62501 5/6
633M
618 6U40T 141036
5/- 606/601 8/6
Ste
6370
61- 61.10
e/0
637K
8/- 6U70
7/SK8OT 7/- 6110
61470
5!- MGT 7/.
7/6K7GT 7/- (WOE
6%4
7/6
0/713 6/9 6X10
7/6x80 8/6 6X101 7/
9,'6-

9 6

or
2;9
31

9132

6613

6x801

8'6

70;

7;6 7H7
6N7
6125
13;8
SP28 27/10 707
6Q7GT 9'- 7Y4
68A7GT 8'- 8D'.

27/10
8!6

107.1

12.6

12Q70T
12607
12807
128E7
12837
128E7

12.616 10 8
12AT7
12AÚ7 7.6
12Aó7 8'6
9 -

12BAG

12BE6 10,-

12557

1116

1211601 ß :12350T 4'8
12370T 104
1SF5OT 8,6

121,ß6T

12 6

8;8

30E1.1

2,0

35L6GT

7/6
5;8
81-

6/-

128N70T

17;6

12ßQ7 8/8
1487
1416
7/9

19B060

24/4
20D1
18/90F2 24/4
20P1 27,10
20P3 20,'11
20P3 20,'11

25660 20 2

25L6GT 10125150 9/9
10/2525
2586
10f27805 20/11

13 ;6

96
86

3511'4

35Z40T IV.
35250T 9,-

111

8/- r0Ca

1261.7

111 15D2

12.4118

6/31112 12/S

500136031'4
50L60T 8 8

116

76
77
80

78

8 6

142B'f 3 6
185BT 34.9
210DUT 4 8
2101-FT 3 6
6 6
807
2.954
4 9
955
956
8.6

5'6

9001
9002

5:8

5'6
&6

9003
9004
9006

' 5,'6

TRANSISTORS RED SPOT 15 - each. YELLOW AND GREEN
SPOTS 101- each. YELLOW AND RED SPOTS 231- each; -WHITE
SPOT 15 /- each.

1957/58 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE IS
AVAILABLE NOW. Send I. - in stamps for your copy.
P t'B I. IC ATIONS

IOUR

6360

5;4/-

6ßA6
68E6

7/8

6BG6G 24'4

No. 140 -TELEVISION SER1'1('-

011106

16:0/-

eludes 20 -watt Amp118ef, F.M.
paies of Information, 4F teeh.
Tuner, Pre Ampllflera, etc., 8,8
-TV FAULT
Reprint No.
each.
a Profusely illusFINDING.
trated with Photographs Okra 1Venrite Manual of the Tape Deck

6836

68E7
6BW6
BBW7
604

8/-

11/6
8/6
101-

7,-

INCi FOR BEGINNERS.

-1

from a Televisor Screen, 5 -each.

ML'LL.ARD-HIGH

QUALITY
SOUND REPRODUCTION. In

3 8

each.

Packing
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and 1/; 20'charges extra, as follows : Orders value 10!- add
stated.
otherwise
add 1/6 ; 40/- add 21- ; £5 add 3'- unless
postage
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 3 -. All single valves
6d.
Personal shoppers Monday- Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m. to p.m.
1

BAND III CONVERTER
FOR £6.5.0

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES

.

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!

3
9
9
9

9
9Q

é

3
3

Send your enquiries to:

9

10, 6

6C'5GT
6C6

A SPENCER -WEST

COVENTRY
RADIO
Component Specialists
since 1925

164
185
114
2020

LEEDS TERRACE

LEEDS 7

8/-

1115

WINTOUN STREET

GI

April, 1958

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

452

a
9
9

99959999999999a99909

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how

!

'FREE GUIDE
The Type 80 with printed circu'ts,
panel controls for Band switch and
fine tuning and a performance which
ensures enthusiastic satisfaction.
Handsomely designed and finished
to stand on your receiver with its
self-contained power supply it just
plugs straight in.
Full descriptive leaflet on request.
Available from all good dealers or
post free direct from the manufacturers if any difficulty.

SPENCER -WEST LTD.,
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth,

Norfolk.

Phones : Works 4794 ; Sales 3009
Grams : Spencer-West, Great Yarmouth.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to chose seeking such
success compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds

Final

Radio,

P.M.G.

Radio

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.

of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

Write now for your

FOUNDED

1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.C.I.

April, 1958

PRACTICAL

TELEVISION

TELEVISION TUBES
MULLARD

12in. E6.10.0

14in. £7. 0.0

171n.

COSSOR

12in. £6.10.0

14in. E6.10.0

17in. £8.10.0

EMITRON

12in. £6.10.0

14in. E7. 0.0

17in. £8.10.0

í8.I0.0

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS
MAZDA

...

CATHODEON

14in. E5.10.0

17in. E7. 0.0

14in. E6. 0.0

17in.

f7. 0.0

All Tubes plus 12,6 carriage and insurance.

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trade.

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

81,

(LONDON) LTD.

Telephone

MAKE
BY

SOUND

USING

Contains 5 cores of
extra -ac e. non- corrosive
Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.

ti

1

CARTON
Suitable for 200
average joints.

Here are some

of them.

Contains 2 cores
of Arax flux. Flux
residue is easily

bit

Detachable
type (List

British and
Foreign Pats.

No. 64)
Reg. Designs,

Protective Shield
(List No. 68)

removed with
water.

HOME CONSTRUCTORS
216 PACK
In addition to the well -known
Home Constructors Pack (containing I9ft. of 18 s.w.a.
60/40 alloy) a similar
pack is now available containing
40ft. of 22 s.w.g.
60/40 alloy
especially suitable
for printed circuits.

ILLUSTRATED

MULTICORE

FOR METAL FABRICATION
( Not wire -to -tag joints)

RA

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

mut_ncoat. Theresa

r'i t iciori sortu just made
for the job you have in hand.

ARAX

5r-

(Regd r.od, Mo.k)

M

CARTON

HANDYMAN'S

S.W.I9

Aps o

SIMPLY

Wherever precision soldering
is
essential, manufacturers,
eng.: neers and handymen rely
on

MERTON

.

CHERRYWOOD 3255

:

Multicore

ERSIN MULTICORE

SIZE

JOINTS

.

etc.

SIZE 8 CARTON

5

!Iandrntans Carton 6d

BIB WIRE STRIPPER

Catalogues

AND CUTTER

Strips insulation
without nit ant wire,
cut, wit <'leanly,
syli/ s exit uded

sent

FREE

ADCOLA

I

PRODUCTS
LTD.

1111\111

flex 316 each
Telephones

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. (BOXMOOR 3636)

Head Office, soles:

:

MACaulay 4272
& 3101

www.americanradiohistory.com

Gauden Road,
Clapham High
St., London,
S. W .4

Type A.
:'

"I

boost

',

10 13:

108:
x..

COSSOR COMPANION
SUPERHET MODEL 527 X FOR ALL -DRY
BATTERY OPERATION
S.W.i 1:1.6 I., 1:; lone,!, s. \\ :! 42.s to 1711
metres, Williail, 1,7 to 575 metres.
Giving of bl -u i,le
A tins lll'y,..'

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
ti..,i. I:12P
I:... I.'ako,t" ",.r Iii,_

C.R.T.
ling

April, 1958

TELEVISION

PRACTICAL

IV

v.,

4

v.,

11:.3

lira'.

Ill

10 6 is
10 6.

'i.,

v., 10 6

11).3

;

null., with mains twiroarir., 12 6 ea h.
Type B. Ma inx itipot 2hlo 7411 volt s.

top.;

"

H.,

Nllli

vol.,

resepl
ht es A .,
The calabet is
trimming-. Valves :

Input
oat pot volts by
ryas 'which
Lox capacity.m ", repels sl
oat
xth,,,b; Itoy Talara, 21: -.

2. I.

O

v.,

,

1

1

1't

1

a

i

I

r

Typ'

pot

I

.

CC. h.

1'

aie

tow 'apiteity

C.

...

oh
_'

volt

Tull,

Pa

volta.

.

only. 17'8,
transformer for
with falling emission.

ottnecied beaten.
3

1

4ba

a

n

,

'_

I., PI ilieg.

l

-1°,oUU ohms

25 111111,
_0,111111

11

12 6

.

1",. 2' -. Preferred val11es
1latl°, ., " 9d.
(1
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS

HIGH STABILITY.

ohms.

w., 1'9

1

bl

:

1,
121
w., 213.

PURETONE RECORDING TAPE

IItar,I io.

M

nnty

Heavy

TRANSFORMERS.

O P

-poll, 76. Miniature.

papal

i

t

1

:

.

1

1

1

.

.

1

1

;in. sol. o
11. FORMERS 593718 and Cans TVl'2.
111., 2 - ea., with cotes.
sq. r
,ml
TYANA. Midget Soldering lrnn. Calao *an V. or
Solon Instrument Iron, 24, -.
16 9.
11

MAINS DROPPERS. Sin. . 11in. adj. Sliders,
o .. alp. 75,11 ohms, 4:3. 11.2 amp.. 1,noP ohms, 4 3.
amp., 110 olnn.+ per blot, .2 amp., 100
LINE CORD.
Idol.- prr (oot. -way. Bd. per foot. 3-way. 7d, per fool
LOUDSPEAKER P.M. 3 OHM. 01 in. square, 17:8.
.,,.,.l arma. 17;8. 7111, x 4in l:on,imnna, 21: -.
Sin. Plessey', 19 8.
Else
,.pl
211 -Irin. It. 4, A.. 35 -.
,,.n. 1. sod na:m.. 188.

110

E. 9.51. field, tappet
15 ohm Pleeeey 10 wt. 12ío,
CRYSTAL DIODE G. ILO.. 2 -.

\I.

O.I'. transi., 24/6.
with Tweeter, 97;8.
GEX34, 4 -.

HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. "sono ohms. 188 pr.

Inn 1, Pot
10'6.
9 e:,.
SWITCH CLEANER Fould sgrllrt spool, 4 3 tin.
151
pi.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.
L,I
Lin. 0 ltln. s 1lin.. 10' -. .01)(17 4t:aar,l
midget, 718 ;
r' Ith Ir1111111r'.9' -; Iran trimmers, SI
°n
pl'..
pl'.,
pi°,
I
130
82,
711
2.2
;
7;;
SINGLE.

MIKE TRANSF. 511

a

1.3

:

;

r:

:

-;

solid dielectric inn, 301), 300 pr., 3'6.
Fnpanded Net l Silver,
SPEAKER FRET.
Olio., 2- each.
1:ÿi

25in. 0 .;in.. 30'
Terra In. 1011. aide. 11- iI_ oft. 3in. wade, 5;- it.
VALVES
New & Guaranteed
All Boxed
8 8 I19C:C1
8 6 IIAISL9n
81816K9
11:5
1081e:1IC4I
12'8
880U;
1-t
108
10 81 h:UF.n
I-á
818 6tt7
gg H\-Rn_.t 7'8
pt. t
8181;s.17
128.111"11 108
.^.V7
3'8 riSN7
Bi81 '
1'01
8 8
GOLD CLOTH.

17111.

s

23in., S'-

:

;

7.81-I

:..:
:.11

cn11d

c1s
0',1:,;
b1116

iPo';

1,1t10 7
H

:.

a

,

i

;

':Uri

;

r,F.o

108

1

8 8 Wm:.

4

7,'81

8.8'IV6üT 88'EC7.°
7,'8 hrlir'
88nR4
^;81:1'isso
108655
71 Er'In2
881246
5812 11161081F:n
-81'!:1'17 10,6 EVIL
108 1211''7 10:8

1.1711

8819.457 1081ig,tip.

881'9E0 10'81;101
8SS-Ir.
8'B EF40

10 8 129117 10

tl8 12K7
781"27
38::á'/,L

8;81:F99

10;81:1,117

661:1-.,t

889n

78 0,4
8 8
'

,a

a

B e

'

K

ï

5 a

I

150

r\Ja'sn
9

.

1

1281'l1Fs0 108

126Pr'F3 108
7 8 P''I.s 108

1081'1:N'75 88'
106
5,6 i'In-s
II') so 106
5'8 it 01 106
106
8
5 6
10'8 dp61
5'8 111 1I 108

56I1-H1.108

3081
12 6
10 8

1:0 .1

1

8

1

61.14a

8 8

10'8 P('('ct 12:8
108 Pr'1%`l 12'8

Ii7.J

6.8 E11Ia

l'11.

1

I.I

11 6

I"'_'

8

57:,

1

I

I"1 II

10 8
10 8
10 8

l'are. F In, 4 6.
D'poail 25.51 and ais monthly

;

111

6; Oitto, 21 b''.,
Tubular Solo t
Micas Od.

9 8

5

. 117,

.

.°I

1

-

1

,

.9:1,

;1

;:

.

19:.1

..

a

6
8

1

n,fd.,

1

et

100

:

,uu1 I,
.::an
50 v
v.,. , 1 9
.7

;

2,11011

10 5119 ptn,f.l., 96

.all

:

96. ;

,:81

oll.6.
;

I

.3 pi. to .111 1111 t., 10d.
CERAMIC ` COEDS. P
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 111- 5 pi. to .1110
pi., 1 -; ran pf. to i, 1) n pf., 1'3. close tolerance
I
pl'.) 1.5 liF to 47 I1'., 1 8. lento 1" 511 p1'.
in 91. -, pl',, 1 91 111110 p0''. h, 5,000 1,14, 2 -.

Model 11('456
4-Sr171'a)S -10 RECORDS
t)" Diei: -1111
V4'ill. Si muss,

I

1lIt.5NU NI':VV- IN ,IAKI It'S BOXES
oIR PRICE £9.15.0. post fre
I)epocit 25.5.0 and 9iX
TERNIS
monthly payMenio or £1.
Suitable Player Cabinet=, 498.
Amplifier Player Cabinets, 83 -.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair.

2l in. x
s Slug tuning Miniature Can.
High Q and good bandwidth.
z lin.
By Pye Radio. Dala sheet supplied.
Wearite M800 I.F. 465 Ke s 12 6 per pair.
Wearite 550 I.F. 465 K es 12 6 per pair.
485 Re

lin.

:

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
SINGLE
4 - SPEED
RECORD PLAYER 4SP
Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months

l'

A

1)

I 0

r 1:

It I'

("l' I Il

6

N

I

TUBULAR

TUBULAR

GARRARD

2- 101
:or. 239+ o

.7,o

1

I.

2'i,II I. 23
150 c.

4
o

1

n5ó.58::
-

turnover heal. two separa'e sapphire styli,

i8.0.0.

each. Post Free.
OUR PRICE
Terms : Deposit 25 and 4 monthly payments
3M.
Space required 14in. a 121in.
of 21.
above and Stin. below.

ka..
K::

\1'ith

sides, riveted corner, an

4

"lin. aid'.,,
I:;
11 7in., 6'9
laI4in.. 126:

holes,

;

7

lin.,

c

sOin.,
1S

y

4 6

88.

Il

;

U;',in.,

5 9

:

II in., 10.8:
166.

14

y

lt.l'.

TRANSISTORS. : olio, 10,' -.
21; -. ,Inu :,r,I 0171. 20' -.

710

2.6 plc

ingle

salt

a,

l'lo.yer

.

2215 0.

h,tilt 3 -watt a0,1lilhr with, valves and
elipllrnl Inlldsprak'r. 23 12 6.
available separately or if all pnn'h',se,l
rcrther. £915,0, conlpl11,' kit. post
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Aroa, pn.isio1,
16 i,.
It., r_ala
,olginrered. Size only I lin
Price 8 6. No tnunformrr n ured.
Ready
X

11 Ian

111

I

TELETRON CRYSTAL SET KIT. r'abinet
chassis components. 1'11. - 15 -, o ith 11.Ií
Phones, 30 -.
HI -GAIN BAND 3 PRE -AMP KIT. f'asrn,le
eirtolit ,Ling valve I:1'1's1. frire 27'6. \l lib
Power Park, 49 6.

0

t.
a.
I.

;

1111

275

21111

kV.. 7
alp..

6

5

6

58

6 6
7

-

11,8
v

126

58
3

5

- 1,1110 {- TOM) 7 v

6'6
E.H.T. TYPE FLY b, -; K., lo 3.7.

kV.,
;

K:;

oltge

%.I

kt..

1

8
71.1,

-.

r)l

rll

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET. 28 -. H.F.
coil, aerial soil. Oscillator roil, two I.F. Iran!-

...lector transformer awl
fornierz 10.7 Slav s
lan er choke. 1'11, ail book using four 011111,
2 -. J.U. UP :asst. and Mal. 198.
l'omphI, .bawn, I'.51. Kit. 55.18.6.
perior calibrated .Ils1. 58.15.0,
\ \ i l l , .lason,
I

Kit'.

1- .ocr,l
maker' snrpl s stork'.
pick -alp
24 12 6.
nollaro Junior
1,11.,. x
Iian.laomr loanable rasa, 171 in. v 1,
I

4:,11

;

.

Iir

K:; 1.,.
RI -14
14 6.

:,1111

1,

MAINS TYPE CONTACT COOLED .5,lI c,I,ll m:\.. 8 8.
l,.\ -. 7 6.
,1111 '
A., 9 6. 5,Irt
i'lc.l
COILS \\fie elle " it " typo, 3 ea, h, Os,
All
es.
"1¡ Ip pe adj. .lost to re. fro lia 4
TELETRON. 1..v N rt l'.It.F., will reaction 3 8.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. 51.',, ., 8 9 M. ,l 1.., 12 8.
T.R.Y. COILS A II 1" 7 - pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2.h.
FERRITE ROD 71 11. x : Sin. dlo., 2 8.

HANDY VOLT METERS. _in. Twin hatee.
V , 0-9511 v.. D.C. Willi Izad, and leather
,ase 12'8 ,onatlete.
BARGAIN
REPRODUCER
BUILD THIS
Famous

s

l,;

I

lattice fixing
x

-:

a

4-

1911 ,'=
I. 19.; 'o 12 I.

7

10

C

Pi-'S.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
BAC,f VOLTAGE. K:; 2.5

.vuplilier l'Iay,r 1',l,inrta.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. IS !'raga nrvlriIle,.

TYPES

CAN

24,6

47
TYPES
35, 511./511 711 v
loo 350 a
3 8';

CAN

tal i 3 8I 10s
at v.
I,i omy 4'- Ili
lü

.

GC2

r.

164 16 ,S11u v

1. 2 9

-

o

Designed to play 16, 33, 45, 79 r.o.m. Recnrle.
lin., l0in., 12ín. Lightweight Xtal pick -nn,

10'6
10

1

1

gns.

MGR-FIDELITY AI "l'OCt1ANG1üt

'

rah.

yd.

1

\'

1

1

9d yd.

I

* COLLAR() *

.1

.

,

1

.

5

spared.

13
- DOUBLE SOCKET
4 8
- OUTLET BOXES ..
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. 6d. sal or 8011 ohlu +.
ohms only.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1 -.
Pre-set 3101 WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT.
K., 3.- ra.
T.V. 'fate All value 2. °bolls to
- l K.. 4 - O'arbo° P C. Io 2 rot. 3 -.1
Spimlle
Pal, 21in.
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT.
inn 0.86,
Values, Inn ohms to in K., 5 6
trild. 7 kV.
New ninrk.
CONDENSERS.

MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS.
1!100.. 306 -.
6ìn., 17;6 ; l °111., 25 -

L.F. CHOKES I:, -111 H. cariai nyt.. 5,- ; 10 H.
lu It. 150 ul.l.. 12/6.
,,, 1.. 8 6
MAINS TRANS. 7.ín- l.:R50, S0 m.4., 5.3 v. bitted.,
, ditto 930.0.1511, 2.1'6.
4 v. 4
- v. tapped 4 v
-n
-:mn
115 rn.1.. 6 v. 4 x
4 v 2
.. 15,ana
I:a -c
.
v
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim., 2011,2511 v. Cl
amp.. 7'6 tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.:3 v., 1 m.mp., 8,16 ;
ii V.
amp.. 108.
p
7s11 v s 1.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, lin., 8d. ; lin., Md.

Fringe
Stir

"",

Quality.0
'/

ont

f,naseo

49

COAX PLUGS ...
...
SOCKETS

pny1m1,1s of 21.

Pa n, A., 4 6.
71St, etc., 46.

4-

COAX

Oenl,-aie space,( Polythene insulated. lin. dia.
Stranded core.

Linear or Log Tracks.

11

TERMS:

7

Metal reels.
1,200 ft. on standard
Spare Reels 7" plastic 4/3, 7" metal, 2'3.
FERROVOICE 1,20061. Plastic Tapa
25 - on Plastic Reels.

Leaflet $.1.1l.
17,8 extra.)
ra.rr. ,l ins. 4 r.

Matlrry

1

3-

4.2 watt.. Chassis 1:11 OII5.2t in. lila.sv
r
rt hat available..
10 0 41in., horizontal
9 Pilot Loops, Poor Kona \Salo,at ,`r Ivory.
Ali'nr.l and calihrale,L ,'has -,. I+olale,l from
.

Olin.

Inng .+pindlrs. I:uarant yettr.
Midget
0,000 ohms In 2 lieg.
No Ow. 9,1'.40. 1.4.1'..+w.

1

;

áArÁV

IIKti'

tee'1

,

Ion pi.

'

pr 750 pt.. 1'9.
to ohms to hl nrg.,
. 11-.
II w Sil.

RESISTORS, Preferred values.
41.:1 .r. 41.; 1 w., 60. ;

l'

pf., 96.

an, 7°
500
:

1

'of., 1!6

2411

:

15J n

lags

I

c

'

Volume Controls 80 ;'';I,I,I:,

1958 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
FIVE VALVES
THREE WAVEBANDS.
I.I "ICI. -I' 1IIi1,L \lilt
a, II.
Ili
-711 I
1I
I:,, tll ", 15111, EItI'41,
M.H _1111 n -35o,.
1:141 Ent)
L.\\'. 860 m. -!,non tn.
12.111m11 14 gnnrautrr.
A.C. 21111 250 v. -,rev Switch ; short-Met-101M.
Long -(;rani. A.V.1'. and Sr.;tivc feedback
1

TRIMMERS. Ceramic.

911

OUR
PRICE

Ontpot

dia at''- Amp +. II illa 'rag Panel, 17,6 each.
--IIa- essential to also mains tri ary
with T.V. receivers having series-

pr.

/I:

91'1..
"

w and

NOTE.

,

.,.

.

1

.

a

ban Is. Oin. speaker.
II 1 beige with gold

as

s

'

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS :
4 a.
17 8.
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NEW AND ENLARGED SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN

OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY PURCHASE.
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